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MINUTES
USF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
CAMPUS VIEW EAST, MARSHALL CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FLORIDA
December 6, 2001

Call to Order and Chairman's Comments
The Chairman, Richard A. Beard, Ill, convened the regular meeting of the University of South
Florida Board of Trustees in the Campus View East Room , Phyllis P. Marshall Center, USFTampa Campus, Tampa, Florida, at 1:12 p.m. Corporate Secretary Genshaft called the roll with
the following members present:
Lee E. Arnold, Jr.
Richard A. Beard, Ill
Steven G. Burton
Margarita R. Cancio
Ann Wilkins Duncan
Michael Griffin
Rhea F. Law
Connie Mack
John B. Rami!
Robert Soran
Gus Stavros
ChrisT. Sullivan (via telephone)
H. Patrick Swygert (via telephone)
Judy Genshaft, Corporate Secretary
Chairman Beard praised the USF Athletic Department and football team who finished the
football season in 29 1h position, one place behind FSU and reported that both the Men's and
Women's basketball teams are currently undefeated. Beard complimented Trustee Arnold on
the progress of the Values, Vision, Mission and Goals Committee. Chairman Beard announced
that the next regular meeting of the Board of Trustees would take place on March 21, 2002.
The January meeting has been replaced with an Executive Committee meeting.
Comments
President, Faculty Senate
Dr. Gregory Paveza, President of the Faculty Senate expressed his hopes that the
Board and the Faculty Senate can work together and commended the Board members
on their restraint in not becoming too involved in the fallout of the September 11 attack
and for their hard work in Tallahassee, on behalf of USF, during the recent round of
budget cuts. He thanked the Board for allowing the Faculty Senate to do their work and
asked again for faculty representation on Board committees. A copy of Dr. Paveza's
remarks is on file in the Board of Trustees Operations office.
Vice President, Student Body
Mr. Dave Mincberg, Student Body Vice President, remarked that the recent budget cuts
have added to the stress that students are already feeling during the approaching finals
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week, and said that many students were wondering about the fate of summer classes
this year. He thanked the University leadership for their perseverance throughout these
legislative budget cuts. Mr. Mincberg recognized Coach Leavitt for his success this
season and thanked him for his hard work. He praised Coach Fernandez for stepping in
to lead the women's basketball team this season, and recognized Coach Greenberg for
inspiring the student body by visiting "Greenburgopolis" before each home basketball
game. Mincberg promoted participation and attendance at the USF/UF game on
December ih. He closed his remarks by thanking the Board for their hard work on
behalf of the students of USF.
President, United Faculty of Florida
Dr. Roy Weatherford , United Faculty of Florida President, related his history with unions
from his work in Arkansas, Arkansas Tech ., the United States Army through graduate
school at Harvard. Weatherford briefly related the 3-step grievance procedure at USF.
He noted that the Union has won several grievances when they reached the step 3
phase, which included an outside administrator, but that even without formal victories in
steps 1 or 2, the Union has accomplished much through unofficial settlements. Dr.
Weatherford closed his remarks by noting that it was his experience that non-union
faculty have more problems than those at institutions with a union.
President, USF Athletic Association
Dr. Mel Jurado, USF Athletic Association President, related the story of the typical day of
a USF athlete to show how much the student athlete puts in to each day. She used this
scenario as a lead-in to promoting the need for a new athletic training facility. Dr. Jurado
then reviewed the notebook handout that was supplied to the Board members (available
in the Board of Trustees Operations office), and briefly reviewed the revenue sources for
athletics, including contracts, fees, outside funding and Foundation money. She then
presented each Board member with a commemorative coin from the inaugural football
season. Trustee Gus Stavros asked if the Foundation had been approached for funding.
Mike Lewis, Intercollegiate Athletics Advancement, responded on behalf of Jurado and
said that Michael Rierson, Vice President of Advancement, was working on securing
funding . Mr. Rierson added that he has spent quite some time recently working on
funding of a new athletic facility, but that this is the "quiet stage of fundraising." Trustee
Lee Arnold asked Rierson if he had dedicated individuals to the athletic facility
fundraising effort. Rierson responded yes.
Coach, USF Football Team
Coach Jim Leavitt commented that it was a collaboration of people at USF and in the
community who have worked for the past six years to take the football program to where
it is today. He said that his vision was similar to all USF departments- to be the best.
Coach Leavitt received a standing ovation for his work.
President's Comments
President Genshaft reviewed progress at USF. She noted that the Honors Program
would be developed into an Honors College next fall, the athletics program is having a
stellar year, the residence halls are full and the faculty and students of USF have
continued to receive positive national recognition , including Dr. Robin Murphy who
received feature coverage in Parade Magazine and a $548,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy to continue her work on robots used for rescue missions.
President Genshaft said that the work of the USF Values, Vision, Mission and Goals
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Committee would be reviewed later in the meeting. She reported that she had appointed
a Task Force on Security following the events of September 11 . The group meets every
Friday and is expected to submit their first report shortly.
The Legislature was expected to adopt budget cuts today, and Dr. Carl Carlucci would
provide detailed information later in the meeting, but the good news was that the
Legislature authorized universities to keep all the tuition collected this year, and that
USF's budget cuts were in line with other state universities. Higher education cuts were
not substantially more than K-12. President Genshaft reviewed the plan to hold some
lecture classes in the nearby University 16 theatre complex, with transportation provided
by USF shuttle service and free parking on University Mall property.
The President closed her remarks by noting that Trustee Connie Mack and former
Regent Elizabeth Lindsay would join noted musician Skitch Henderson in receiving
honorary degrees during the December commencement ceremonies. She then called
on Dr. Carl Carlucci to review the impact of the budget cuts on the university. An outline
of the President's comments is on file in the Board of Trustees Operations office.
Dr. Carl Carlucci presented a "Conference Plan" and a spreadsheet, both available on
the Board of Trustees website "budget page" and on file in the Board of Trustees
Operations office. Dr. Carlucci reviewed the expected budget cuts. A discussion
followed the review. Trustee Ann Duncan asked how USF fared on PECO funding.
Carlucci said that those figures were not reflected in this spreadsheet. Kathy
Betancourt, Associate Vice President of Governmental Relations, said that the list had
not changed from the first special session. Trustee Arnold asked how the branch
(campuses) had been treated. Carlucci answered that $152,000 had been cut from the
lump sum. Trustee Arnold asked how the dollars would be allocated to the branches.
President Genshaft answered that the cuts would be distributed proportionately. Trustee
Mack asked why Health Sciences were separated out (on the spread sheet) and why
their numbers reflected a percentage reduction. Carlucci said that that was how the
legislature formulated the cuts. Provost David Stamps said that Health Sciences is
funded separately. Trustee Duncan asked when the budget cuts would start impacting
the university. Genshaft responded next semester.
Trustee Mack asked about the process of making cuts. Genshaft said that plans have
been underway since the fall to deal with the cuts. Each academic and Vice Presidential
unit prepared budgets reflecting a 5% cut. All new hiring has been frozen unless there
was justification and permission granted and non-instructional areas who can operate on
external funds are now doing so, such as Direct Support Organizations. Trustee Arnold
asked how the cuts to the regional campuses would be handled and Trustee Duncan
added to that question inquiring as to whether the branch campuses would be told the
amount of the budget cut, and would they then be able to use their discretion in where to
make the cuts? Carlucci said that budget cuts were distributed by unit, with each
regional campus considered a "unit". Each unit was then asked to prepare their own
3%, 5% and 8% budget cuts. Chairman Beard asked whether or not the $154 million
was a minimum or a maximum expected budget cut. Trustee Duncan responded that
this (current legislative session) was only the beginning of the Board's interaction with
the legislature regarding budgets.
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Old Business

Approval of Minutes- September 21 and 28 meetings.
A motion was made to approve the minutes. Trustee Arnold asked for a correction to be
made to the September 21 minutes. On page four of the minutes, under ii. Executive
Committee, the words "the two standing committees will serve" should be changed to
"the Chairs of the Governance Committee and Vision Committee will serve". A motion
was made to approve the minutes as amended. Motion seconded and passed.
5 minute break
Governance Committee Report
Trustee Steve Burton, Chair of the Governance Committee, reported that the committee
had been working on the operations procedures, and particularly the rule that members
of the Board of Trustees shall not serve on any other Boards, and how that would impact
Board of Trustees members. He noted that the language of that rule would be
presented at the next meeting. In regards to work group structure, he noted that the
Chair has the authority to create work groups. Chairman Beard asked the Governance
Committee to take a look at Health Sciences area and make a recommendation about
creating a special committee to work with them .
Vision Committee Report
SO 101 -Approval of USF Values, Vision, Mission and Goals
Trustee Arnold, co-chair of the Vision Committee referred members to tab SD1 01 , the
Mission, Goals, Values and Vision Statements. He thanked Dr. Ralph Wilcox for his
hard work on this committee. President Genshaft, co-chair, noted that all USF areas
had been represented in the planning of this document. A draft statement was created,
then presented in a series of "town meetings" for University and community feedback.
This process resulted in "themes" which were used to revise the statements to their f inal
versions. Trustee Arnold noted that each unit of USF would use the Mission statement
to work on their goals. Trustee Arnold made a motion to approve the Mission, Goals,
Values and Vision Statements. Trustee Mack asked that "health" be added to the
portion of the Statement which reads "Research to advance knowledge and promote
social, cultural, economic, and technological development". Trustee Arnold and
Chairman Beard both noted that "health" should be added. Motion was made to approve
the Mission Statement with the above change, and the Goals, Values & Visions
Statements. Motion seconded and passed. A copy of Trustee Arnold's remarks is on
file in the Board of Trustees Operations office.
Chairman Beard noted that the Statements are not static documents but a great
beginning and that the various committees need to move to work on these goals.
President Genshaft added that the budget allocations would be used in conjunction with
the mission to make this document work. She referred the Board to a list of examples of
goal-based board committee activities (on file in the Board of Trustees Operations
office). Trustees will use this list to choose which goals they want to work on as a
committee. Chairman Beard stated that these committees would be permanent
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committees and suggested that the Governance Committee come up with three or four
standing committees, along with the Executive Committee, that will work on these goals.
He asked that the committees should be formalized by the next Board meeting.
President Genshaft reviewed the ranking of USF among Top Public Universities, as
ranked by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, and noted that
the measures that are looked at, and USF's placement using those measures, should be
used as benchmarks for USF. Trustee Duncan asked how many of the top 150
Universities are ranked as "premier". Genshaft replied that the term "premier" is a
judgmental term and that the University of Florida is the only Florida institution that was
ranked "premier".
Trustee Mack commended the Values, Vision, Mission and Goals Committee on their
work and Trustee Burton added his thanks for the excellent participation of the
Committee members. Chairman Beard noted that the next challenge was to put goals
together for the next five years and beyond. Trustee Arnold said that the Statement is a
framework that each University unit would use to create their own goals and strategic
plans. Trustee Mack asked whether the four committees to be established for the
continuing work on the Values, Vision, Mission and Goals would be working together.
President Genshaft said yes, it was important to get a blend of the whole and
incorporate the many planning processes. Trustee·Arnold asked for clarification· as to
when the committee structure would be reviewed. Beard answered that it would be
presented at the March meeting, but asked whether the committees should be in place
before that meeting. Trustee Burton asked that recommendations for committees be
sent from the Governance Committee to the Executive Committee before the end of
January. President Genshaft asked who would be on those committees and suggested
that the names be forwarded to Dr. Cynthia Visot, Director, Board of Trustees
Operations. Trustee Rhea Law suggested sending out a ballot via e-mail asking Board
members to select a committee they wanted to work on. Trustee Burton asked whether
the Operating Procedures needed to be modified in order to accomplish this. Chairman
Beard noted that "workgroups" are already included in the Operating Procedures, so no
changes would be necessary. Trustee Burton said that if the committees were to be
called workgroups, then no changes to Operating Procedures would be needed.
Chairman Beard added that the creation of these workgroups would be done at the
January Executive Committee meeting. Trustee Arnold asked whether the Executive
Committee meetings would be held as needed. President Genshaft noted that the next
Executive Committee meeting would be in January, then would be held as needed.
Regional Campus Board Liaison Reports
USF St. Petersburg Campus Report - Trustee Duncan
The first meeting of the St. Petersburg Campus Regional Board has been held. Work is
proceeding on the SACS accreditation, revision of the master plan, budgets and funding.
The campus is looking into gaining control of a parcel of land currently occupied by the
Fountain Inn and is reviewing issues of the impact of the St. Petersburg Airport on the
campus. The campus Board is also looking into the use of the Bayfront Center's parking
lot, and is working with USGS on partnering with the Campus on a new building. A
Residential Housing Study report is due in February, 2002. Trustee Duncan requested
that the next regular meeting of the Board of Trustees, scheduled for March 2002, be
held on the ·St. Petersburg campus. Trustee Stavros noted that the St. Petersburg
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Campus Regional Board Chair and the Chair of the Board of Trustees should meet with
the mayor of St. Petersburg regarding the airport issue, that it was important to approach
the mayor soon so that he is aware of USF's interest in this.
USF Lakeland Campus Report - Trustee Ramil
The first meeting of the Lakeland Campus Regional Board was held on November 16,
2001 with all members present. He noted that there is positive community interest and
support. Dr. Preston Mercer, CEO, Lakeland Campus, presented an update of the
issues involving the Lakeland Campus, including space and joint use facility issues.
USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Report - Trustee Soran
Trustee Soran reported that the first meeting of the Sarasota Campus Regional Board
had been held, with Chairman Jan Smith presiding. Legislative priorities were reviewed,
including campus expansion at the Crossley Estate and enrollment funding , noting that
enrollment at the campus was up 12%. Three main community issues were identified.
The first was expanding research through technological transfers. It was noted that a
session with the campus, community leaders and Peter Panousis and Mike Kovac was
scheduled for December 11 , 2001 to review the capabilities of USF in conjunction with
area businesses. The second issue was implementing a hospitality program with local
businesses. The third issue was the creation of a multi-year plan to ensure that shared
facilities are secured.

New Business
Academic/Student Issues
AS 101 -Approval of University Process for Master's and bachelor's Program Proposal
Approval
Dr. Kathleen Moore represented Provost David Stamps on this issue. Dr. Moore
reviewed the internal process which provides for preparation of new degree programs by
faculty groups and review by colleges. Reports are then submitted to the Provost for
approval. A motion was made to accept AS 101. Motion seconded and passed.
Financial and Legal Issues
FL 101 -Approval of Presidential Authority for Initiating and Settling Lawsuits
F.S. 229.008(2)

R. B. Friedlander, General Counsel, reviewed the process for review and promulgation
of rules. Trustee Arnold requested that Board members be notified when a party brings
a lawsuit against USF and when USF initiates a lawsuit. Friedlander agreed to notify
Trustees accordingly. Trustee Burton asked if when a contract was created (between
USF and an outside party) would the Board become a party to the contract. Friedlander
responded, yes. Trustee Law noted that notice of lawsuits is important, and asked
whether the Board should look at settlement proposals. Trustee Mack thought that the
President (Genshaft) should determine when the Board needed to be notified of
settlements. Trustee Burton asked whether there should be a dollar amount at which
point the Board would be notified. Friedlander stated that she would like to have as
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much flexibility for the President as possible and suggested a limit of $100,000 to
$150,000 as a settlement limit without Board action. After discussion, the Board upon
motion and seconded, voted to approve the President's settlement authority with no
dollar limits, conditioned on notification of suits and settlement to the Board.
New/Revised Rules (F.S. 120.54 (3)(a))
FL 102 - Approval Rule Change - Health Insurance for Internationa l Students and Research
Scholars. Rule 6C4-6.0162
Motion made to approve FL 102. Motion seconded and passed.
FL 103- Approval of Rule Change- Admission to Graduate Studies. Rule 6C4-3.009
This Rule Change and FL 104 dealt with consolidating language so that duplicative
language was eliminated.
Motion made to approve FL 103. Motion seconded and passed.
FL 104 -Approval of Rule Change- Degree Requirements Rule. Rule 6C4-3.009
Motion made to approve FL 104. Motion seconded and passed.
FL 105- Approval of Rule Change- Transportation Rule. Rule 6C4-4.0023
Motion made to approve FL 105. Motion seconded and passed.

FL 106 -Approval of Transportation Fee- Driving and parking on campus. Rule 6C4-4.0023
Trustee Michael Griffin noted that he supports this fee. It would be a new fee for this
University. Florida State, Florida International University and University of Florida
already have a transportation fee. This fee would be in addition to the decal fee and
would be in the amount of $2.00 per credit hour. Trustee Soran asked how much money
would be raised by this new fee. Greg Sylvester, Director of Parking and Transportation
Services stated that the fee would raise $1.2 million in the first year and that the money
would be used to add to the existing shuttle service, expanding routes and building
additional shelters. Trustee Griffin stated his support for the fee but noted his concern
that students not pay "double taxation". He asked that the President reconvene a
committee to consider a higher per-credit-hour fee and the elimination of the decal fee.
President Genshaft agreed to convene a committee and said she would either reestablish the committee or form a new committee. Motion was made to approve FL 106
implementing the fee of $2.00 per credit hour for Fall 2002. Motion seconded and
passed.
Chairman Beard asked that all transportation fees be looked at.
FL 107- Approval of Athletic fee increase for 2002-03 . FL 240.235
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Lee Roy Selmon, Director of Athletics, presented material recommending the athletic fee
increase and explained the process for establishing this fee increase. He noted that all
campuses had been consulted and their priorities considered including a proposed fee
increase, and where the money should go. Selmon also stated that as the athletics
programs became more successful the resulting fees could be reduced because other
revenue (i.e. ticket sales) would increase. Trustee Stavros asked whether there would
be a flat fee in addition to a per-credit-hour increase. Selmon that there would only be
the flat fee that was already in place. Motion was made to approve FL 107 implementing
the athletic fee increase for the Tampa ($1.00 per student credit hour), St. Petersburg
($.34 per student credit hour) and Lakeland ($.34 per student credit hour) campuses for
2002-03. Motion seconded and passed. A copy of the materials presented by Lee Roy
Selmon is on file in the Board of Trustees Operations office.

Financial Plan
FL 108 -Approval of financing plan and authorize issuance of Certificates of Participation for
Residence Life Enhancement Project-Phase II.
Dr. Harold Nixon, Vice President of Student Affairs, introduced the team of people who
had worked on this issue. The powerpoint presentation reviewed the Comprehensive
Plan, Phase I Update, Phase IIA- Projection Description, Phase II - Location, the
Authorization Amount, and the Approval Process- Phase II seeking USF Board of
Trustee Approval for the Project. A change to the language of the Resolution was
requested. The Resolution was changed to read "A RESOLUTION REQUESTING THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA FOUNDATION, INC. TO ISSUE CERTIFICATES
OF PARTICIPATION FOR THE PURPOSES AND IN THE AMOUNTS PREVIOUSLY
AUTHORIZED BY THE FORMER BOARD OF REGENTS , NOW THE FLORIDA
BOARD OF EDUCATION ... " (underlined words have been added). Chairman Beard
asked why he (Dr. Nixon) needed Board of Trustees approval. Dr. Nixon answered that
the Florida Board of Education staff told him that he would need to seek local Board
approval. A motion was made to approve FL 108, approval of financing plan and.
authorize issuance of Certificates of Participation for Residence Life Enhancement
Project-Phase II . Motion seconded and passed. A copy of the powerpoint presentation
is on file in the Board of Trustees Operations office.
Trustee Griffin asked that it be noted in the record that he applauded Dr. Nixon,
President Genshaft and all those who have worked on this improvement to campus
housing. Trustee Griffin stated, "It is a very exciting time on the USF campus and this
new and improved housing is a small but very important step for USF."

Student Presentation by Mr. Daniel Scott
Daniel Scott, trumpet player with the University of South Florida Marching Band, played the
alma mater and the school fight song after relating his experiences as a USF student.
ADJOURNMENT
Having no further business, Chairman Beard adjourned the meeting of the University of South
Florida Board of Trustees at 5:16p.m. , Thursday, December 6, 2001 .
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MINUTES
USF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
EMERGENCY MEETING
PHYLLIS P. MARSHALL CENTER, ROOM 270
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FLORIDA
DECEMBER 19, 2001
Call to Order and Chairman's Comments

The Chairman, Richard A Beard, Ill, called an emergency meeting of the USF Board of
Trustees for Wednesday, December 19, 2001 at 9:00a.m. The Chairman notified the
Corporate Secretary on Tuesday, December 18 at 3:30p.m. to serve notice upon each member
of the Board. Notices were served verbally and in writing (via fax and e-mail) to each member
of the Board. (Notice on file in Board Office.)
The Chairman, Richard A Beard, Ill, convened the emergency meeting of the University of
South Florida Board of Trustees in Room 270 of the Phyllis P. Marshall Center, USF-Tampa
Campus, Tampa, Florida, at 9:04a.m. Corporate Secretary Genshaft called the roll with the
following members present:
Richard A Beard, Ill
Steven G. Burton
Margarita R. Cancio
Ann Wilkins Duncan
Michael Griffin
Rhea F. Law
Connie Mack
John B. Ramil
Gus Stavros
ChrisT. Sullivan (via telephone)
H. Patrick Swygert (via telephone)
Robert So ran and Lee Arnold were enroute, officially noted at 9:11 a.m.
Judy Genshaft, Corporate Secretary
Chairman's Remarks
Chairman Beard opened the meeting with a statement thanking the Board members for
rearranging their schedules in order to be here for this important meeting. He congratulated
Senator Connie Mack for his recent Honorary Degree awarded to him during the USF
Commencement ceremony on December 8, 2001. Chairman Beard noted that these are trying
times, as we are currently involved in a war against terrorism, with heightened tensions for the
world and USF. Two critical events for USF have recently occurred. One was the events of
September 11, 2001, and the second was the appearance of Dr. Sami AI-Arian on the television
program The O'Reilly Factor. The purpose of today's meeting is to resolve the relationship
between AI-Arian and USF. There are four choices for dealing with th is matter. They are 1)
reinstate AI-Arian ; 2) maintain AI-Arian on paid leave; 3) put AI-Arian on leave without pay; 4)
terminate AI-Arian from his position. Chairman Beard reviewed AI-Arian's history at USF that
has resulted in a firestorm of negative reaction following his appearance on the O'Reilly
program. AI-Arian was placed on paid leave on September 27, 2001 and was told that he was
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not to appear on campus and to refrain from associating himself with USF in the news. These
conditions were ignored. AI-Arian claims that he is protected under Freedom of Speech and
Academic Freedom principles. However his actions have had a detrimental effect on USF.
Chairman Beard outlined the agenda for the meeting. President Genshaft's report would follow
the Chairman's remarks, with remarks from Louis Martin-Vega, Dean of the College of
Engineering, the report from attorney Thomas Gonzalez, a discussion and a recommendation of
a ~ourse of action to President Genshaft. A copy of Chairman Beard's report is on file in the
Office of the Board of Trustees Operations.
President Genshaft's report
President Genshaft summarized her written remarks, which highlighted many of Chairman
Beard's opening statement. The principles of Academic freedom and academic responsibility,
the rights of public university employees to express their views, and the University's obligation
to maintain a safe and orderly environment for learning and working were reviewed, as were the
items from the Collective Bargaining Agreement which impacted this situation. The issue of
maintaining a safe environment on campus for students, faculty and staff was reiterated and
emphasized. President Genshaft stated that this was not an issue of academic freedom, that
Dr. AI-Arian's competence in his field of computer science was not being questioned. At issue
is whether AI-Arian has been diligent in making it clear that he is not representing USF when he
expresses his political opinions and whether AI-Arian's recent actions have caused disruption to
USF's educational and research goals and created an issue of safety on campus. President
Genshaft noted that a disproportionate amount of her time and energy have been spent on
dealing with the issue of AI-Arian's relationship with this campus. She reviewed some of the
history of AI-Arian and USF, beginning in 1995 and continuing to the events of September 26
and on to the present. President Genshaft concluded her remarks by stating again that the
issue before the Board today is one of how much disruption the University must endure because
of the manner in which a professor exercises his right to express political and social views that
are outside the scope of his employment. A copy of President Genshaft's remarks is on file in
the Office of the Board of Trustees Operations.
(Chairman Beard requested that the arrival of Trustees Arnold and Soran be noted for the
record at 9:11 a.m.)
Dean Martin Louis-Vega's report
Dean Martin Louis-Vega reported that the events of September 26 impacted the College of
Engineering immediately by taking the focus away Dr. Robin Murphy's success with her robots
at the site of the World Trade Center Towers. In addition to that impact, there is the impact on
the finances of the College of Engineering by having an instructor on paid leave, thus diverting
funds that might be used to support other faculty, students and staff. The Dean addressed the
issue of safety and security in his area, and the concerns of the faculty, students and staff in
being secure in coming onto campus and specifically going into the College of Engineering.
Dean Louis-Vega noted that it is his belief that the concerns of safety and security and the issue
of disruption to the College of Engineering will continue into the future.
Thomas Gonzalez's report
Attorney Thomas Gonzalez presented his legal opinion in a seven-page report, which was
distributed to the Trustees, a copy was also faxed to Trustee Swygert, and later e-mailed to
Trustee Sullivan. Gonzalez described how he had been requested to review the employment of
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Dr. AI-Arian, a tenured associate professor at USF with all the protections offered by the United
Faculty of Florida. In Gonzalez's opinion, AI-Arian's failure to comply with the agreement of
leave with pay led to grounds for discipline, up to and including dismissal. AI-Arian's actions,
including his appearances on the O'Reilly Factor, his failure to disassociate himself from USF
when stating his political views, and his return to campus, in violation of the agreement,
impacted the University in an adverse way and disrupted the campus. While a public employee
can speak on public concerns, his speech must be balanced against the impact that that speech
has on the operation of a public agency. Gonzalez has found that security concerns have
continued on campus. Several University Police investigations continue, including
investigations of campus safety, safety at the College of Engineering and continued phone calls,
12 of which contained death threats to AI-Arian . The University Police feel that they cannot
guarantee the safety of students and faculty if AI-Arian were to return to campus . The Alumni
Association has experienced a drop in response to its direct ma il campaign, and the Foundation
reports a drop in contributions, pledges revoked and withholding of money from high-level
donors due to the AI-Arian situation. Gonzalez said that when dealing with First Amendment
law and an employee's right to engage in protected speech, you must use a "balancing test"
which weighs an institution's obligations to its employee against that institutions ability to
continue business in a safe manner. The employer must act on a reasonably held belief that
the employee's actions may disrupt or harm t~e public agency. Gonzalez then reviewed cases
of disruption where an employee was removed, including Pickering v . Board of Education of
Township High School District 205, 391 U.S. 563 (1968), Waters v . Churchill, 511 U.S. 661, 667
(1994) , and Rankin v. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378 (1987). A review of these cases and the
issues of security, fundraising and recruitment (both faculty and student) have resulted in
Gonzalez's opinion that there is a strong and compelling case that the level of disruption to USF
is sufficient to allow USF to consider discipline up to and including dismissal.

Discussion
A discussion to clarify points made by attorney Gonzalez ensued, with a review of the case law
and the balancing test that must be used to weigh the right of free speech against the impact on
the institution. Gonzalez stated that an institution cannot take action because of what is said or
whether the employer does or does not like the speech, only speech that causes disruption of
the orderly and safe operation of the employer can be considered and used in the balancing
test. Trustee Law called for further discussion of the issue of safety on campus, noting that
although fund-raising is an important component of what the University does, it is not the as
important as depletion of resources, rescheduling class coverage, security, death threats, fear
on campus and the issue of insubordination associated with the previous suspension. Trustee
Cancio stated that the role of the University was to teach and do research, and that AI-Arian
was not able to fulfill those obligations. Sergeant Klingebiel, University Police, noted that the
UP's role is to ensure that the academic environment is safe, but that the department is limited
in size and generally deals with short-lived situations. AI -Arian's return would result in great
expense in order to ensure AI-Arian's safety as well as those of students, faculty and staff who
work in his building, attend his classes or even park their cars near his. The UP does not have
the internal resources to provide that level of safety on an on-going basis. Trustee Swygert
offered that if it was found that AI-Arian had breeched the conditions of his leave with pay,
perhaps an alternative to dismissal would be leave without pay. Chairman Beard noted that that
alternative was one of the four he had offered in his opening remarks. Trustee Griffin asked
whether AI-Arian had broken any of the agreements of his latest leave with pay from campus.
General Counsel R. B. Friedlander said that he has returned to campus, which he was
instructed not to do, but that he had said he was unaware of this restriction . Trustee Law asked
if violations included not identifying himself as a representative of USF. Friedlander: "Yes".
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Trustee Mack said that the question before the Board was whether the disruption rises to a level
that justifies taking action, and requested legal guidance on how high the bar is with respect to
disruption. Gonzalez said that the bar is high, and that the burden is on USF to show a level of
disruption sufficient to justify taking action, but that he is of the opinion that the level (of
disruption) reaches high enough.
There was a discussion of leave without pay as an alternative. Trustee Sullivan asked if leave
without pay would be done internally. Gonzalez noted that the Collective Bargaining Agreement
would protect him, that that action would go to grievance and arbitration through the Collective
Bargaining Agreement. Friedlander added that the Florida Board of Education has the authority
to suspend without pay. Trustee Swygert said that leave without pay would make it clear to the
campus, the community and the nation that this is a serious step, but would show that USF is
bigger than AI-Arian . Trustee Burton asked whether AI-Arian would still be an employee of USF
is he was put on leave without pay. Gonzalez: "yes". Burton than asked Sergeant Klingebiel
whether threats have continued, even with AI-Arian on leave with pay and whether there would
be continued safety concerns if AI-Arian were to return to campus. Klingebiel answered yes to
both issues. Burton then stated that if threats and disruption continue with AI-Arian on campus
and off-campus, there seemed to be no other choice except dismissal. Trustee Law added that
the first responsibility of USF was to the students, deans, and administrators and that there is an
on-going problem with providing what this University is supposed to and that action must be
taken to remove the problem, not just delay it. Law made a motion that based on actions taken
by Dr. AI-Arian outside the scope of his employment, the Board make a recommendation to
President Genshaft that she terminate AI-Arian's employment. The motion was: "/believe that
the actions that Dr. AI-Arian has taken outside his scope of employment ha_s, in fact, impacted
this University, has effected the legitimate interests of this University and that this Board of
Trustees, while we cannot take action, we can make recommendations, and it would be my
motion that we make a recommendation to President Genshaft that she take actions to
terminate Dr. AI-Arian as quickly as University processes will allow that to take place. "

Trustee Mack questioned whether, in regards to safety and the resources needed to ensure that
safety, if the "speech" in question was something that most people at USF agreed with but was
not supported by the community and the result was disruptions, would the resources be found to
provide needed security? Mack added that freedom of speech is a fundamental principle that
must be carefully considered. Trustee Arnold noted that disruptions may be a normal course of
business in the future, but that the primary concern at this point was that of safety and that issue
would impact his decision the most. He added that if AI-Arian were threatened exclusively, that
would be a different issue. Trustee Swygert announced that he would have to leave the
meeting (via phone) and he wished for the record to reflect that, absent an amendment, he
would vote against the motion on the floor.
Attorney Gonzalez said that it is appropriate that this not be an easy decision. It was his legal
advice that the content of the speech in question not play any part in the decision today , and
that he would counsel a vote against this motion if the speech was being considered . He added
that you do not need to experience actual harm, but only a reasonable belief that harm will
occur (because of the speech), to take action on this issue.
Trustee Stavros noted that he had great concern about the safety and security of the University,
that USF is a part of the community at large who looked to this institution for research and
education; that the University had been hurt by what is happening and we must do the right
thing .
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Trustee Ramil offered that his was a very difficult decision, that the primary issue is the safety of
this campus and the disruption vs. the right of free speech. The College of Engineering has
been disrupted, Alumni and supporters relationships with USF have been disenfranchised and
all this activity has affected the ability to run this operation effectively.
Trustee Duncan added that, although Engineering had obviously been severely impacted, the
disruption has affected more than just Engineering or the administration; the issue of disruption
and security has affected the whole University.
Trustee Mack thanked attorney Gonzalez for focusing the issue on disruption and not the
speech itself.
Chairman Beard noted that there was a motion on the floor, which was restated by Trustee Law,
and called for a vote on whether the Board should recommend to President Genshaft that she
begin the process of dismissal of Dr. AI-Arian from this employment with the University of South
Florida. The motion was: "based upon the activities by Dr. AI-Arian outside the scope of his
employment, I believe that it has had an adverse impact on the legitimate interests of the
University, and therefore would recommend to Dr. Genshaft that she take actions to terminate
Dr. AI-Arian as quickly as University processes will allow." Motion passed 12 to 1, (vote via
phone previously casted by Trustee Swygert).
Having no further business, Chairman Beard adjourned the emergency meeting of the
University of South Florida Board of Trustees at 11:04 a.m. , December 19, 2001.
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University of South Florida
Board of Trustees Workgroups
Board of Trustees Workgroups will focus on the University's attainment of the institutional
goals adopted by the Board on December 6, 2001. Workgroups will review and recommend
policies to enhance University effectiveness and efficiency in attaining these goals, and
periodically will assess the effectiveness of the University in implementing the policies of the
governing board.

1. Workgroup on Research and Scholarship

Primary administrative units: Sponsored Research, Academic Affairs, Health
Sciences
The Workgroup will review and recommend to the Board policies for enhancing
the University's competitiveness for sponsored research contracts and grants,
peer-reviewed publications and creative work. The Workgroup will review and
recommend standards for evaluation.
Workgroup responsibilities include:
• Review policies for developing an appropriate sponsored research portfolio
• Review research integrity and compliance policies
• Review University assessments of research infrastructure and recommend
policies for enhancement (with Workgroups on Academics/Campus
Environment and Health Sciences)
• Review and make recommendations on policies relating to the research
component of economic development (with Workgroup on University
Engagement)
• Review and make recommendations on policies relating to graduate
education issues in research (with Workgroup on Academics/ Campus
Environment)
• Review and recommend policies for enhancing general scholarship and
creative endeavors (With Workgroup on Academics/Campus Environment)
Members: Rhea Law, Chair, John Ramil , Bob Soran

2. Workgroup on Academics and Campus Environment
Primary administrative units: Academic Affairs, Health Sciences, Student Affairs,
Intercollegiate Athletics, Administrative Services, Regional Campuses
The Workgroup will review and recommend to the Board policies for enhancing
undergraduate and graduate studies, diversity and University life
Workgroup responsibilities include:
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Review proposals and make recommendations for new programs or program
terminations (with Workgroup on Health Sciences for Medicine, Nursing and
Public Health)
Review accreditation status and program reviews (with Workgroup on Health
Sciences for Medicine, Nursing and Public Health)
Review retention and graduation rates; review and recommend policies for
improving student success rates. (With Workgroup on Health Sciences for
Medicine, Nursing and Public Health)
Review and recommend policies for enhancing diversity and equal
opportunity
Review and recommend policies relating to the University strategic plan (with
Workgroups on Fiscal Affairs/Governmental Advocacy, Health Sciences and
University Engagement)
Review and recommend policies relating to the services supporting University
life, such as student financial assistance, the student housing system,
campus food service, student recreation, and student centers (with
Workgroup on Fiscal Affairs/Governmental Advocacy)
Review and recommend policies relating to the University master plan, new
facilities, renovations and other campus enhancement (with the Workgroup
on Fiscal Affairs/Governmental Advocacy)
Review and recommend policies relating to Intercollegiate Athletics (with the
Workgroup on Fiscal Affairs/Governmental Advocacy)
Periodically review student judicial procedures. (For th is purpose, in keeping
with Florida Statutes, an ad hoc subcommittee will be appointed - half by the
Chair of the workgroup and half by the Student Body President)

Members: Lee Arnold, Chair, Ann Duncan , Michael Griffin

3. Workgroup on Health Sciences
Primary administrative units: Health Sciences and Academic Affairs
The Workgroup will review and recommend to the Board policies for enhancing
the Health Sciences Center, other health-related academic programs and the
Student Health Service.
Workgroup responsibilities will include:
• Review and recommend policies relating to research, clinical and instructional
strengths and compliance issues of the Health Science Center and other
health-related programs (with Workgroups on Research/Scholarship and
Academics/Campus Environment)
• Review and recommend policies relating to interdisciplinary programs in
health-related areas (With Workgroup on Academics/Campus Environment)
• Review and recommend policies relating to hospital affiliations
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•

•

•

Review accreditation status and program reviews of Colleges of Medicine,
Nursing and Public Health. (With Workgroup on Academics/Campus
Environment)
Review and make recommendations on new Health Sciences program
proposals and program terminations (with Workgroup on Academics/Campus
Environment)
Review and recommend policies relating to the Student Health Center (with
Workgroup on Academics/Campus Environment)

Members: Margarita Cancio, Chair, Connie Mack, Patrick Swygert

3. Workgroup on University Engagement
Primary administrative units: Academic Affairs, Advancement, Sponsored
Research, Health Sciences, Student Affairs

The Workgroup will review and recommend to the Board policies for enhancing
linkages between the research and scholarly enterprise and partner agencies to
address issues in communities USF serves; enhancing the impact of USF
volunteers and outreach programs; and enha~cing the University's reputation .
Workgroup responsibilities will include:
• Review and recommend policies regarding the University Community
Initiative (with Workgroup on Academics/Campus Environment and
Workgroup on Health Sciences)
• Review and recommend policies regarding partnerships with public schools
• Review policies and make recommendations regarding building names and
honorary degrees
• Review and recommend policies regarding University outreach to various
communities
• Review and recommend policies regarding University branding. (With
Workgroups on Academics/Campus Environment and Health Sciences)
Members: Steve Burton, Chair, Gus Stavros, Chris Sullivan

4. Workgroup on Fiscal Affairs and Governmental Advocacy
Primary administrative units: Chief Fiscal Officer, Academic Affairs, Health
Sciences, Government Relations

The Workgroup will review and recommend to the Board policies affecting
financial affairs of the University and the University's relations with government.
The Workgroup may meet jointly with other Board Workgroups to make
determinations about issues with a financial impact on the University, or
recommendations from other Board Workgroups may be referred to the
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Workgroup on Fiscal Affa irs and Governmental Advocacy for assessment of
fiscal implications.
Workgroup responsibilities will include:
• Review and make recommendations regarding the University's legislative
requests for operating and capital budgets and the University's operating and
capital budgets for timely submission to the Florida Board of Education.
Consult with the Regional Campus Boards on the Regional Campus
operating budgets.
• Review financial status and make recommendations regarding direct support
organizations, auxiliary enterprises and other support entities of the
University.
• Review on a continuing basis the financial status and needs of the University
and recommend policies for securing resources .
• Periodically review operating statements and reports made by the Inspector
General to the President and reports by the state auditors regarding the
University.
• Review the University's investment policies
• Consider and recommend proposals with respect to general business and
financial issues and approve issuance of debt instruments as permitted by
Florida Statues and FBOE rules .
• Review and recommend policies regarding the University's advocacy before
state and federal governments.

Members: Dick Beard, Chair, Rhea Law, Vice Chair, Lee Arnold, Steve Burton,
Ann Duncan

Legislative Team: Jeff Huenink, Chair, Dick Beard , Rhea Law, Lee Arnold,
Steve Burton, Ann Duncan, John Ramil, Jan Smith
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Agenda Item: AS 101
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Replace the University's existing Honors Program with a USF Honors College
to provide enhanced opportunities for academically excellent students.

Proposed action: Authorize implementation of the proposed Honors College effective
Fall 2002 and development of a free-standing Honors Degree Program with a proposed
implementation date of Fall 2003.

Background information: USF proposes to establish an Honors College to expand and
enhance programs and services already in place and to provide specialized academic
opportunities, including eventually a new, specially designed baccalaureate degree program, for
academically excellent students. The proposed Honors College meets the criteria previously
established by the State University System.
In addition to the proposed Honors Degree Program, the Honors College will continue to offer
the rigorous, research-based curriculum currently available through the existing Honors
Program to students who prefer the option of completing traditional degree programs and
majors offered through the other academic colleges in the university. Students will complete
the core honors courses to meet most of the USF Liberal Arts requirements and will complete a
thesis directed by faculty from the Honors College or from other academic colleges. The
Honors College will enhance offerings and services for these students by providing additional
assistance to Departmental Honors Programs.
Among other enhancements, the Research Scholars Program and other services of the Office
of Undergraduate Research Opportunities will be expanded; the (now annual) Honors
Conference will be offered twice per year; and mentoring services for students interested in
competing for national scholarships such as Rhodes, Truman, and Marshall will be increased.
The current Director of the Honors Program will serve as Dean of the Honors College, assisted
by a full-time AssistanUAssociate Dean. The current advising staff will be increased from three
to four.
Enrollment in the Honors College (current Honors Program enrollment is 1200 students) is
expected to reach 2000 students by Fall 2007.

Supporting documentation: Honors College Proposal
Prepared by: Kathleen Moore
813/974-5565
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University of South Florida
Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH THE USF HONORS COLLEGE
Background
The University of South Florida has offered high quality specialized experiences for the most
academically qualified students since 1983 when an Honors Program was established and the
first 20 students were admitted. The four-year program was established to attract students of
superior academic ability and provide them with intellectual challenges and enrichment: a twoyear program was added in 1994.
Honors was from the outset a four-year, thesis-based program that allowed students from all
undergraduate majors to have an enriched academic experience based on interdisciplinary
approaches to much of the university's general education requirement and culminating in a
thesis that focused on the students' majors. The program has grown in size and
comprehensiveness so that it now admits about 400 new students each fall and enrolls almost
1300 students during the academic year.
The University of South Florida's student-centered, student-oriented Honors Program assists
students in developing and refining critical skills in thinking , reasoning , analysis and writing.
Program goals are achieved by providing opportunities for students and faculty to interact
closely in a series of Liberal Arts oriented, mainly team-taught, interdisciplinary classes of
limited size and then by having students work independently on a senior thesis/project under the
close supervision of faculty mentors. The Four-Year Track encompasses a student's entire
college career; it is the only four-year honors program in the Florida State University System
(SUS) system. The Two-Year Track, which began Fall, 1994 as a program mainly for
Community/Junior College transfer students and upper level USF students is the only upper
level, university-based honors program in the public university system of Florida.
The Program provides a nurturing academic, social and cultural environment, for the brightest
students who come to USF. and supports the institutional goal of attracting and serving
significantly increasing numbers of outstanding students over time. The Honors Program is
both an academic program and a valuable recruiting tool for the University.
During the life of Honors at USF, services and programs have been enhanced to include the
offering of special clusters of academic emphasis, opportunities for undergraduate research
experiences, mentoring for competition for national scholarships (i.e., Rhodes, Eisenhower,
Truman). Opportunities for students to gain early admission to the College of Medicine, School
of Architecture and College of Public Health are available. In addition, the Program offers
various activities for high school students, coordination of the early admission students, an
annual Honors conference, social events, a residence hall, computer lab and student lounge for
Honors students, specialized academic advising, sponsorship of a state-wide creativity
competition, special orientation programs, a musical ensemble and other services to
personalize the students' college experiences.
The growth and evolution of the program during its eighteen-year history and plans for further
expansion and enhancement of services now make it appropriate to establish a separate
Honors College.
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THE PROPOSAL
USF proposes to establish an Honors College to expand upon programs and services already in
place and to provide specialized academic opportunities, including a new independently
designed baccalaureate degree program, for the university's students who have demonstrated
they are capable of academic excellence. The new Honors College should be established
effective with Fall Semester 2002 and will begin that term offering expanded opportunities for its
students. Many of the new and expanded opportunities will be available to students who
currently are enrolled.
In April 1999 the Council of Academic Vice Presidents for the State University System approved
"A Proposed Typology of SUS Honors Opportunities" that included criteria for an "Integrated
Honors College." The University of South Florida Honors Program currently meets all of the
criteria for the Integrated College as defined in that document. Criteria that are met by the
program include: faculty on special assignment to honors; assortment of multidisciplinary
programs; substantial extracurricular activities; physical location within the host university with
dedicated headquarters for administration; and other student services and programs for first
time in college (FTIC) and transfer students.

Honors College Advisory Committee
Currently, the Honors Program has a strong advisory committee composed of faculty who
represent the academic colleges (including the College of Medicine) and who are appointed by
the Provost. This committee has been instrumental in developing the vision, courses and
services for the program, assisting with the identification and recruitment of faculty and thesis
mentors (often serving in those roles personally) and serving an advocacy role for the Honors
Program. The committee will be instrumental in setting the priorities for the new College. The
committee will assist with program and course development for a new degree to be offered for
Honors College students and will represent the other academic colleges that will continue to
provide the majority of the faculty and the students for the new College.
The Honors Degree
One of the most distinguishing features of the Honors College (and the primary basis for the
change from an Honors Program to a College) will be the provision of a specially designed
Honors Degree. The degree program will be designed by the Honors College Advisory
Committee and will be offered to students who have demonstrated they are capable of excellent
scholarship and who are interested in an intensive research experience. As currently
envisioned, the student and his or her committee will design a course of study that will include
relevant prerequisite coursework along with an intensive research preceptorship with a faculty
mentor. The program may include a service learning component and/or an international
component. As is the case with all honors students, the honors degree candidate would
produce a senior thesis or project. However, for students in the Honors Degree program, the
thesis would be greater than the six-credit hours of work presently expected for honors students
in the traditional majors and programs.
·
Honors Students in Traditional Majors and Degree Programs
The Honors College will continue to serve the majority of its students by providing a rigorous,
research based curriculum for students who prefer the option of completing traditional degree
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programs and majors offered through the other academic colleges in the university. In this
format, students will complete the core honors courses to meet most of the USF Liberal Arts
requirements and will complete a thesis directed by faculty from the Honors College or from
other academic colleges. The Honors College will enhance offerings and services for these
students in this area by providing additional assistance to Departmental Honors Programs,
increasing the support currently provided for faculty who supervise Honors theses, and
expanding the involvement of honors students in substantive research experiences.
Research Scholars Program and Undergraduate Research Opportunities

The Honors College will enhance the Research Scholars program. In that program, students
with high school GPAs of 4.0+ and SAT scores of 1350+ are invited to participate in special
classes on the processes of research and are then placed as research assistants in the labs or
on the projects of USF faculty who have vigorous research agendas. Research Scholars are
encouraged to participate in research experiences throughout their undergraduate program.
Students may participate in the same research areas with the same mentors during their four
years at USF and gain in-depth and intensive experience related to their majors and career
goals. Or, they may participate in a series of experiences designed to give them opportunities
to explore research from a variety of perspectives. The College will build on the current
program, enhancing the opportunities for students by providing resources to faculty who mentor
students, including modest "start-up" costs to make it more feasible for individual faculty to
include the Research Scholar in substantive aspects of their research projects and efforts. The
Office of Undergraduate Research will continue to provide assistance with undergraduate
research placements for all interested undergraduate students, not just those involved in the
Honors programs.
Departmental Honors Programs

Departmental Honors Programs have not expanded in the number of departments offering
programs or the number of students served for some time now because of a lack of resources.
The Honors College proposal includes plans to support existing departmental honors programs
and foster the development of new programs.
Honors Conferences

The annual Honors conference is unique in that Honors students are the respondents to the
invited presenters; presenters drawn from the USF faculty and from other universities around
the country. Each of first two Conferences involved more than a dozen students as
respondents and attracted more than 600 students each to the participating (interactive)
audiences for the sessions. Given the necessary resources, the Honors College will expand the
current annual Honors Conference and sponsor two Conferences per academic year, doubling
the opportunities for student involvement. Formal participation as respondents or presenters
may become a requirement for the students in the Honors Degree program.
Program Clusters

As enrollment in the Honors College grows during the next few years (well beyond the almost
1,300 now enrolled), the College will expand activities designed to avoid a decline in the sense
of community or camaraderie among the students. A primary activity in this arena will be an
expansion of the efforts to work with small groups (clusters) of students who have common
interests in specific issues or problems. Students in the clusters will work together in common
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courses and research experiences throughout their junior and senior years and may collaborate
on team projects for their thesis experiences. Currently, the Honors program offers three
clusters, one focusing on Latin American issues, one on prison reform, and one on biomedical
issues. The College will expand the number of program clusters, matching the common
interests of identified groups of students, as faculty are assigned to the College on a full-time
basis or as a proportion of their formal assignments.

National Scholarships
The Honors College will expand current mentoring services for students interested in competing
for national scholarships such as Rhodes, Truman, Eisenhower, Marshall, Udall, and others.
Although it is assumed that most students interested in these scholarship programs will be
enrolled in other Honors College programs the mentoring services will be made available to all
USF undergraduate students.

Programs for International Baccalaureate (18) Students
The Honors College will continue to offer an Extended Essay camp for International
Baccalaureate juniors. 18 students are among the best high school students. They are carefully
selected for a program that is international in nature and monitored by an international board.
Most universities recognize the high quality of the program and award as much as a year of
college credit b?sed upon 18 exam results. In the senior year of the program, students must
write and submit an Extended Essay, a comprehensive research paper; an effort that is graded
by readers who are not located in the school's geographic area. During Summers 2000 and
2001, Honors initiated sponsorship and coordination of a summer 18 program designed to aid
the students with the development of their required 18 Extended Essay. Sixteen students
attended the first year's program and 53 attended the second Summer program in 2001 .

Early Admission and Dual Enrollment
The Honors College will continue to manage these programs, providing program oversight and
advising and counseling services to students who have demonstrated outstanding academic
ability and who choose to complete their last year of secondary school work while enrolled fulltime at the university. Although these students are excellent scholars they generally are less
mature than the majority of first-year students and they require the special attention of advisors
and much more frequent counseling and support during their first year or two at the university.
The College will enhance activities in this area by working with the Office of Admissions to
actively and carefully recruit increasing numbers of these excellent scholars to the early
admissions program.

Enrollment- Current and Projected
Enrollment in Honors at USF has increased steadily from the beginning of the program to the
present. Fall 2001 FTIC enrollment was more than 380 and Fall 2002 enrollment should be 400
or higher (See Table below). Assuming the University achieves the undergraduate recruitment
goals of 5,000 FTIC each fall and an enhanced academic profile for FTIC student, it is
reasonable to expect that approximately 10% or 500 FTIC per year would enter the Honors
College within five years. With that level of increase, the total enrollment in the College will
approximate 2,000 within five years.
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New FTIC Honors Students- Fall1987-2002
Fall1987
Fall1988
Fall1989
Fa111990
Fall1991
Fall1992
Fall1993
Fall1994

Fall1995
Fall1996
Fall1997
Fall1998
Fall 1999
Fall2000
Fall 2001
Fall2002

51
88
106
120
101
116
143
144

138
187
249
271
285
304
386
400*

*Projected

Staffing- Current and Proposed
Current full-time staff consists of one faculty member (the Director of the Honors Program),
three advisors, two coordinators and one secretary. Two faculty members are hired each
semester for eight hours per week each; one works with the -Office of Undergraduate Research
and the other with the Office of National Scholarships. More than 100 faculty per year are hired
to teach Honors courses and 150-200 are engaged as thesis mentors. Currently, the faculty
members and thesis mentors are hired almost exclusively on a modest overload payment of
$1 ,200 per credit hour for courses and $200 total for two semesters as thesis mentors.
Current staffing is far below that of peer institutions, the majority of which enroll far fewer
students. Expansion of the program offerings, increasing the quality of services to students and
serving a significantly increased number of students will demand significant increases in
personnel for the Honors College, most of which will be phased in over five years.
The immediate staffing needs for Honors College implementation in Fall 2002 are as follows:
1. Addition of one full-time faculty member in the role of Associate or Assistant Dean to be
responsible for the development, implementation and supervision of the new Honors Degree
program and additional clusters and to assist with recruitment of faculty to fill an increasing
number of Honors course sections.
2. Expansion of the current eight-hour per week role for the faculty member directing the
Undergraduate Research Program to at least half-time involvement with the program. By the
end of the five-year phase in of the Honors College, this position should be full-time.
3. Expansion of the current eight-hour per week role for the faculty member mentoring the
National Scholarship aspirants directing the Undergraduate Research Program to at least
half-time involvement with the program. By the end of the five-year phase in of the Honors
College, this position should be full-time, although that individual might be assigned to teach
in the College programs as well .
4. Increase in the funds for faculty stipends to move the level of stipends closer to the percentof-load payment that faculty normally would receive for overload assignments to allow a
steadily increasing proportion of the faculty to be hired in-load. This clearly could be phased
in over the next five years with a small number of full-pay stipends in the first year or two.
5. Addition of a fourth advisor and an administrative assistant.
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Agenda Item: AS 102
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue: Honorary Degree Recipients for 2002 Spring Commencement

Proposed action: Approval of recipients

Background information:
The Faculty Honors and Awards committee along with President Genshaft requests approval to
award two Honorary Degrees: a Doctor of Humanities to Mr. Randall Robinson and a Doctor of
Humanities to Mr. Dennis Sexton.
Mr. Robinson is an individual of unique stature who is known as an internationally respected
human rights advocate. The focus of his work has been on educating the American public
concerning U.S. policies toward Africa and the Caribbean. Mr. Robinson's extraordinary
contributions to the community at large as well as his deep commitment to the underserved and
unfaltering commitment to justice has helped improve the lives of millions around the world . Mr.
Robinson's commitment to TransAfrica has opened the door for institutions such as USF to
establish formal relationships with institutions in South Africa such as the Department of Arts
relationship with the University of Witwatersrand. Dr. Geoffrey Okobbaa, Director, Institute on
Black Life/Center for Africa Dispora and Dr. Paulette Walker, President of Black Faculty and
Staff Association nominated Mr. Robinson. NOTE: Due to an unexpected conflict in
scheduling, Mr. Robinson's degree will be presented at the 2002 Summer Commencement
ceremony on August 10.
Mr. Sexton's extraordinary contributions to the development of children's programs at the
University and its affiliate All Children's Hospital as well as his tireless efforts to create
substantial endowments for pediatric research and to improve the healthcare of children is
evident through his work with All Children's Hospital. Mr. Sexton's commitment and efforts to
advance children's health and medical science at the University and lifelong service and
commitment to the children of Florida and pediatric healthcare embody the objectives and goals
of the Honorary degree. Dr. Robert Daugherty, VP of Health Sciences and Dean of College of
Medicine nominated Mr. Sexton. The degree will be presented as part of the 2002 Spring
Commencement ceremony on May 4 at 3:00 p.m.

Supporting documentation: none
Prepared by: Judy Genshaft
c/o Cindy Visot, 813/974-1678
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Agenda item: FL 101
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Board of Trustees serving on other University Boards or DSOs

Proposed action: Approval of amendment to the Operating Procedures

Background information:
The Governance Committee was asked to consider a resolution that upon appointment
to the University Board of Trustees, members resign from any other University Board or
its Direct Support Organizations during their appointed term(s). The Governance
committee approved the following amendment at their 12/06/01 meeting:
"Members of the Board of Trustees shall not serve on any other Board of the University
or its Direct Supporl Organizations during their appointed term(s). This does not include
organizations or Boards with which the University has an affiliation agreement."

The Committee felt that this amendment would alleviate potential conflict of interest by
members.

Supporting documentation: none
Prepared by:

Steve Burton
c/o Cindy S. Visot: 813/974-1678
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Agenda items: FL 102
and FL 103
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue: USF Sarasota/Manatee and USF St. Petersburg Campus Board Operating
Procedures

Proposed action: Approval of Operating Procedures

Background information:
The USF Sarasota/Manatee and St. Petersburg Campus Boards were created through
legislation adopted by the 2001 Florida Legislature. The Boards developed operating
procedures to govern its operations. USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Board approved
its operating procedures on 1/20/02. USF St. Petersburg Campus Board approved its
operating procedures on 2/26/02.
Since the Board of Trustees appoints the Campus Board, the Board is the approving
agency for the Campus Board . The respective operating procedures follow the
University Board's procedures as appropriate.
USF Lakeland Campus Board will be presenting operating procedures at a future
meeting.

Supporting documentation: USF Sarasota/Manatee Campus Board Operating Procedures and
USF St. Petersburg Campus Board Operating Procedures
Prepared by:

Dr. Laurey Stryker, CEO; Dr. Bill Heller, CEO
c/o Cindy S. Visot: 813/974-1678
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OPERATING PROCEDURES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA SARASOTA/MANATEE
CAMPUS BOARD
ARTICLE I
ORGANIZATION
A. Legal Status of Campus Board

The University of South Florida Sarasota/Manatee Campus Board ("Campus Board") is
established pursuant to Section 240.5275, Florida Statutes.
B. Membership

The University Board of Trustees shall appoint members to the Campus Board from
recommendations of the President. Consonant with the State Constitution, members
shall hold no other State office. Membership shall consist of three (3) residents of
Manatee County and two (2) residents of Sarasota County. Members shall be appointed
for staggered 4-year terms as follows: Initially there are:
2 Members appointed for 4 years
1 Member appointed for 3 years
1 Member appointed for 2 years
Members may be reappointed for additional terms not to exceed eight (8) years of
service.
In addition, a member of the University Board of Trustees shall serve as provided below.
If a resident of Sarasota or Manatee County is appointed to the University Board
of Trustees, the University Board of Trustees shall appoint that member to serve
jointly as a member of the Campus Board. If more than one Sarasota or
Manatee County resident is appointed to the University Board of Trustees, the
University Board of Trustees shall select one joint member.
C.

Removal of a Campus Board member

The University Board of Trustees may remove a member of the Campus Board for
missing three (3) consecutive meetings of the Campus Board, or for other good cause
shown.
D.

Officers

The officers of the Campus Board are the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and the
Corporate Secretary. The initial Chairperson shall be appointed by the University Board
of Trustees and shall serve for a two-year term to begin immediately upon selection.
Thereafter, the University Board of Trustees shall elect the Chairperson and ViceChairperson at the last regularly scheduled meeting of the fiscal year for a two-year term
to begin September 1. The Campus Chief Executive Officer (CEO) shall serve as
Corporate Secretary of the Campus Board. The officers shall have the following
responsibilities:
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1.

Chairperson
The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the Campus Board, call special
meetings of the Campus Board when necessary and attest to actions of the
Campus Board.

2.

Vice-Chairperson
The Vice-Chairperson shall act, as Chairperson during the ·absence or disability
of the Chairperson and, in that event, shall perform those duties of the
Chairperson described hereinabove.

3.

Corporate Secretary
The CEO, as Corporate Secretary, shall be responsible to the Campus Board for
all operations and administration of the Campus and for setting the agenda for
meetings of the Campus Board in consultation with the Chairperson. During the
absence or disability of the Campus CEO, the Chief Academic Officer will
function as Corporate Secretary.
ARTICLE II
MEETINGS OF THE CAMPUS BOARD

A.

Regular Meetings - The Campus Board will meet no fewer than four times per fiscal
year, at a time and place designated by the Chairperson. Meetings of the Campus
Board are open to the public and all official acts will be taken at public meetings.

B.

Special Meetings - The Campus Board will meet in special meetings, including
hearings and workshops, at such times and places designated by the Chairperson.

C.

Emergency Meetings - An emergency meeting of the Campus Board may be called by
the Chairperson of the Campus Board upon such notice as is fair under the
circumstances whenever, in the opinion of the Chairperson, an issue requires immediate
Campus Board action. Whenever such emergency meeting is called , the Chairperson
will notify the Corporate Secretary. The Corporate Secretary will immediately serve
either verbal or written notice upon each member of the Campus Board, stating the date,
hour and place of the meeting and the purpose for which the meeting has been called.
No other business will be transacted at the meeting unless additional emergency matters
are agreed to by a majority of those Campus Board members in attendance. The
minutes of each emergency meeting will show the manner and method by which notice
of such emergency meeting was given to each member of the Campus Board.

D.

Notice of Meetings - Notice of regular meetings shall be posted on the USF
Sarasota/Manatee Campus web site and shall be published in a newspaper of general
circulation. Notice of committee meetings and special meetings shall be posted on the
campus web site, USF list serve and with the University Media Relations Office. Notice
will be given not less than seven days, if practicable, before the event and will include a
statement of the general subject matter to be considered. In addition, copies shall be
mailed to all persons who have made requests. Whenever an emergency meeting is
scheduled to be held, the Corporate Secretary will post a notice on the campus web site,
USF list serve and with the University Media Relations Office, 4202 E. Fowler Avenue,
ADM 264, Tampa, Florida, 33620, of the time, date, place and purpose of the meeting .
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E.

Meetings by Means of Telephone Conference Calls and other Communications
Media Technology

The Campus Board may use telephone conference calls and other communications
media technology to conduct Campus Board business in the same manner as if the
proceeding were held in person. The notice of any meeting conducted by means of
communication media technology will state where and how members of the public may
gain access to the meeting. Such notice will be in accordance with the notice
procedures set forth above.
F.

Quorum - A majority of the members of the Campus Board must be present to
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

G.

Voting - The decision of the majority of the Campus Board in attendance and voting on
an issue shall prevail. A Campus Board member may abstain from voting only under
those circumstances prescribed by law. Voting by proxy or by mail shall not be
permitted .

H.

Parliamentary Rules - Roberts Rules of Order, newly revised, will be followed in
conducting meetings of the Campus Board, unless otherwise provided by the Campus
Board.

I.

Agenda - The agenda for each meeting of the Campus Board shall be prepared by the
CEO or his/her designee. Every request for inclusion of an item on the agenda of a
meeting shall be put in writing and filed, together with any supporting documents, with
the CEO sufficiently far in advance of the meeting to permit a determination to be made
by the CEO with respect to the propriety and practicability of including that item on the
agenda for the meeting. The CEO will assemble the agenda and provide a copy of the
agenda to each member of the Campus Board at least ten (1 0) days prior to the meeting
and will post the agenda to the USF list serve, the campus website and with the
University Media Relations Office prior to the meeting. If additional items or supporting
documentation become available, a supplemental agenda may be provided at least five
(5) days prior to the meeting.

J.

Minutes- Minutes of the meetings of the Campus Board shall be kept by the Corporate
Secretary or designee, who shall cause them to be printed and preserved and who shall
transmit copies to the members of the Campus Board and to other places where
deemed appropriate. All lengthy reports shall be referred to in the minutes and shall be
kept on file as part of the University records, but such reports need not be incorporated
in the minutes except when so ordered by the Campus Board.

K.

Authority -- The Campus Board shall have the authority to:

1.

Review and approve an annual campus legislative budget request, which will be
submitted to the Commissioner of Education as a separately identified section to
the USF legislative budget request. The Campus Executive Officer shall prepare
the legislative budget request in accordance with guidelines established by the
Florida Board of Education. This request must include items for campus
operations and fixed capital outlay.
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2.

Approve and submit an annual operating plan and budget for review and
consultation by the University Board of Trustees. The campus operating budget
must reflect the actual funding available to that campus from separate line-item
appropriations contained in each annual General Appropriations Act, which lineitem appropriations must initially reflect the funds reported to the legislature for
the campus for fiscal year 2000-01 and any additional funds provided in the fiscal
year 2001 -02 legislative appropriation.

3.

Enter into central support services contracts with the University Board of
Trustees for any services that the campus cannot provide more economically,
including payroll processing, accounting , technology, construction administration,
and other desired services.' However, all legal services for the campus must be
provided by a central services contract with the University. The University Board
of Trustees and the Campus Board shall determine in a letter of agreement any
allocation or sharing of student fee revenue between the University's main
campus and the campus. In addition, various University units may enter into
contracts with the campus for any services that the University desires the
campus to provide.

4.

The Campus Board will consult with the University President and Campus
Executive Officer in the development of a Campus Strategic Plan, and periodic
updates to the plan, to ensure campus development that is consonant with
regional needs and that the campus meets the requirements necessary for
separate accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The Campus Strategic Plan and updates will be submitted to the University
President for review, approval and inclusion in the University Strategic Plan,
which will go to the University Board of Trustees for consideration. The Campus
Strategic Plan will guide the development of legislative budget requests and
campus operating budgets.

5.

The Campus Board will regularly review enrollment patterns to ensure that the
campus builds the full-time-equivalent student base required for the long-term
support of existing and planned programs.

6.

The Campus Board will exercise other such powers as are lawfully delegated by
the University Board of Trustees to provide for the efficient operation and
improvement of the campus.

ARTICLE Ill
AMENDMENT OF OPERATING PROCEDURES

These operating procedures may be altered, amended or repealed by a majority vote of
Campus Board members in attendance at any regular meeting, when notice of the proposed
amendment or repeal is provided in the meeting notice with the approval of the University Board
of Trustees.
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ARTICLE IV
APPEARANCES BEFORE THE
CAMPUS BOARD
Individuals or group representatives who desire to appear before the Campus Board to initiate a
subject within the Campus Board's jurisdiction may submit their requests to the Corporate
Secretary, 5700 North Tamiami Trail , Sarasota, Florida 34243, specifying the matter they wish
to be placed on the agenda. The CEO, in consultation with the Chairperson, will determine
whether the item will be heard and when the item will be heard. The Campus Board may place
time limits on any presentation or decline to hear any matter determined by the Chairperson and
CEO to be outside its jurisdiction.
The Chairperson may recognize any individual or representative of groups to address the
Campus Board.
In order to proceed with the essential business of the Campus Board in an orderly manner, any
individual or group representative who attempts to disrupt a Campus Board meeting will be
subject to appropriate action pursuant to law.

ARTICLE V
CODE OF ETHICS
A Campus Board Member (Member) shall be considered to have a conflict of interest if (1) such
Member has existing or potential financial or other interests that impair or might reasonably
appear to impair such Member's independent, unbiased judgment in the discharge of his or her
responsibilities to the university, or (2) such Member is aware that a member of his or her
family , or any organization in which such Member (or member of his or her family) is an officer,
director, employee, member, partner, trustee, or controlling stockholder, has such existing or
potential financial or other interests. For the purposes of this provision, a family member is
defined as a spouse, parents, siblings , children and any other relative if the latter resides in the
same household as the Member. All Members shall disclose to the Campus Board any possible
conflict of interest at the earliest practical time. Furthermore, the Member shall absent himself
or herself from discussions of, and abstain from voting on, such matters under consideration by
the Campus Board. The minutes of such meeting shall reflect that a disclosure was made and
that the Member who has a conflict or possible conflict abstained from voting. Any Member who
is uncertain whether a conflict of interest may exist in any matter may request that the Campus
Board or committee resolve the question in his or her absence by majority vote. Each Member
shall annually complete and sign a disclosure form .
In addition to the foregoing, members of the Campus Board shall be guided by the provisions
set forth in Florida law for the conduct of public officers.

ARTICLE VI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

A.

Indemnification
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The University of South Florida (University) shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
each Member of and from any and all claims, demands, civil or criminal actions, rights,
defenses, counterclaims, proceedings, administrative actions, agreement$, contracts,
covenants , accounts, offsets, attorneys' fees, costs, damages, liabilities, losses,
expenses, suits, debts, judgments, awards, duties or obligations, of any nature
whatsoever, at law or in equity (collectively referred to as "C laims"), that arise from or
relate in any way to his or her position on the Campus Board, or any act undertaken or
omitted in connection with his or her service as a Member. The University shall procure
and shall maintain, at the University's expense, adequate insurance coverage, including
separate 0&0 coverage, for the defense and payment of any such Claims.

B.

Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the Campus Board shall commence on July 1 of each year and end on
June 30.

C.

Sunshine Laws
Public access to Campus Board records will be governed by the provisions of the Public
Records Law, Chapter 119, F.S. Campus Board meetings shall be governed by the
provisions of the Open Meetings Law, Chapter 286, F.S.
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OPERATING PROCEDURES OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA ST. PETERSBURG
CAMPUS BOARD
ARTICLE I
ORGANIZATION
A. Legal Status of Campus Board
The University of South Florida St. Petersburg Campus Board ("Campus Board") is
established pursuant to Section 240.5275, Florida Statutes.
B. Membership
The University Board of Trustees shall appoint members to the Campus Board from
recommendations of the President. Consonant with the State Constitution, members
shall hold no other State office. Members shall be appointed for staggered 4-year terms
as follows: Initially there are:
2 Members appointed for 4 years
1 Member appointed for 3 years
1 Member appointed for 2 years
Members may be reappointed for additional terms not to exceed eight (8) years of
service.
In addition, a member of the University Board of Trustees shall serve as provided below.
If a resident of Pinellas County is appointed ·to the University Board of Trustees,
the University Board of Trustees shall appoint that member to serve jointly as a
member of the Campus Board. If more than one Pinellas County resident is
appointed to the University Board of Trustees, the University Board of Trustees
shall select one joint member.
C. Removal of a Campus Board member
The University Board of Trustees may remove a member of the Campus Board for
missing three (3) consecutive meetings of the Campus Board, or for other good cause
shown.

D. Officers
The officers of the Campus Board are the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and the
Corporate Secretary. The initial Chairperson shall be appointed by the University Board
of Trustees and shall serve for a two-year term to begin immediately upon selection.
Thereafter, the Campus Board shall recommend to the University Board of Trustees
persons to be appointed as Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson to serve two-year terms
each. The Campus Executive Officer (CEO) and Vice President shall serve as
Corporate Secretary of the Campus Board. The officers shall have the following
responsibilities:
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1. Chairperson
The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the Campus Board, call special
meetings of the Campus Board when necessary and attest to actions of the Campus
Board.
2. Vice-Chairperson
The Vice-Chairperson shall act, as Chairperson during the absence or disability of the
Chairperson and, in that event, shall perform those duties of the Chairperson described
hereinabove.
3. Corporate Secretary
The CEO and Vice President, as Corporate Secretary, shall be responsible for setting
the agenda for meetings of the Campus Board in consultation with the Chairperson. The
Corporate Secretary shall provide the staff support to the Board. During the absence or
disability of the Campus CEO and Vice President, the Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs will function as Corporate Secretary.
ARTICLE II
MEETINGS OF THE CAMPUS BOARD
A.

Regular Meetings -The Campus ·Board will meet no fewer than four times per fiscal
year, at a time and place designated by the Chairperson. Meetings of the Campus
Board are open to the public and all official acts will be taken at public meetings. An
effort will be made to articulate Campus Board meetings with the University Board of
Trustees.

B.

Special Meetings - The Campus Board will meet in special meetings, including
hearings and workshops, at such times and places designated by the Chairperson.

C.

Emergency Meetings -An emergency meeting of the Campus Board may be called by
the Chairperson of the Campus Board upon such notice as is fair under the
circumstances whenever, in the opinion of the Chairperson, an issue requires immediate
Campus Board action. Whenever such emergency meeting is called, the Chairperson
will notify the Corporate Secretary. The Corporate Secretary will immediately serve
either verbal or written notice upon each member of the Campus Board, stating the date,
hour and place of the meeting and the purpose for which the meeting has been called.
No other business will be transacted at the meeting unless additional emergency matters
are agreed to by a majority of those· Campus Board members in attendance. The
minutes of each emergency meeting will show the manner and method by which notice
of such emergency meeting was given to each member of the Campus Board.

D.

Notice of Meetings - Notice of regular meetings shall be posted on the USF St.
Petersburg Campus web site and shall be published in a newspaper of general
circulation . Notice of committee meetings and special meetings shall be posted on the
USF St. Petersburg web site, USF list serve and with the University Media Relations
Office. Notice will be given not less than seven days, if practicable, before the event and
will include a statement of the general subject matter to be considered. In addition,
copies shall be mailed to all persons who have made requests. Whenever an
emergency meeting is scheduled to be held, the Corporate Secretary will post a notice
on the campus web site, USF list serve and with the University Media Relations Office,
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4202 E. Fowler Avenue, ADM 264, Tampa, Florida, 33620, of the time, date, place and
purpose of the meeting.
E.

Meetings by Means of Telephone Conference Calls and other Communications
Media Technology
The Campus Board may use telephone conference calls and other communications
media technology to conduct Campus Board business in the same manner as if the
proceeding were held in person. The notice of any meeting conducted by means of
communication media technology will state where and how members of the public may
gain access to the meeting. Such notice will be in accordance with the notice
procedures set forth above.

F.

Quorum - A majority of the members of the Campus Board must be present to
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

G.

Voting - The decision of the majority of the Campus Board in attendance and voting on
an issue shall prevail. A Campus Board member may abstain from voting only under
those circumstances prescribed by law. Voting by proxy or by mail shall not be
permitted.

H.

Parliamentary Rules - Roberts Rules of Order, newly revised, will be followed in
conducting meetings of the Campus Board, unless otherwise provided by the Campus
Board.

I.

Agenda - The agenda for each meeting of the Campus Board shall be prepared by the
CEO and Vice President or his/her designee. Every request for inclusion of an item on
the agenda of a meeting shall be put in writing and filed, together with any supporting
documents, with the CEO and Vice President sufficiently far in advance of the meeting to
permit a determination to be made by the CEO and Vice President with respect to the
propriety and practicability of including that item on the agenda for the meeting. The
CEO and Vice President will assemble the agenda and provide a copy of the agenda to
each member of the Campus Board at least ten (1 0) days prior to the meeting and will
post the agenda to the USF list serve, the campus website and with the University Media
Relations Office prior to the meeting. If additional items or supporting documentation
become available, a supplemental agenda may be provided at least five (5) days prior to
the meeting.

J.

Minutes - Minutes of the meetings of the Campus Board shall be kept by the Corporate
Secretary or designee, who shall cause them to be printed and preserved and who shall
transmit copies to the members of the Campus Board and to other places where
deemed appropriate. All lengthy reports shall be referred to in the minutes and shall be
kept on file as part of the University records, but such reports need not be incorporated
in the minutes except when so ordered by the Campus Board.

K.

Authority -- The Campus Board shall have the authority to :
1.

Review and approve an annual campus legislative budget request, which will be
submitted to the Commissioner of Education as a separately identified section to
the USF legislative budget request. The Campus Executive Officer and Vice
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President shall prepare the legislative budget request in accordance with
guidelines established by the Florida Board of Education. This request must
include items for campus operations and fixed capital outlay.
2.

Approve and submit an annual operating plan and budget for review and
consultation by the University Board of Trustees. The campus operating budget
must reflect the actual funding available to that campus from separate line-item
appropriations contained in each annual General Appropriations Act, which lineitem appropriations must initially reflect the funds reported to the legislature for
the campus for fiscal year 2000-01 and any additional funds provided in the fiscal
year 2001-02 legislative appropriation.

3.

Enter into central support services contracts with the University Board of
Trustees for any services that the .campus cannot provide more economically,
including payroll processing, accounting, technology, construction administration,
and other desired services. However, all legal services for the campus must be
provided by a central serv(ces contract with the University. The University Board
of Trustees and the Campus Board shall determine in a letter of agreement any
allocation or sharing of student fee revenue between the University's main
campus and the campus. In addition, various University units may enter into
contracts with the campus for any services that the University desires the
campus to provide.

4.

The Campus Board will consult with the CEO and Vice President and with the
University President in the development of a Campus Strategic Plan, and
periodic updates to the plan, to ensure campus development that is consonant
with regional needs and that the campus meets the requirements necessary for
separate accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The Campus Strategic Plan and updates will be submitted to the University
President for review, approval and inclusion in the University Strategic Plan,
which will go to the University Board of Trustees for consideration. The Campus
Strategic Plan will guide the development of legislative budget requests and
campus operating budgets.

5.

The Campus Board will regularly review enrollment patterns to ensure that the
campus builds the full-time-equivalent student base required for the long-term
support of existing and planned programs.

6.

The Campus Board will exercise other such powers as are lawfully delegated by
the University Board of Trustees to provide for the efficient operation and
improvement of the campus.

ARTICLE Ill
AMENDMENT OF OPERATING PROCEDURES

These operating procedures may be altered, amended or repealed by a majority vote of
Campus Board members in attendance at any regular meeting, when notice of the proposed
amendment or repeal is provided in the meeting notice with the approval of the University Board
of Trustees.
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ARTICLE IV
APPEARANCES BEFORE THE
CAMPUS BOARD

Individuals or group representatives who desire to appear before the Campus Board to initiate a
subject within the Campus Board's jurisdiction may submit their requests to the Corporate
Secretary, 140 Seventh Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701,
specifying the matter they wish to be placed on the agenda. The CEO and Vice President, in
consultation with the Chairperson, will determine whether the item will be heard and when the
item will be heard. The Campus Board may place time limits on any presentation or decline to
hear any matter determined by the Chairperson and CEO and Vice President to be outside its
jurisdiction.
The Chairperson may recognize any individual or representative of groups to address the
Campus Board.
In order to proceed with the essential business of the Campus Board in an orderly manner, any
individual or group representative who attempts to disrupt a Campus Board meeting will be
subject to appropriate action pursuant to law.

ARTICLE V
CODE OF ETHICS

A Campus Board Member (Member) shall be considered to have a conflict of interest if (1) such
Member has existing or potential financial or other interests that impair or might reasonably
appear to impair such Member's independent, unbiased judgment in the discharge of his or her
responsibilities to the university, or (2) such Member is aware that a member of his or her
family, or any organization in which such Member (or member of his or her family) is an officer,
director, employee, member, partner, trustee, or controlling stockholder, has such existing or
potential financial or other interests. For the purposes of this provision, a family member is
defined as a spouse, parents, siblings, children and any other relative if the latter resides in the
same household as the Member. All Members shall disclose to the Campus Board any possible
conflict of interest at the earliest practical time. Furthermore, the Member shall absent himself
or herself from discussions of, and abstain from voting on, such matters under consideration by
the Campus Board. The minutes of such meeting shall reflect that a disclosure was made and
that the Member who has a conflict or possible conflict abstained from voting. Any Member who
is uncertain whether a conflict of interest may exist in any matter may request that the Campus
Board or committee resolve the question in his or her absence by majority vote. Each Member
shall annually complete and sign a disclosure form .
In addition to the foregoing, members of the Campus Board shall be guided by the provisions
set forth in Florida law for the conduct of public officers.

ARTICLE VI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
A.

Indemnification
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The University of South Florida (University) shall indemnify, defend, and hold harmless
each Member of and from any and all claims, demands, civil or criminal actions, rights,
defenses, counterclaims, proceedings, administrative actions, agreements, contracts,
covenants, accounts, offsets, attorneys' fees, costs, damages, liabilities, losses,
expenses, suits, debts, judgments, awards, duties or obligations, of any nature
whatsoever, at law or in equity (collectively referred to as "Claims"), that arise from or
relate in any way to his or her position on the Campus Board, or any act undertaken or
omitted in connection with his or her service as a Member.

B.

Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the Campus Board shall commence on July 1 of each year and end on
June 30.

C.

Sunshine Laws
Public access to Campus Board records will be governed by the provisions of the Public
Records Law, Chapter 119, F.S. Campus Board meetings shall be governed by the
provisions of the Open Meetings Law, Chapter 286, F .S.
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Agenda item: FL 104
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Changing the name of the University of South Florida Children's Research
Institute facility to the "University of South Florida/All Children's Hospital Children's
Research Institute."

Proposed action: Authorize the University president to recommend to the Florida
Board of Education the renaming of this facility.

Background information: In January 1996, All Children's Hospital contributed $6
million to the USF Foundation for construction of a pediatric research facility on USF
property in St. Petersburg. The facility, which was matched with $6 million by the State
of Florida, now hosts a cadre of top USF/ACH pediatric research scientists, many of
whom occupy endowed chairs funded by the All Children's Hospital Foundation.
The USF Foundation requests permission to rename the facility the "USF/ACH
Children's Research Institute" in honor of the generous contribution that made the
institute possible.

Supporting documentation: None
Prepared by:

M. Rierson
813/974-1825
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Agenda item: FL 105
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue: 2002 Tampa Campus Master Plan Update
Proposed action: Approval is requested to transmit the 2002 Tampa Campus
Master Plan Update to the Florida Board of Education for review and ultimate approval.

Background information:
Florida statutes require State universities to update their master plans every five years. The
plan described herein is the five-year update of the master plan for the Tampa campus of the
University of South Florida adopted in 1995 (and as amended in 1999). The plan addresses
future enrollment and facility needs to the year 2008-09, and sets a framework to extend the
Campus Development Agreement (2003-04) with the City of Tampa for five more years to
accommodate the USF's projected growth and development.
The baseline year of the update is 2000-2001, which marked the fifth anniversary of adoption of
the 1995 plan. The update planning process has been undertaken over a period of nearly two
years and reflects significant strategic changes at the University made prior to and during the
update planning process.
Copies of the campus master plan update must be sent for review to the City of Tampa , the
Department of Community Affairs, the Department of Environmental Protection, the Department
of Transportation , the Department of State, the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, the
Southwest Florida Water Management District, and the regional planning council. These
entities will have 90 days from receipt of the master plan update to provide comments to the
Division of Colleges and Universities. The commencement of this review period must be
advertised in local newspapers. At least two public hearings will be conducted to allow for
community input.
Ultimately, USF will receive state approval for the campus master plan update.

Supporting documentation: Campus Master Plan Update Executive Summary
Prepared by: A. C. Hartley

974-2612
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2002 Tampa Campus Master Plan Update Executive Summary
The statutes of the State of Florida call for the State's public universities to update their master plans
every five years. The plan described herein is the five-year update of the master plan for the Tampa
campus of the University of South Florida adopted in 1995 (and ,as amended in 1999). The plan
addresses future enrollment and facility needs to the year 2008-09, and sets a framework five years
beyond the Campus Development Agreement (2003-04) within which to accommodate the program. The
baseline year of the update is 2000-2001 , which marked the fifth anniversary of adoption of the 1995
plan. The update planning process has been undertaken over a period of nearly two years in reflection of
significant strategic changes at the University made prior to and during the update planning process.
THE 1995 MASTER PLAN
The 1995 Plan has proven to be a good , flexible, and visionary plan. The framework was designed to
accommodate growth with flexible site options while providing for long-range growth beyond the ten-year
horizon. The plan laid out an organized building development pattern in which new facilities would
occupy open and underutilized sites while also being located so as to frame active, interconnected
campus open spaces.
The 1995 Plan recommended that future facilities be developed at generally higher densities than had
been the case to that time, so as to support the necessary facilities growth in a way that would conserve
land resources and enhance the interaction between and among functions of the University. As a counter
balancing strategy in relationship to the increased density, this distinctive organizational concept guiding
the plan , which has won national recognition for USF, is the diagonal cross-campus Greenway. This
system of contiguous open space serves to offset and contrast the increased densification of the campus
built environment in the years to come. The connective tissue of the open space provides the relief of the
naturalistic environment by which the diverse University community also will benefit from pleasant
pedestrian linkages, active/passive recreation, and the use of required stormwater retention capacity as
an amenity.
New quadrangles, courtyards and pedestrian concourses were planned to link the various areas of the
University together and to form a framework for building development. The update maintains the basic
principles established in the 1995 Plan, including the integrity of the land use relationships. Accordingly,
the update calls for an even higher degree of functional integration between and among use areas than
was projected in the 1995 Plan .
The enhancement of student life and the intellectual climate is supported by that connectivity and by the
integration of a rich array of academic residential, social, athletics and cultural facilities in the campus
fabric. Engagement with the community and region will be fostered by improved wayfinding and the
location of community-oriented facilities on sites that are visible and accessible to t.he public.

Existing Enrollment
Projected Enrollment Growth

1995 Plan
(Amended 1999)
14,400 (FTE}
19,200 (FTE)

Master Plan Update
18,000 (FTE}
23,470 (FTE)

THE URBAN RESEARCH UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
The strategic priorities, mission, and implementation measures cited above have set the course of the
Tampa campus as an urban research university serving its region in diverse and ever-changing ways.
There will be a critical need to link the research faculty to the campus systems, particularly if the
University is successful in overcoming the insufficient funding of facilities for the research mission. The
current Academic space deficit is estimated to reach 2.7 million gross square feet in 2008-09 based on
enrollment projections, including a deficit of approximately 800,000 gross square feet of pure research lab
space. This represents a deficit of nearly twice the amount of USF research currently existing on the
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campus. The following table lists the breakdown of the 5.4 million gross square foot projected program in
the Master Plan Update:
Academic Facilities
Medical Facilities (Academic & HLMCC)
Support Facilities (Non-Parking)
Support Facilities (Parking)
Housing Facilities
Recreation Facilities

877,800 GSF
1,650.400 GSF
299,700 GSF
1,700,000 GSF
661 ,000 GSF
190,000 GSF

The urbanization of the campus requires greater attention to enhancement of the pedestrian environment
and transit seNice as a means to mitigate the vehicular consequences of greater density particularly with
internal trips. Most of the Land Use Districts in the plan will accommodate future growth only with a
solution to parking displacement. The plan update incorporates the results of an extensive strategic
parking/transportation plan undertaken by the University in 2000-2001 to identify a fundable array of
parking structures deemed critical in accommodating parking growth and ensuring that campus land
necessary for projected mission-critical facilities will be available during the ten-year planning period.
Projected mission-critical facilities and associated site improvements will displace about 2,000 surface
parking spaces. Estimated parking demand by 2010 will increase over current demand by over 3,000
spaces. There is fundamentally no rand left to accommodate facilities or expand surface parking without
significant impact on open space and other facilities needs. The plan update indicates four structures
averaging 1,200 spaces each, one in the Medical Area and the other three on sites in the academic core.
The parking structure program is augmented by the vertical expansion of the new Moffitt garage to
accommodate an additional 300 spaces in the Medical Area.

Existing Space at the Time
of Plan Documentation
Projected Program
(Planning Period)
Overall Building Area
(existing and proposed)
Overall Density

1995 Plan
{Amended 1999)
5.0 million GSF
(no parking structures existing in
1995)
6.5 million GSF (including 2.7
million GSF in parking structures)
11.5 million GSF (including 2. 7
million GSF in parkinq structures)
0.33 Floor Area Ratio

2002 Master Plan Update
6.6 million GSF (including 527,000
GSF in parking structures)

5.4 million GSF (including 1.7 million
GSF in parking structures)
12 million GSF (including 2.2 million
GSF in parkinq structures)
. 0.35 Floor Area Ratio

THRESHOLDS
There are several issues upon which the University is about to cross critical thresholds which will require
more additional funding than projects have traditionally had to bear.
These include housing ,
infrastructure, parking, etc. The student-housing program will necessitate an increase in the
recommended build out capacity of the three areas designated for future residential expansion. While the
overall projected bed count in the affected areas is not materially greater than was projected in 1995, the
gross building area per bed is higher due to higher qualitative standards of space per occupant and the
inclusion of ancillary residential functions in the proposed facilities in order to remain market-competitive.
General Infrastructure on the campus is at various stages of aging, disrepair, and/or lacking capacity to
seNice new development in certain areas of the campus. The projected 10-year facilities program in the
Master Plan Update, coupled with existing buildings and impeNious surface areas, will result in the need
for additional stormwater detention facilities and conveyance in the basins east and west of the high point
of the campus that runs north/south along the center of the campus. This necessary land use also will
displace existing surface parking lots in the future in order to allow construction to proceed.
Significant capital improvements in potable water infrastructure made by the University since 1995 plan
provide domestic supply and fire flow to the needs of the program of facilities developed to the current
period. However, the rate of campus growth has kept the demand close to the limits of the system,
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indicating that constraints in the supply drawn from existing on-site wells may occur in the 10-year plan
period, and may be exacerbated if recent dry weather patterns prevail in forthcoming years. Since 1995,
the chillers at Health Sciences and FMHI have been interconnected to form a new Northwest satellite
plant, crating more diversity of service. The hot water distribution system will require systematic
upgrading to remediate deteriorating conditions in the system .
The campus data and telecommunication infrastructure will need to be upgraded on a general and
localized basis to serve growth of technology in facilities, distance learning and accelerating demands on
information technology systems. Existing and projected major telecommunications corridors are
positioned principally along primary circulation patterns and seams between development sites so as to
minimize disruption by new construction.
The 1995 plan projected the need to provide campus parking for upwards of 9,000 spaces in structures in
subsequent years for three reasons: to conserve land for projected growth of academic, medical,
residential and support facilities; to reduce the area of surface parking as an environmental and
stormwater management measure; and to serve the anticipated population with a restored
pedestrian/open space environment. Those rationales are even more critical in the master plan update.
The campus has reached the threshold where there is little land left for critical facilities development
except by displacing surface parking areas. The alternative would be to encroach on open space
resources and exacerbate stormwater management impacts. Since 1995, one 820-space garage has
been constructed at Crescent Hill, along with 2,200 surface spaces, for a 20 percent increase in the
campus parking supply over what was available in 1995. A 600-space garage has also been constructed
at the Moffitt Cancer Center.
·
A strategic parking/transportation plan was prepared by the University in 2000-01 in parallel with the
master plan update to identify an equitable, fundable strategy for the accommodation and mitigation of
parking demand. The plan was hastened by the fact that mission-critical facilities needs of the University
over the next ten years will call for the development of valuable campus land currently occupied by
surface parking, and that such facilities development can no longer be inhibited by the retention of
surface parking. Of approximately 134 acres in the academic and medical core areas available for new
and future facilities, roughly 73 acres are currently occupied by surface parking. At the same time,
proximate and functional parking facilities will have to be provided for growing number of visitors, clinical
patients, commuting staff and students whose access to core area venues will be time-sensitive. Thus,
substantial parking capacity will have to be maintained in the core areas in structures that minimize
consumption of valuable campus land. Further, the plan took into account the projected increase in
campus population , factoring in operational and transportation measures to mitigate demand.
Campus facilities development will displace upwards of 2,000 surface spaces. (The parking study
identified a minimum of 1,200 spaces being displaced in 2001 ; the most current version of the total
facilities program indicates that displacement could reach 2,000 spaces if the program and associated
site improvements are fully implemented over the ten-year plan period on recommended sites.) Demand
is anticipated to grow by 3,400 spaces by 2010. The four structures will occupy approximately eight
acres of land, compared with 40 to 45 acres that would be encumbered by providing the 4,800 spaces on
surface lots.
The master plan update incorporates the "preferred scenario" described in the parking/ transportation
study, which projects four structures of 1,200 spaces each (two structures in five-year increments through
2010), coupled with the following operational recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative transportation options
Reduced transit headways (i.e., intervals between bus runs)
Upgrading of transit equipment and facilities
Improved campus signage
Reallocation of parking spaces
Access control of parking spaces to manage distribution
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The campus road network delineated in the 1995 plan remains the basis for the master plan update. The
concept is one of primary and secondary campus entrances leading to a clarified loop road system that
delivers the occupants to parking structures on the internal side of the road, in order to reduce
pedestrian/vehicular conflicts. Intersection and roadway improvements have been made since the 1995
plan in conjunction with project construction , however, several on and off campus intersections are
experiencing delays and need further study and/or funds, particularly off-campus access from Fletcher.
The 1995 plan recommended the evaluation of the implementation of on-campus and off-campus
(neighborhood) loop shuttle circulators. The on-campus circulator was implemented first, with off-campus
service routes extended with the funds made available by the Campus Development Agreement for traffic
mitigation. Ridership has grown rapidly requiring additional vehicles to meet demand. Provision of this
service has helped alleviate parking demand and traffic congestion on and off campus as every rider
takes a car off the road and out of a parking lot. Over one-million riders have used the circulator service.
One of the principal refinements in the Master Plan Update is the delineation of a network of paved
corridors in the academic core to allow adequate service, emergency and disabled access to facilities that
are remote from the loop road around the core.
Provision of both safe and pleasant pedestrian and bicycle facilities also serve to reduce traffic and costly
parking facilities. The basic framework of major and secondary pedestrian walks represented in the 1995
plan also continues to apply in the master plan update. The update indicates a new major pedestrian
walk intended to connect the planned non-traditional housing area on the south end of Sycamore to the
academic core area inside the loop road. The update also indicates additional major north-south walks in
the academic and residential areas. The proposed strategy for designated bicycle circulation remains as
one that a) provides bicycle lanes along the loop road and the radial campus roads that connect with the
bicycle ways on surrounding arterial highways, and b) designates selected major pedestrian corridors on
the campus for joint pedestrian/bicycle use. Incremental bikelane construction has occurred with project
construction , however there remain critical missing links in the on-road system.
The 1995 Master Plan and subsequent focus area studies have served the University well. The 2002
Master Plan Update embraces the mission, goals, values, and visions of the University and seeks to
accommodate the complexity of diverse future growth needs and associated interwoven campus
development issues. As much flexibility as is feasible has been included to provide for a degree of future
unknown facilities opportunities. With the approval of the University Board of Trustees, the plan will go
forward for review by the Division of Colleges and Universities, various state and local agencies, public
review/comment and hearings, and the ultimate approval of the Florida Board of Education.
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Agenda item: FL 106
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue:

Intercollegiate Athletic Facility

Proposed action:

Conceptual approval of project

Background information:
The USF football program has grown faster than any other intercollegiate athletic program in the
country. A fully functional facility that can support the program's rapid expansion and growth in
stature is critical.
The ICA facility will be a state-of-the-art facility to support a Division 1-A football team and
support services for other ICA teams. We are planning a facility sized to meet the needs of the
program for the next decade.
Because the facility will function as the home of USF's Division 1-A football team, it will include
space for coaches, trainers, equipment, storage repair, weight training and medical facilities for
the team. The facility will be located within walking distance of the football practice fields.

Supporting documentation: Program Summary, Financing, Preliminary Space Program, Project
Timeline, Notice to Professional Consultants
Prepared by: Carl Carlucci
813/974-4903
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Intercollegiate Facility- Program Summary
The scope of the Intercollegiate Athletic Facility encompasses 110,000 gross square feet. The
Intercollegiate Athletic Facility must be a quality facility for use by current athletes as well as
future incoming athletes. It is the intention of the facility to function as the home of the football
team at the University of South Florida, and other athletic programs including softball, men and
women's soccer, men and women's tennis, and men and women's track and field .
Because the facility shall function as the home of USF's Division I Football team, it shall include
spaces that will house coaches, trainers, equipment, storage repair, and issue weight training
and medical facilities for the team. The facility will be located within walking distance of the
football practice fields.
The ability of the facility to handle the anticipated growth of the Athletic Football Program is
envisioned in the planning of the new facility. This program will develop a growth scenario that
will ensure that the needs of the athletes will be met now, and in the future.
The Intercollegiate Athletic Facility will be a dynamic place within the University where the
college's intercollegiate sports mission can be seen by students, the faculty, the athletes and
the public. The Intercollegiate Athletic Facility will be located at the north side of the Sun Dome
facility and will be a visual landmark for students and the public.

Intercollegiate Facility- Financing
The project consists of:
• design
• construction
• furnishing
The project is programmed to include new spaces for:
• Strength Training
• Sports Medicine
• Academic Support
• Locker Rooms
• Departmental Offices
The new facility will be four stories high and be located adjacent to the North side of the Sun
Dome. The total project budget is $15,000,000.
Two revenue streams will be dedicated to servicing the debt on a new athletic facility. Absent a
naming gift these will be pledged to pay the debt service and only after debt service
requirements are met will they be available for other capital improvement needs. We anticipate
significant growth in both of these.
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The two dedicated revenue streams for debt service are:

•
•

Beverage Revenue
Flat Fee Revenue

Current value annually
$400,000 (min imum guaranteed for beverages)
$800,000 (estimated 2001/02)

The flat fee for athletics was established to support the repair, renovation, replacement, and
construction of athletic facilities for current and future program needs. The intercollegiate
athletic physical plant includes a wide array of facilities most of which are shared with
intercollegiate sports programs and general student unstructured activities. Examples include
the USF Track, USF Soccer Fields, USF Tennis Center, and USF Softball Field.
The resources created by this flat fee are currently funding pressing needs of renovation,
replacement, repair and development for ICA and the Sun Dome. We will have to find
alternative sources. ICA is well aware of this responsibility and is making the necessary
adjustments.
Intercollegiate Athletic Facility
Preliminary Space Program

Space Type
Office- Football
Athletics Department/Director
Office - Other Coaches
Lockers - Football
Lockers - Other
Lockers - Coach/Staff
Equipment Issue - Football
Equipment Issue - Other
Team Meeting - Football
Film/Audio Visual
Strength Training
Sports medicine
Academic Support
Second Floor Expansion
Third Floor Expansion
Departmental Gross
Floor Gross
Wall Thickness Gross
SPACE TOTAL

NASF
4,998
7,970
3,800
8,492
11 ,304
1,390
1,200
960
10,340
1,835
11,703
4,448
6,705
2,100
4,000
81 ,245

GSF
Factor
1.21
1.21
1.21
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.1
1.1
1. 18
1.12
1.2
1.12
1.18
1.21
1.21
1.17
1.31
1.35

GSF
6,048
9,644
4,598
9,511
12,660
1,557
1,320
1,056
12,201
2,055
14,044
4,982
7,912
2,541
4,840
94,968
11,431
3,192

1.35

109,591

81,245
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Floor#
3
3
3
G
G
G
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
new /2
new /3

Intercollegiate Athletic Facility- Timeline

(DRAFT- 03/08/02)

December 2001

Submission and FBOE Approval , including
Issuance of bonds by a DSO
Construction of athletic facility,
Auth . to acquire & finance facility

January 2002

To be Scheduled:
· UBOT - Project Approval
Foundation Capital Projects Cmte review of project
*Start selection process for Design Build Contract
Begin putting together bond team and pro forma

February 2002

Complete and Submit Program Document to FBOE

February 1, 2002

Beverage Contract - Proposals Due

February 2002

UBOT & Foundation meetings to give preliminary project approval

February 18, 2002

Foundation Projects and Obligation Committee Meeting

February 28, 2002

Final Draft Master Plan Update/Agenda UBOT

March 2002

Beverage Contract Decision made

March 2002

UBOT - Approve Financing
Foundation- Approve Financing
Projects and Obligation Committee
Foundation Board/Executive Comm ittee

Mid-March 2002

Approval of Master Plan

March 21, 2002

UBOT approves Master Plan Update

March 26, 2002

Submit Master Plan Update to FBOE

May 2002

Design Build selection process complete

April 2002

Receive Program Document Approval FBOE

May 2002

Legislative Approval

Upda~e

by President

UBOT gives final project approval including financing plan
Foundation gives final project approval including financing plan
June 2002

FBOE Approves Master Plan Update

June 2002

FBOE Approves Project & Financing Plan
Bond Issuance
Sign Design Build Contract
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July 1, 2002

Ceremonial Groundbreaking
12-14 months design/construction phase

NOTICE TO PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS

The University of South Florida announces that Qualifications Based Design/Build Services
(QB/DB), for the design and construction of an Intercollegiate Athletic Training Facility, will be
required for the project listed below:
PROJECT NUMBER: BR-581
PROJECT AND LOCATION: Intercollegiate Athletic Training Facility, University of South
Florida, Tampa Campus, Tampa , Florida.

The project consists of the design, construction , and furnishing of an Intercollegiate Athletic
Training Facility of approximately 110,000 gsf. The project is programmed to include Strength
Training, Sports Medicine, Locker Rooms, Departmental Offices, Academic Support Spaces
and site design. The new four-story facility will be located adjacent to the north side of the Sun
Dome.

The project must comply with and adhere to the program to meet financial proforma
requirements. The Design/Build team shall be responsible for management of the process and
project to met project scope, budget and schedule requirements. The management of the
process and project by the Design Build Team shall facilitate the Athletic organization's needs,
and accomplishing those needs within the mandatory project schedule for occupancy
requirements.

The Design/Build Services contract shall be in compliance with the qualifications based
Design/Build selection provisions in FAC 6C-14.007 including pre-construction fees,
construction related services costs and a guaranteed maximum price.

The University will contract with the selected team for all services including, but not necessarily
limited to, budgeting, labor, materials, and equipment required to design, construct, and furnish
the project. The selected team will be required to provide computer-generated drawings in
accordance with the standards of the University of South Florida.
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Blanket professional design liability insurance will be required for this project in the amount of
$1,000,000,.00 and will be provided as a part of Basic Services.

The proposed contractual value of this project can be as high as $13,800,000.00. The
respondent must be capable of bonding at 100% of the value of the contract with a surety
licensed to do business in the State of Florida with a best Rating of "A", and a required financial
size of "Class IX".

INSTRUCTIONS:
Teams desiring to apply for consideration shall submit a completed "Design/Build Qualifications
Supplement", which may be obtained by contacting : Vanessa Poole, Contracts Administrator,
Facilities Planning and Construction, University of South Florida, FPC110, 4202 East Fowler
Avenue, Tampa, Florida 33620-7550, Phone (813) 974-0891 or (813) 974-2625, Fax (813) 9743542, or email: vpoole@admin .usf.edu.

All teams must be properly registered at the time of application to practice its profession in the
State of Florida. If the applicant is a corporation, it must be chartered by the Florida Department
of State to operate in Florida.

Interested teams are requested to attend a presubmittal meeting at the University of South
Florida Tampa Campus to be held to be held at 8:00AM, Eastern Standard Time, on Tuesday,
March 12, 2002, in the Facilities Planning Conference Room, FPC109, to review the scope and
requirements of this project. Requests for meetings by individual teams will not be granted.

MINORITY PROGRAM: Teams are required to utilize Minority Business Enterprises certified by
the Minority Business Advocacy and Assistance Office, State of Florida Department of Labor
and Employment Security. A minimum goal of 21% participation has been established.

The plans and specifications for State University System projects are subject to reuse in
accordance with the provisions of Section 287.055, Florida Statutes. As required by Section
287.133, Florida Statutes. As required by Section 287.133, Florida Statutes, a consultant may
not submit a proposal for this project if it is on the convicted vendor list for a public entity crime
committed within the past 36 months. The selected consultant must warrant that it will neither
utilize the services of, nor contract with, any supplier, subcontractor, or consultant in excess of
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$25,000.00 in connection with this project for a period of 36 months from the date of their being
placed on the convicted vendor list.

Six (6) copies of the required information shall be submitted to the attention of the Project
Manager: Raymond L. Gonzalez, R.A., Project Manager, Facilities Planning and Construction,
University of South Florida, 4202 East Fowler Avenue FPC11 0, Tampa, Florida 33620 by or no
later than 2:00PM, Eastern Standard Time, on Monday, March 25, 2002.
Facsimile (FAX) submittals are not acceptable and will not be considered.

The University reserves the right to suspend or discontinue the selection process at any time
and to return or reject any or all submissions or qualifications or Design/Build proposals without
obligation to the respondent. The award of this contract is subject to availability of funds. If
additional funding is realized, the University has the option to incorporate additional
scope/funding under this contract.
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Agenda item: FL 107

USF Board of Trust~es
March 21, 2002
Issue: USF Educational Research Center for Child Development (ERCCD)-USF
Preschool for Creative Learning Fees.

Proposed action: Authorize an increase in the ERCCD fees at the University of
South Florida, effective with the Fall 2002 semester.

Background information:
The Center proposes to increase its weekly fee $15 dollars with would bring it to $1 05
for children of students and $130 for children of non-students. The fee increase
proposal was reviewed and endorsed by the Center's Advisory Board, the Dean of the
College of Education, and forwarded for by the Provost for the Board's approval.
Senate bill 1162 created Section 229.0081 (5) which authorized the University Board of
Trustees to set the ERCCD child care fees beginning July 1, 2002.
ERCCD is located on four and a half acres on the USF campus near the Sun Dome.
The Preschool for Creative Learning provides 3 small classrooms, 1 large classroom, 1
small multi-purpose classroom, an outdoor covered patio, and an outdoor play area.
The Center serves children 2- 5 years of age whose parents are (1) students, (2)
faculty and staff, and (3) from the community at large. The Center provides an
environment rich in play opportunities. The curriculum emphasizes developmentally
appropriate, active, concrete experiences for children. Emphasis is on the process of
learning, not the finished product.

Supporting documentation: Request for fee increase and supporting financial documents
(revenue and budget projections).
Prepared by:

Paula Varnes Fussell
(813) 974-7040
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

January 31, 2002

TO:

Paula Fussell, Associate Vice President
Budget and Policy Analysis

FROM:

S. David Stamps
Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs

SUBJECT:

Fee Increase Request for ERCCD

Attached is a request to increase the fees for the Educational Research Center
for Child Development (ERCCD) effective Fall 2002. The Center has not increased its
fees since Fall 2000. The Center proposes to increase its weekly fee $15.00 bringing it
to $105 for children of students and to $130 for children of non-students. The fee
increase has been reviewed and endorsed by the Center's Advisory Board and the
Dean of the College of Education.
Attachment
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TABLE I
University of South Florida Educational Research Center
for Child Development Fee Increase Fall Semester, 2002
CHILD CARE
Fee Structure
Tuition: 2Year-olds
Full Time Children
Per Week:
Full Time Students
Non-Students

Fees
1998/01

Proposed
Fee Structure

Proposed
Amount of
Fees 2002/03 Increase

$90.00
$115.00

Tuition: 2 Year-olds
Full Time Children
Per Week:
Full Time Students
Non-Students

$105.00
$130.00

$15.00
$15.00

Percent
Increase

17%
13%

JUSTIFICATION:
The increased fees are needed to cover increases in the following costs: University
overhead , building maintenance, utilities, and salary increases. It will also allow for
future equipment replacement and reduce the amount of CIT funds transferred from the
construction account. Those funds will be needed for renovations and future
expansion.
The increased rates charged to student and non-students will remain below or
competitive with other on and off campus childcare facilities in the area.

NOTES:
(a) A total tuition for each term may be calculated based on rates shown above in
order to provide the following discounts: 3% if tuition is paid monthly; 6% if tuition
is paid in advance for the term; 12% for the second child, same family; 15% for
the third & additional children of the same family.
(b) Priorities for admitting children: first- children of students; second if
spaces are still available, children of faculty and staff; third -children of
community families .
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TABLE I (CONTINUED)
University of South Florida Educational Research Center
for Child Development Fee Increase Fall Semester, 2002
CHILD CARE
Fees
Fee Structure
1998/01
Tuition: 3-5
Year-oids
Full Time Children
Per Week:
Full Time Students
$80.00
Non-Students
$105.00
Registration
Students:
Academic Year
$50.00
Non-Students
$50.00
Summer:
Student/Non-Student $35.00

Child Care
Fee Structure
Tuition : After
School
Per Week:
All Children

Fees
1998/01

$45.00

Proposed
Proposed
. Amount of Percent
Fees
2002/03
Fee Structure
Increase
Increase
Tuition: 3-5
Year-olds
Full Time Children
Per Week:
Full Time Students
$95.00
19%
$15.00
Non-Students
$120.00
$15.00
14.30%
Registration

$50.00
$50.00

0
0

0
0

$35.00

0

0

Proposed
Proposed Amount of
Fee Structure Fees 2002/03 Inc.
Tuition: After
School
Per Week:
All Children
$45.00
0
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Percent
of Inc.

0%

Table II
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CENTR FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
OPERATING ACCOUNT
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 2001
CASH BALANCE
ACCOUNT NUMBER 1746-000-AO
JUNE 30,2001
CASH

12,861

TOTAL ASSETS

12,861

FUND BALANCE
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE

12,861
12,861

Table V
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CENTR FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 2001
CASH BASIS
ACCOUNT NUMBER 1746-001-AO
JUNE 30, 2001
CASH

529,838
$529,838

TOTAL ASSETS

FUND BALANCE
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE
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529,838
$529,838

Table VII
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CENTR FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT
BUDGET PROJECTIONS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 2001 AND JUNE 30, 2002
CASH BASIS
ACCOUNT NUMBER 1746-001-AO

SOURCE OF FUNDS:
BEGINNING BALANCE
CIT REVENUE
INTEREST
TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDS

EXPENDITURES:
TRANSFER TO ERCCD
OPERATING ACCOUNT
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
YEAR-END BALANCE
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00/01
BUDGET

01/02
ESTIMATE

499,426
0
30,412

529,838
182,737
32,000

529,838

744,575

0

220,000

0

220,000

529,838

524,575

Table IV
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA ERCCD
OPERATING ACCOUNT 1746-000-AO
BUDGET PROJECTIONS FOR THE YEARS ENDED
JUNE 30, 2001; JUNE 30, 2002; AND JUNE 30, 2003
CASH BASIS
2000/2001
ACTUAL

2001/2002
PROJECTED

2002/2003
PROJECTED

REVENUE
CASH BALANCE Projected/Estimated Year Beginning
Cash Balance
REVENUE: Anticipated Revenue for Projected/Requested Year
Fees
BOR CIT Funds
Interest
Other
Transfer from 1746-00 1-AO

57,277.99

12,860.57

16,693.97

347,086.97
167,731.00
9,380.80
32.00
0.00

360,000.00
0.00
5,519.00
0.00
220,000.00

434,605.00
0.00
6,100.00
0.00
165,000.00

TOTAL REVENUE

524,230.77

585,519.00

605,705.00

rOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE
EXPENDITURES:
Salary (including Fringe)
OPS
Independent Contractors
Telephone and Postage
Printing & Duplication
Repairs and Maintenance
Professional Development
Utilities
Educational Supplies
Snacks
Office Supplies
Furniture and Equipment
Other Current Charges

581,508.76

598,379.57

622,398.97

$352,965.80
$70,721.47
$3,262.75
$2,857.75
$174.00
$21,872.84
$4,798.20
$60,614.77
$10,437.46
$5,977.37
$1,554.78
$2,931.63
$1,366.00

$360,000.00
$65,000.00
$5,000.00
$3,860.00
$100.00
$26,500.00
$5,000.00
$65,000.00
$9,000.00
$7,000.00
$800.00
$1,000.00
$500.00

$370,000.00
$70,000.00
$5,000.00
$3,860.00
$175.00
$27,700.00
$5,000.00
$70,000.00
$9,000.00
$7,000 .00
$900.00
$1,000.00
$500 .00

$29,113.37

$32,925.60

$34,208 .10

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

$568,648.19

$581,685.60

$604,343.10

CASH BALANCE-JUNE 30

$12,860.57

$16,693.97

$18 ,055.87

($44,417.42)

$3,833.40

$1,361.90

Administrative Overhead (6%)

NETINCREASE(DECREASE)
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Table VIII
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH CENTR FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT
REVENUE PROJECTED
FOR 2002-2003

At Current 2001-2002 Rates

3 to 5 Year-olds

With Proposed Increase

Registratio
n

Tuition

Total

#of Children
$/Child Payment

29
50

29
80

29

# of Payments

1

46

Total from
Students

$1,450.00

$106,720.00

Non Student
Parents
# of Children
$/Child Payment

36
50

36
105

#of Payments

1

46

Total From Non
Students

$1,800.00

$173,880.00

Full time Children

Registration All Tuition
Students

Total

Student Parents

Total $ for 3-5
Year-olds

$3,25o.oo

1

$280,600.00

I

29
50

29
95

1

46

$108,170.00

$1,450.00

$126,730.00

$128,180.00

36

36
50

36
120

36

1

46

$175,680.00

$1,800 .00

$198,720.00

$283,850.00

$3,250.00

I

$325,450.00

29

$200,520.00

I

$328,700.00

After School PIT Only
NO CHANGE
. After School

Registratio
n

Tuition

Total

Registration

Tuition

Total

#of Children 5-10
yrs. old

17

17

17

17

17

17

$/child/payment

50

45

50

45

# of payments

1

39

1

39

Total

$850.00

$29,835.00

$850.00

$29,835.00

Part Time

$30,685.00
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$30,685.00

2 Year-olds
Full time Children

At Current 2001-2002 Rates

With Pro osed Increase

Registration

Tuition

Total

#of Children
$/Child Payment

8
50

8
90

8

#of Payments

1

46

Total from
Students

$400.00

$33,120.00

Registration All Tuition
Students

Total

Student Parents

Non Student
Parents
#of Children
$/Child Payment

6
50

6
115

# of Payments

1

46

Total From Non
Students

$300.00

$31,740.00

Total $ for 3-5
Year-olds

$700.00

$64,860.00

$33,520.00

6

8
105

1

46

$400.00

$38,640.00

8

$39,040 .00

6
50

6
130

1

46

$32,040.00

$300.00

$35,880.00

$36,180.00

$65,560.00

$700.00

$74,520.00

$75,220.00

Current Rates
TOTAL REVENUE

8
50

6

Proposed Inc.

$380,095.00

$434,605.00

96

96

Total Children
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Agenda item: FL 108

University of South Florida Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Housing Fee for 2002-2003 for Tampa Campus of the University of South
Florida.

Proposed action: Approve proposed housing fee structure for 2002-2003
as shown on Attachment 1.

Background information:
Pursuant to Section 240.209(3)( r), F.S., attached is the proposed housing fee structure
for the Tampa campus. President Judy Genshaft approved this plan on February 12,
2002.

Supporting documentation: Supporting fee schedules and Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
Prepared by:

Harold L. Nixon, Ph .D.
Vice President for Student Affairs
974-9084
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Judy Genshaft
President

FROM:

Harold Nixon
Vice President for Student Affairs

SUBJECT: 2002-2003 Residence Hall Room Rates
DATE:

CC:

February 12, 2002
Wilma Henry
Tom Kane

Please find attached the 2002-2003 Housing Rental Rate Proposal for your approval. I
have reviewed and support the proposal. It has also been shared with the Residence
Hall Association , USF Student Government and The Oracle.

Should you have questions or need additional information, please let me know.
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MEMORANDUM
Date:

February 8, 2002

TO:

Dr. Wilma Henry

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Tom Kane
2002- 2003 Residence Hall Room Rates

Please find attached the 2002 - 2003 Housing Rental Rate Proposal Packet for Vice
President Nixon's and President Genshaft's approval.
The proposed rates have been reviewed by the Residence Hall Association, U.S.F.
Student Government, and The Oracle. I have copies of all letters provided to these
student groups concerning this subject. In addition, Luz Arcila has reviewed this
material and had agreed it meets the parameters of the Master Proforma.
If you should have any questions or need any additional information , please feel free to
contact me. Thank you for your assistance on this matter.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Department of Residence Services -Tampa Campus
February 1, 2002

The University of South Florida, Department of Residence Services at Tampa, submits the
following rate requests for Fiscal Year 2002- 03 as outlined in the Standard Practice 00-0000-303-02 Housing Rental Rates.
Section 1A:
In compliance with the Standard Practice within the State University System concerning housing
rates, a room rate increase is requested in the amount of 4% for all residences on campus. The
residence hall fees are being increased to anticipate the cost of living index for the upcoming
year, to cover operating budget expenses, to cover bond debt associated with new renovations
and construction, and to enhance reserves as required by law.
This increase has been discussed with residence hall and student government leaders, and
shared with the campus newspaper, The Oracle.
Section 1B: see attachment I
Section 1C:
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Schedule of Charges Associated with Housing Rentals:
1.

Initial Contract
a. A $100 housing prepayment and $25 non-refundable application fee is
required when the housing contract is submitted.
b. Either full fall semester rent payment or an authorized deferment based upon
information from the Financial Aid Office must be received by August 1, 2002.
c. Failure to complete full semester payment by September 1 or the agreed
upon deferment date will result in $50.00 late charge.

2.

Contract Cancellation Charges
a. Contract cancellation prior to June 1, 2002 will receive a full refund of the
$100 prepayment.
b. Contract cancellation after June 1, 2002, but before July 1, 2002 will result in
cancellation fee of $100.
c. Contract cancellation after July 1, 2002, but before opening day of the
contract period will result in a cancellation fee of $200.
d. Contract cancellation after opening day of the contract period will result in a
pro-rated fee (if applicable) plus a cancellation fee of one-half of the
remaining changes for the contract period.

Section E: see attachment II
Section 1F:
Use of the Room Rent Increase:
1. Continue to operate basically the way we have for the past year with a modest
increase to cover standard "cost of living" increases.
2. Continue to maintain a solid financial base to allow for the planned renovation and
construction of residence halls.
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ATTACHMENT I
HOUSING RENTAL RATES
PROPOSED RATE INCREASES
SUMMER SEMESTER 2003
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Name and

Descri~tion

Conference Rates
Current
of Rental Units
Rental Rate

Proposed
Rental Rate

Rental Rate
Increase

Percent
Increase

Andros Double

14.95

15.50

0.55

3.68%

Andros Single

21 .25

22.00

0.75

3.53%

Kosove Double

18.05

18.75

0.70

3.88%

Kosove Single

24.45

25.45

1.00

4.09%

Holly Single

24.45

25.45

1.00

4.09%

[5 days or

Andros Double

71.60

75.00

3.40

4.75%

more]

Andros Single

102.00

106.00

4.00

3.92%

Kosove Double

86.50

90.00

3.50

4.05%

Kosove Single

11 7.25

122.00

4.75

4.05%

Holly Single

117.25

122.00

4.75

4.05%

Daily Rate
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Summer Housing Rental Rates
2002 Rental Proposed 2003
Rate
Rental Rate
Name and Descrietion of Rental Units
44 days
Session A: May 11-June 23
Session B: June 29-August 11
44 days
1 day
12.4
13.25
Kosove Double
Kosove Double
561.00
583.00
748.00
17.70
Kosove Single
748.00
778.80
Kosove Single
11.00
10.30
Epsilon Double
Epsilon Double
466.40
484.00
15.00
16.10
Epsilon Single
708.40
Epsilon Single
679.80
15.45
Village Double
11.35
Holly Single
16.50
17.70
748.00
778.80
Holly Single
Session A&B: May 11-August 11
93 days
Kosove Double
1185.75
1232.25
1581.00
1646.10
Kosove Single
Epsilon Double
985.80
1023.00
Epsilon Single
1436.85
1497.30
Holly Single
1581.00
1646.10
Session C: May 11-July 21
72 days
Kosove Double
918.00
954.00
1,274.40
Kosove Single
1,224.00
Epsilon Double
763.20
792.00
Epsilon Single
1,112.40
1,159.20
1,224.00
1,274.40
Holly Single
Session B: July 26-August 11
47 days
Delta Hall (PEP and SSS)

498.20

517.00

Rental Rate
Increase

Percent
Increase

0.068548387
22.00
-730.30
30.80
0.70
17.60
1.10
28.60
4.10
1.20
30.80

3.92%
-97.63%
4 .12%
6.80%

46.50
65.10
37.20
60.45
65.10

3.92%
4.12%
3.77%
4.21%
4.12%

3.77%
7.33%
4.21%
36.12%
7.27%
4.12%

36.00
50.40

3.92%
4.12%

28.80
46.80
50.40

3.77%
4.21%
4.12%

18.80

3.77%

Other Basic Charges Associated with Housing
Prepayments
Cancellation Fees 6/30- 7/01
Cancellation Fees 7/2 to opening
Late Fees
Deposits
Installment Payments
Application
Processing Fees

100.00

100.00

100.00
50.00

100.00
200.00
50.00

25.00

Files:X/Iw/2003/proposed summerfees
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0.00%
100.00
100.00

25.00

new charge
100.00%
0.00%
N/A
N/A
new charge
N/A

ATTACHMENT I
Housing Rental Rates
Proposed Rate Increases
University of South Florida

Pro~osed

Current
Rental Rate

Rental Rate

Kosove Double

1,545

1,607

62

4%

Kosove Single

2,042

2,124

82

4%

Beta Double

1,238

1,288

50

4%

Beta Single

1,793

1,864

71

4%

Andros Double

1,290

1,342

52

4%

Andros Single

1,865

1,940

75

4%

Village Double

1,401

1,457

56

4%

Village Single

2,045

2,128

83

4%

Holly Single

2,042

2,124

83

4%

Castor Double

1,290

1,342

52

4%

Castor Single

1,865

1,940

75

4%

Magnolia Single- 9 months

2,408

2,520

113

4.7%

Magnolia Single- 12 months

3,210

3,300

90

2.8%

Magnolia Family - 9 months

3,465

3,645

180

5.2%

Magnolia Family - 12 months

4,620

4,800

180

3.9%

Name and Descri~tion
of Rental Units
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Rental Rate Percent
Increase Increase

HOUSING RENTAL RATES
PROPOSED RATE INCREASES
SUMMER SEMESTER 2002
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Conference Rates
Name and Description of
Rental Units

Current Rental Proposed
Rate
Rental Rate

Rental
Rate Increase

Percent
Increase

13.90

14.35

0.45

3.24%

Beta Single

19.60

20.20

0.60

3.06%

Andros Double

14.50

14.95

0.45

3.10%

Andros Single

20.60

21 .25

0.65

3.16%

Kosove Double

17.50

18.05

0.55

3.14%

Kosove Single

23.70

24.45

0.75

3.16%

Holly Single

23.70

24.45

0.75

3.16%

Village Double

16.00

16.50

0.50

3.13%

Village Single

30.00

30.00

[5 days or Beta Double

66.75

68.75

2.00

3.00%

more]

Beta Single

94.00

96.82

2.82

3.00%

Andros Double

69.50

71.60

2.10

3.02%

Andros Single

99.00

102.00

3.00

3.03%

Kosove Double

84.00

86 .50

2.50

2.98%

Kosove Single

113.80

117.25

3.45

3.03%

Holly Single

113.80

117.25

3.45

3.03%

Village Double

76.80

79.10

2.30

2.99%

Village Single

135.00

138.00

3.00

2.22%

Daily Rate Beta Double

0.00%

ATTACHMENT I

Summer Housing Rental Rates
Name and
Description
of Rental
Units
Session A: May 11-June 23
44 days
Session 8:
44 days
June 29-August 11
Kosove Double 1 day
Kosove Double
Kosove Single
Kosove Single
Epsilon Double
Epsilon Double
Epsilon Single

Current
Rental Rate

12.4
545.60
16.50
726.00
10.30
453.20
15.00
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Proposed
Rental Rate

Rental Rate
Increase

12.75
561 .00
17.00
748.00
10.60
466.40
15.45

15.40
0.50
22.00
0.30
13.20
0.45

Percent
Increase

0.028225806

2.82%
3.03%
3.03%
2.91 %
2.91%
3.00%

660.00
11.35
499.40
16.50
726.00
16.50
726.00

679.80
11.70
514.80
17.00
748.00
17.00
748.00

19.80
0.35
15.40
0.50
22.00
0.50
22.00

3.00%
3.08%
3.08%
3.03%
3.03%
3.03%
3.03%

1153.20
1534.50
957.90
1395.00
1055.55
1534.50
1534.50

1185.75
1581.00
985.80
1436.85
1088.10
1581 .00
1581 .00

32.55
46.50
27.90
41.85
32.55
46 .50
46 .50

2.82%
3.03%
2.91%
3.00%
3.08%
3.03%
3.03%

Epsilon Single
Village Double
Village Double
Village Single
Village Single
Holly Single
Holly Single
Session A&B:
May 11-August 11

93 days
Kosove Double
Kosove Single
Epsilon Double
Epsilon Single
Village Double
Village Single
Holly Single

Session C:
May 11-July 21

72 days

892.80

918.00 25.20

2.82%

1,188.00

1,224.00 36.00

3.03%

741.60

763.20 21.60

2.91%

Epsilon Single

1,080.00

1,112.40 32.40

3.00%

Village Double

817.20

842.40 25.20

3.08%

Village Single

1,188.00

1,224.00 36.00

3.03%

Holly Single

1,188.00

1,224.00 36.00

3.03%

498.20 14.10

2.91%

Kosove Double
Kosove Single
Epsilon Double

Session B:
July 26-August 11

47 days
Delta Hal
(PEP and SSS)

484.10

Other Basic Charges Associated with Housing
Prepayments

100.00

100.00

0.00%

Cancellation Fees

100.00

100.00

0.00%

Late Fees

50.00

50.00

0.00%

Deposits

N/A

Installment Payments

N/A

Application

N/A

Processing Fees

N/A
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ATTACHMENT II
Housing Rental Rates
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
University of South Florida
[1]

Fund Balance 7/1 *

[2]

[3]

[4]

Actual Prior

Est Current

Proposed

Percent

6/30/2001

6/30/2002

6/30/2003

Change

3,866,900

5,911 ,030

7,983,061

35%

9,396,728

11,880,633

11 ,448,120

-4%

Interest Income

201,842

172,700

214,134

24%

Other Income

906,346

1,187,600

1,351,163

14%

10,504,916

13,240,933

13,013,417

-2%

14,371 ,816

19,151,963

20,996,478

10%

2,090,158

2,709,110

2,571,318

-5%

932,771

1,020,636

1,193,662

17%

2,524,555

3,065 ,641

2,928,665

-4%

Repair and Maintenance

445,510

540,995

516,823

-4%

Administrative Overhead

311,000

311 ,000

311 ,000

0%

1,702,977

3,083,971

3,747,301

22%

342, 501

376,235

350,000

-7%

8,349,472

11 ,107,588

11,618,769

5%

111 ,314

61 ,314

5,911,030

7,983 ,061

REVENUE
Rental Income

Total Revenue
Total Funds Available
EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Benefits
Other Personal Services
Operating Expense

Debt Service
Operating Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures
Transfers In/Out
Fund Balance 6/30*

-100%
9,377,709

* Balance is on accrual basis as opposed to prior years being on
cash basis
[Prior year Cash and Investment balance of $4,471,711 + NR $212,565, less Liabilities of $817,376 =
$3,866,900 7/1 balance)
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17%

Agenda item: FL 1 09
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue: Conducting hearings related to rulemaking under the Administrative Procedures Act.

Proposed action: Authorize the University President or the University Vice President
(responsible for the area the specific rule is related to) to conduct hearings related to rulemaking
as necessary under the Administrative Procedures Act.

Background information:
Florida Statutes §120.52(3) defines "Agency head" as the person or collegial body in a
department or other governmental unit statutorily responsible for final agency action, and
Florida Statutes §120.54(3)(c) provides that the agency shall, upon timely request, give affected
persons the opportunity to present evidence and argument on all issues under consideration
(adopting, amend ing or repealing) concerning a rule in a public hearing.
F.A.C. Rule 28-103.004 (the Uniform Rule on Rulemaking) provides, "The agency head, any
member thereof, or any person designated by the agency head may preside at the public
hearing."
Prior to the creation of the University of South Florida Board of Trustees, the University
President /designee would have presided over such hearings.
In order to facilitate the timely processing of the rules and rule changes, the Board may
authorize the President or the appropriate Vice President to preside over such hearings.

Supporting documentation: None.
Prepared by: R.B. Friedlander
Interim General Counsel
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Agenda item: FL 11 0
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Approving revised rule as part of the rulemaking process.

Proposed action: Second Approval of rules; no changes have been made since first
approval by the Board.

Background information: Under Florida Statutes section 120.54 (3)(a) requires that
the agency head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rules prior to the
agency giving notice of the intended action.
Justification for each rule:
Rule 6C4-3.008 is being revised in order to remove information that is duplicative of that
which is in USF's graduate and undergraduate catalogs.
Rule 6C4-3.009 is being revised in order to remove information that is duplicative of that
which is in USF's graduate and undergraduate catalogs.
Rule 6C4-4.0023 is being revised in order to establish a transportation access fee and
set out the process for setting/increasing such fee.

Supporting documentation: Rules 6C4-3.008 , 6C4-3.009, 6C4-4.0023
Prepared by: R.B. Friedlander, Gina Delulio
(813) 974-2131
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6C4-3.008

Admission to Graduate Studies

Information regarding admission to graduate studies is provided in the University of
South Florida Catalog incorporated in Rule 6C4-1.005.
(1)
The minimum requirements for admission to graduate studies include:
(a)
A baccalaureate degree or its equivalent from a regionally accredited college--ef
university. This requirement may be waived for students accepted into certain approved
programs which lead directly to graduate degrees.
(b)
A "B" average (3.0 on a 4 point scale) or higher in all 'Nork attempted during the
last two years of undergraduate 'NOrk Uunior and senior years) or, a combined score of 1OOG-er
R-i€JAer on the verbal plus quantitative portions of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), or
an equivalent score on an equivalent measure approved by the Board of Regents, or a graduate
degree from a regionally accredited institution.
(c)
A minimum score of 550 on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOeFL)
for all colleges and programs for all International Students. For purposes of this rule an
International Student is defined as a natively non english speaking citizen of a foreign country
who is not a resident alien of the United States. International Students must also comply with
tAo requirements listed in the University of South Florida Graduate School Catalog under
International Students, incorporated in Rule 6C4 1.005.
(d)
Additional minimum requirements for admission to the college and program for
which the student is applying in addition to those stated above include;.
1.
College of Arts and Sciences:
a.
Communication Bachelor's of Arts Program in Communication, LinguistiGS-Gf
related field.
b.
English as Second Language Track The International applicant must score 550
or higher on the TOEFL, administered at the University of South Florida regardless of whether
the test has been taken previously. No provisional admission or permission to take graduate
courses will be granted until this requirement has been satisfied.
English, Doctor of Philosophy Degree Master's of Arts Degree in English and
c.
grade 1 or 2 on English Master's of Arts Degree final examination. Transfer students who have
a Master's of Arts Degree in English must have a "B+" average or higher.
d.
Foreign Languages Applicant with a Bachelor's of Arts Degree not in French or
Spanish may be required to take undergraduate courses before admission.
e.
Mass Communications Minimum verbal score of 600 on GRE.
f.
Philosophy "B" average in philosophy on the undergraduate level.
g.
Marine Sciences
A combined total of 1100 or higher on the verbal plus
quantitative portions of the Graduate Record Examination.
2.
. College of--EGtfcation:
a.
Educational Specialist Program
Earned Master's of Arts Degree from an
accredited institution. Favorable recommendation from program chairman. Three letters of
fOGemmendation. Additional requirements specified by program.
b.
Doctor of Philosophy Same as Educational Specialist Program.
c.
Doctor of Education Same as Docter of Philosophy plus certification in the-field
of study in which the candidate is seeking the Doctor of Education.
3.
College of Engineering: Doctor of Phi losophy Degree in Engineering ScieRce
(EGG) Bachelor's of Arts Degree from ECPD accredited program or proficiency in areas of the
Ufldergraduate Engineering Sciences.
4.
Co~ege of Fine Arts:
a.
Art (Master's of Fine Arts Degree) No additional minimum requirements needed.
b.
Music (Master's of Music Degree)
Same as Master's of Fine Arts Degree
(MFA).
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5.
College of Business Administration: Applicants for the College of Business
Administratien, except for the Economics Program are evaluated oR-tAe basis of the Graduate
Management Admission Test (GMAT) scores and undergraduate grade point averages.
Applicants for the College's Economics program are evaluated on the basis of satisfactory GRE
scores and candidates with grade point averages less than 3.0 "B" are expected to achieve
exceptional scores on admission tests. Applicants from non regionally accredited institutions will
be considered for admission to the college on an individual basis if they score a minimum
combined total of 1000 on the •;erbal plus quantitative portion of the GRE or 450 on the GMAT.
Test scores are required of all applicants, even though admission is based upon several faGters
including undergraduate grades. Minimum requirements for pro9f3ms of the College of
Business Administration in addition to those listed above include:
6. Management Departmeffi:.
a.
Master's of Business Administration The applicant must achieve at least 1000
points utilizing the follo•Ning average formula: 200 times the upper division (the last two years of
undergraduate work during junior and senior years) gra~ge plus the GMAT score.
b.
Master's of Business Administration with concentration in finance Same as
Master's of Business Administratien.
7.
Accounting Department: Master of Accounting Degree Applicants must asf:Heve
a score of 475 or higher on the GMAT and at least a "B" average (3.0) in all work attempted
•.vhile registered as an upper division (last two years of undergraduate work during junief--aR€1.
senior years) student working for baccalaureate degree.
(e)
Applicants denied admission shall be given timely no·tfee--aRd reason for their
rejection in writing. Applicants denied admission 'Nho meet the minimum system wide standards
(3.0 GPA or 1000 GRE) may request reconsiEiefation by •.vritten request to the University's
Director of Admissions within thirty days of the date of denial. The request shall contain reasons
why reconsideration is warranted.
1.
Applicants denied admission who meet one of the minimum system wide
standards 'Nill be eligible to request reconsideration.
2.
If an applicant meets the University afld Board of Regents GRE and/or GPA
and/or advanced degree criteria but does not meet the higher departmental and/or college GRE
and GPA criteria, the Dean of the Graduate School will discuss the appeal with the appropriate
college officials to decide whether the appeal shou-ld-be acted on by the College Dean or by the
Graduate Council. The Dean of the Graduate School will report regularly to the Graduate
Got.ncil regarding these appeal&.3.
The Graduate Council will serve as an appeal committee with a representati•;e
from the aff€cted graduate program service as source person.
(2)
The University may admit up to 10 % of new enrollees as exceptions to the-BGR
GPA and GRE minimum score requirements. To be considered for an exception, a student
sfiO\:H€1--f*esent evidence that their academic preparation was sucl:l--tAat it might account for less
than the minimal scores on the GRE and the GPA, and evidence of potential for academic
success such as excellent letters of recommendation from trusted academicians, performance
in graduate courses taken as a post bachelor's student, professional experience in the disciplffie
for a period of time, etc... Each request for a 10 % exception must include a statement
describing the special circumstances of the applicant.
(3)
A student's acceptance to graduate standing is granted for the academic term
and for th~cular program specified in the offi~cceptance notffieation. In the event that a
student wishes to change the date of entrance, he/she must notify the Office of Admissions of
his/her intentions to do so. failure to enroll during the specified academic term without notifying
the Office of Admissions will result in the cancellation of the admission and will necessitate re
application.
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(4)
Graduate students are advised to apply early as the University accepts
applications one year in advance. Applications for which all credentials are not received by the
deadline (see academic calendar) will not be considered for that term. Some departments have
earlier deadlines. Students should oheok the requirements for the speoifio programs in which
they are interested. A $15.00 non refundable application fee must accompany the application
unless the student has been previously enrolled and paid the fee at the University.
(5)
A continuing graduate student enrolled for study in a particular program who
wishes to change to another program at the same or lower level must complete the Application
for a Change of Graduate Program form #USF 2085 Rev. 6/90 Eff. 11/91 available throu~e
Graduate School Office inGGfPorated by reference herein.
(6)
If, on completion of one graduate degree, a student wishes to begin work
on another advanced degree at the University of South Florida, he/she must
reapply at the Office of Admissions.
(7)
Prooedure for Applying.
(a)
Applicants must submit applioation and fee prior to the deadline.
(b)
Two official transoripts from every institution of higher learning attended must be
submitted directly to the Office of Admissions.
(c) Admissions Test
1.
Graduate Record Examination
All applioants except those applying to the
Gellege of Business Administration, other than Economics, (see below), must sYbmit soores for
the GRE aptitude test taken within five years preoeding applioation.
2.
Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) All applicants to Business
Administration, except those applying for tho Eoonomics Program, must submit scores from the
GMAT. Those applying for the Econemios Program must submit soores from the GRE (see
above).
3.
Postponement of Admission Test: If applicant has a grade point average of 3.0 or
better in his/her last two years of undergraduate work but has not taken tho GRE or GMAT,
he/she may be provisionally admitted as a degree seeking student subject to receipt of
satisfactory admissions test scores. Required test scores must be received before a second
registration will be permitted.
(8)
International Students.
(a)
A complete admission application should be received by the University of South
Florida at least 6 months prior to the desired entering date, together with the non
feftmGaG!e $15.00 application fee payable in U.S. dollars. Submission of a fo~
application does not automatically guarantee admission. Priority in admissions will be
given to those applioants whose potential indicates the greatest likelihood of success in
the program requested.
(b)
For all International Students the following items are required as part of the
formal application:
1.
Completed application.
2.
A $15.00 non refundable fee payable in U.S. dollars submitted with the
applioatioA-:3.
Three letters of recommendation sent directly to the program to which the
student applied, attestin§--8Gademio performance and capabi#ty-,4.
A certificate of finanoial ability. All International applicants must furnish proof of
financial resources suffioient to cover travel to and from the United States, tuition, fees,
room and board, and other expenses for the full academic year.
All applicants whose native language is not English are required to submit scores
5.
from the Test of English as a Foreign Lan~ge (TOEFL). A minimum score of 550-will
be required for all colleges and programs. Applicants are responsible for making
arrangements with the Educational Testing Service located in Princeton, New Jersey to
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take that examination and to have their scores sent directly from Educational Testing
Service to tho Office of Admissions.
International applicants must request all schools attended to submit directly to
6.
tho Office of Admissions, University of South Florida, transcripts of all work attempted .
Those must be in their native language with copies certified and translated to English
and signed and sealed by the United States Counsel or other authorized governmental
official. for undergraduates, transcripts must include subjects and grades from the first
year of secondary school to tho time of application. Documents submitted will not be
returned to the applicant or forwarded to another institution.
(9)
Pending Students may-be permitted to register for a degree program for only
one academic term on a pending status.
SPECIFIC AUTHORITY: 120.53(1)(a), 240.227(1). 229.0081(2)(0) FS.
LAW IMPLEMENTED: 120.53(1)(a), 240.227(1), 229.0082(4), 240.233(1), (2) FS.
HISTORY - New 10-6-76, Amended 7-3-79, 5-6-81, Formerly 6C4-3.08, Amended 1-19-92...

NAME OF PERSON WHO ORIGINATED PROPOSED RULE REVISION: Patricia Pekovsky,
Director, Graduate Admissions
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSON WHO APPROVED PROPOSED RULE REVISION:
Dale Johnson, Dean, ·Graduate Studies
DATE PROPOSED RULE REVISION APPROVED: 12/6/01
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6C4-3.009

Graduate Degree Requirements

Information regarding graduate degree requirements is provided in the University of
South Florida Graduate Catalog incorporated in Rule 6C4-1.005.
(1)
Master's Degree
(a)
Program of Study and Course Requirements
1.
During the first term of study, in consultation 'Nith his/her major professor, the
student should plan a program of work to be completed for satisfaction of degree requirements.
A copy of this program signed by the student and professor should be maintained in the
student's department file.
2.
A minimum of 30 semester hours is required for a master's degree, at least 16
semester hours of which must be at the 6000 level. At least 20 semester hours must be in
formal, regularly scheduled course work, 10 of which must be at the 6000 level. Courses at the
5000 level are acceptable for credit toward the master's degree •.vhen taken as a part of a
planned degree program.
3.
A major professor may approve up to 6 semester hours of 4000 level courses if
taken as part of a planned degree program. Additional graduate credit may be earned in 4000
level courses only if specifically approved. Students enrolled in undergraduate courses as a part
of their planned degree program will be expected to demonstrate a superior level of
performance.
(b)
Masters Committee Students working toward a thesis degree 'llill have the
benefit of a Masters Committee. The Committee, consisting of the major professor and at least
two other members of the department or area in which the degree is sought, will be appointed
by the appropriate chairperson upon recommendation from the student and his/her major
professor. The Committee appeintment will be sent to the dean of the college and to the Dean
of the Graduate School for approval. The Committee will approve the course of study for-#:le
student, supervise his/her research, and accept his/her thesis.
(c)
Time Limitations University of South florida has definite time limits covering the
following items:
1.
Test scores for the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and Graduate
Management Admission Test (GMAT) must be 'Nithin five years preceding application.
2.
A student's acceptance to graduate standing is granted for the academic term
and particular programs specified in the official acceptance notification. The student must
validate his/her acceptance by enrolling that academic term or reapply. In the event that a
student 1Nishes to change the date of entrance, he/she must notify the Office of Admissions of
his/her intentions to do so.
3.
Graduate students who have not been in attendance during any of the three
academic terms immediately preceding the academic term for which enrollment is sought must
apply for admission through the Office of Admissions. former students returning must apply by
the deadline listed in the University of South florida catalog . Any graduate degree seeking
student who has not been in attendance at the University for more than two consecutive
aeatlemic years must reapply to the Office of Admissions by the appropriate deaG«Re,.
4.
1\ll work applicable to the master's degree requirements must be completed
within seven academic years from the time a student is admitted into the pro~
5.
Graduate students who receive financial support from the University, including
fellovt'ship recipients, may be eligible for tuition waivers from State of florida funds. Students
working tmvards the master's degree may be eligible for no more than six semesters, excluding
summers. Students who finish their Master's degree in fe'>ver than the six allowed semesters
may carry over their unused waiver semesters into a Ph.D. program. Students entering a Ph.D.
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program as a post master's in that disaipline are eligible for six semesters of waivers, exaluding
summers. For students entering a Ph.D. program direatly from an undergraduate program or
with an advanaed degree not relevant to the disaipline, the waiver eligibility is 12 semesters,
exaluding summers.
6.
At the University of South Florida, aontinuous enrollment is defined as aompleting
a minimum of two aaademia terms per year at the University, inalusive of reaeipt of grades for
aourses, through time of graduation. Graduate students who are aontinuously enroUed may
seleat any University of South Florida aatalog within five aaademia years of their gradation or
aompletion date.
(d)
Final Comprehensive Examination Prior to alearanae for the degree, aandidates
must perform satisfaatorily on a aomprehensive examination in their major field. When graduate
students take their aomprehensive examinations, they must be enroUed for a minimum of 2
semester hours of graduate aredit in their disaiplines. If all aourse work has been aompleted,
suah students should be enroUed in Independent Study.
(e)
Thesis \fiJhen a thesis is required, the thesis must aonform to the guidelffies--if\
the Handbook of Graduate Thesis and Dissertations available in the University Bookstore. An
abstraat must also aeeom~e thesis . The thesis must be submitted to the---Geafl--Gf--tAe
Graduate Sahool by the date established for the aaademia semester in whieh the student is to
fOGet.ve.-#te degree. This date is set by the Graduate Sahool and distributed to the aolleges in
the fall of eaah aaademia year. The Graduate Sahool will not aacept a thesis after the first day
of the aaademia term unless the aandidate is enrolled in the proper thesis aourse for at I~
semester hours. If the student eleats to turn the thesis in by the first day of the academia term,
the student will not be required to register for 2 semester hours of thesis. However, the student
must have been enrolled the preceding academia term for at least 2 semester hours of thesis.
Only after the thesis has been approved for filing in the University Library aan the student be
certified for the degree.
(f)
Seaond Master's Degree A second master's degree may be granted so long as
there is no duplication of credit. If there is any dupliaation of credit, the request must be
considered by the Graduate Council. A student cannot be enrolled in two master's degree
programs at the same time.
(2)
Ph.D. Degree
(a)
The degree of DootGr of Philosophy is granted in recognition of high attaffimeflt....ifl
a specific field of knowledge. It is a researah degree and is not conferred solely upon the
earning of credit and completion of courses or by the acquiring of a number of academic terms
of residency. The length of residence and the requirements below are a minimum. The degree
shall be granted on evidence of proficiency and distinctive achievement in a specified field, by
the demonstration of the ability to do original independent investigation and the presentation of
these findings 'Nith a high degree of literary skill in a dissertation. A minimum of 90 semester
hours after the bacheloFs-tiegree is required.
(b)
Student Committees An adviser shall be appointed by the chairperson of the
appropriate department or program for each stuaent during his/her first academic term of
residency at the University of South Florida.
This faculty member shall advise the student on subject matter deficiencies, early
currieulum anG-iNd in the choice of a major professor and an area of researeh. As soon as an
area of research is determined and a major professor is chosen, a Doctoral Committee shall be
awomtea-fof-!Ae student by the chairpersoA--Gf-tAe department or program in which the degree
is sought. The appointment of the Doctoral Committee should be sent by the chairperson to the
dean of the college and the Dean of the Graduate School for approval. The Doctoral Committee
will approve the student's course of study, supervise the research, and the written
comprehensive qualifying examination, and conduet the final examination. The Doctoral
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Committee shall consist of at least five members, at least three of whom must come from the
academic area in which the major work for the degree will be done.
(c)
Language/Research Tool Requirements Before a student is eligible to take the
comprehensive qualifying examination, he/she must normally have completed a reading
knowledge of two foreign languages. However, special work done outside the student's field of
concentration and related subjects may be substituted for one or both languages, provided this
exception is a research tool (e.g. , computer language), recommended by the student's Doctoral
GGmmittee, and approved by the department's Graduate Committee.
(d)
Residency The minimum requirement shall be three academic years of work
9eyond--tAe bachelor's degree. At least one academic year of residence must be on a campus-of
tAo University of South Florida. An academic year's residency shall be defined as a minimum of
6 semester hours of graduate work per academic term, or the chair of the student's DoGtGfa.l
Committee may certify that the student be considered as in full time residence .
(e)
Time Limitations (see subsection (1 )(c) Master's Degree Time LimitatioAS)-,(f)
Any graduate work counted toward the fulfillment of the requirement of the Ph. D.
degree after admission to candidacy must be done within a seven calendar year period.
(g)
Comprehensive Qualifying Examination As soon as the substantial majority of
the course work is completed the student must pass a written comprehensive qualifying
examination over the subject matter of the academic major and related fields. This examination
may-be supplemented by an oral examination.,....Jf.-.#le degree is not conferred within five calendar
years of the comprehensive examination, the examination must be taken again.
(h)
Admission to Candidacy Students may not enroll in Dissertation until they have
been admitted to candidacy. Graduate students are not eligible for candidacy until the Doctoral
GGmmittee certifies that the stuaent has successfully completed the comprehensive qualifyfflg.
examination and language/research requirement tool and has demonstrated the qualifications
necessary to successfully complete requirements for the degree.
(i)
Dissertation Students in Ph.D. programs must take an appropriate number of
credits for dissertation, the exact number to be determined by departmental and/or indi'lidual
requirements. At least two weeks before the end of the academic term in which the student is to
receive his degree, a candidate must submit to the Dean of the Graduate School a completed
dissertation that has been signed by his Committee. The dissertation must conform to the
guidelines in the Handbook of Graduate Theses and Dissertations available in the University
Bookstore. An abstract is also required . The Graduate School will not accept a dissertation
after the first day of the academic term unless the candidate is enrolled in the proper
Dissertation course for at least 2 semester hours. Students who submit the dissertation by the
first day of the academic term will not be required to register for 2 semester hours of
Qfs.sefta.tfon; however, the student must have-Seen enrolled the preceding-acaaemic term for at
least 2 semester hours of Dissertation. Prior to college certification for the degree, the
dissertation must be approved by the Dean of tho Graduate School. Two copies of the
dissertation will be deposited in the University Library. Each dissertation will be microfilmed with
#le-slliEieAt-eeing assessed a fee for this servi6e:U)
Final Oral Examination After the Doctoral Committee has determined that the
final draft of the dissertation is suitable for presentation, the Comm ittee will complete a form
~esting the scheduling and announcing of the dissertation defense examination. The request
form, along with a draft copy of the dissertation, will be submitted via the department
chairperson to the college Dean and the Dean of the Graduate School for approval. The
announcement must be received in the Graduate Office at least two weeks prior to the
scheduled oral examination. The dissertation defense examination must be held at least four
weeks before the last day of classes of the semester in which the student is to be awarded the
degree; therefore, the request for defense of the dissertation must be received in the Graduate
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Sohool at least 6 weeks before the last day of olasses of the semester in whioh the degree is to
be granted. The final Ph.D.
Oral Examination is the oulmination of the student's graduate eduoation and is a
signifioant formal event. The Chair of the Examination Committee is expeoted to be a senior
and distinguished soholar, nominated by the major professor, approved by the Dean of the
Graduate Sohool with the oonourrenoe of the department Chair and the dean of the College to
seflle as the representative of the graduate Sohool. If the ohair is from another institution, this
individual should be oredentialed in that institution and/or have the equivalent qualifioations
neoessary to be oredentialed under University of South Florida oriteria. The ohair will be
appointed by the dean of the College of the student's dissertation oommittee, or of the
department or program in whioh the degree is sought.
(k)
Graduate students (Master, Eduoation Speoialist, and Dootorate) may not
partioipate in oommenoement oeremonies unless all degree requirements have been
oompleted.
SPECIFIC AUTHORITY: 120.53(1)(a), 229.0081(2) 240.227(1) FS.
LAW IMPLEMENTED: 120.53(1)(a), 229.0082(1), (10) 240.227(1) FS.
HISTORY - New 10-6-75, Amended 7-3-79, 2-22-82, Formerly 6C4-3.09, Amended 1-19-92...
NAME OF PERSON WHO ORIGINATED PROPOSED RULE REVISION: Patricia Pekovsky,
Director, Graduate Admissions
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSON WHO APPROVED PROPOSED RULE REVISION:
Dale Johnson, Dean, Graduate Studies
DATE PROPOSED RULE REVISION APPROVED: 12/6/01
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6C4-4.0023 Driving and Parking on Campus
(1)
AUTHORIZATION:
The University of South Florida strives to provide an
adequate parking and transportation system for its employees, students and visitors.
The University, in its attempt to provide a sufficient number of parking spaces for the
campus community, must charges fees for use of its parking spaces in order to pay for
the operation and maintenance of campus parking facilities and may assess a
Transportation Fee, as described in section (3) of this rule, to provide an adequate
transportation system for students. Due to the size of the staff and student bodies, the
University does not guarantee parking to all students and staff paying for spaces. For
those community members parking on campus, the University provides for, but does not
guarantee, the safety and security of vehicles, property and persons within the university
parking facilities. All persons of the University community holding a valid operators
license are privileged to use properly registered motor vehicles, motor scooters, bicycles
and other mechanical conveyances on the campus of the University of South Florida in
accordance with the terms of these regulations.
(2)
ENFORCEMENT:
(a)
University Police are authorized to directly and immediately enforce these
regulations on the University campus and to make arrests and issue moving traffic
citations on campus and off campus in cases where the offenses occur on campus.
(b)
University Police, Parking Patrol Officers, Security Officers, or specially
designated personnel are authorized to issue parking citations for parking and
registration violations in accordance with these regulations 24 hours a day.
(3)
TRANSPORTATION FEE PLAN:
To support the university transportation
infrastructure and increase student access to transportation services the University of
South Florida shall maintain a Transportation Access Fee Plan. The USF president
may. from time to time. convene a Transportation Access Fee Committee. The
Committee shall be composed of at least one-half student representatives appointed by
the student body president. The remainder of the committee shall be appointed by the
university president. A chairperson shall be jointly appointed by the university president
and student body president and shall only vote in case of a tie. The committee may
recommend that fees or fee increases be assessed upon all courses and fundable credit
hours taken by individuals at the University. The recommendations shall take effect if
approved by the university president. after consultation with the student body president,
and approved by the University Board of Trustees . Beginning the Fall term. 2002. the
fee shall be $2.00 per credit hour.
(1~)
BROCHURES: Parking and Transportation Services' brochures "2001-2002
Faculty & Staff Parking at the University of South Florida" and "2001-2002 Student
Parking at the University of South Florida" ("Parking Brochures") are incorporated into
this rule by reference, and may be obtained at the PATS main building.
SPECIFIC AUTHORITY: 229.0081 (7). 240.209(2)(e)8.q .. 240.227(1), (27) , 240.264 FS.
LAW IMPLEMENTED: 229.0082(11 ), 240.227(13), 240.263, 240.264, 240.265, 240.266 FS.
HISTORY- New 4-29-01, Amended 11-22-01,___ _
NAME OF PERSON INITIATING PROPOSED RULE: Jeffrey Mack, Director, Auxiliary Services
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSON WHO APPROVED PROPOSED RULE : Albert Hartley,
Vice President, Administrative Services
12/6/01
DATE PROPOSED RULE APPROVED:
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Agenda Item: FL 111
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Approving revised rule as part of the rulemaking process.

Proposed action: Second approval of revised rule for Health Insurance for
International Students and Research Scholars- note changes were made since first
approval.

Background information: Under Florida Statutes section 120.54 (3)(a) requires that
the agency head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rules prior to the
agency giving notice of the intended action.
Justification: Rule 6C4-6.0162 is being revised in order to clarify the health insurance
requirements for international students and research scholars. -

Supporting documentation: Rule 6C4-6.0162
Prepared by: Noreen Segrest, Gina Delulio
(813) 974-2131
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6C4-6.0162 International Student Center: Health Insurance Requirements for
International Students and Research Scholars.

(1)

All students who are not United States citizens or Permanent Residents of
the

United States (both non-degree seeking and those having been admitted to an academic
program at Nen Immigrant degree seeking International students on all USF campuses,
including students of New College and the English

lnternati~

Language Institute}, must

demonstrate that they have adequate health insurance coverage for accidents and illness prior
to registration for classes. International students who do not demonstrate such coverage will
not be allowed to register for classes or continue enrollment at USF. International students are
defined as all USF students who are not U.S. citizens or U.S. Permanent Residents. , accidental
injury and repatriation.
(2)

International students in F-1 . F-2, J-1 or J-2 visa classes who enroll at USF

as
special. non-degree seeking students through the Registrar's Office must demonstrate that they
have adequate insurance coverage prior to enrollment. An adequate insurance coverage will be
equal or comparable to the plan offered University students and offered by an insurance
oompany with a claims office in the United States. Additionally, insurance proceeds may not be
restricted to a specific institution, clinic, health care entity or locale, and must be payable in U.S.
currency.
(3)

An adequate health insurance policy must contain the following elements: 1)

52
weeks of continuous coverage; 2) Basic benefits: room , board, hospital services. physician
fees. surgeon fees. ambulance, outpatient services and outpatient fees paid at 80% of usual,
customary and reasonable (UCR) charges after deductible is met: 3) Inpatient mental health
care- paid at 50% of UCR with a 30-day cap; 4) Outpatient mental health care- paid at 50% of
UCR with a $100 cap; 5) Maternity benefits - treated as any other temporary medical condition:
6) Coverage for inpatient/outpatient prescription medication: 7) $7.500 coverage for repatriation ;
8) $10.000 coverage for medical evacuation: 9) Exclusion period of pre-existing condit!ons not
to exceed six months; 10) Deductible: $50 per occurrence if treatment is rendered at USF
Student Health Services, and $100 if rendered elsewhere: 11) $200,000 lifetime aggregate cap.
Students must provide proof of adequate insurance to the International Student Center or
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other appropriate office prior to the end of the first week of classes to avoid cancellation--ef
registration-:(4)

All J-1 Exchange Visitors and their accompanying dependents on J-2 visas are

required to have adequate health insurance coverage during their period of stay at USF
on the university's J-1 program pursuant to 22 CFR 514.14.
Specific Authority: 229.0081 (2)(o). 240.227(1), 240.233(4) FS.
Law Implemented: 229.0081(2)(o). 229.0082(4), 240.227(1), 240.233(i6), FS.
History-New 8-19-90, Amended 12-30-92.___ _......
NAME OF THE PERSON ORIGINATING PROPOSED RULE ADOPTION : Dr. David B. Austell,
Director of International Student & Scholar Services
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSONS WHO APPROVED THE PROPOSED RULE
ADOPTION: Dr. Wilma Henry, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs
DATE PROPOSED RULE ADOPTION APPROVED: 2/28/02
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Agenda Item: FL112
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Approving revised rule as part of the rulemaking process.

Proposed action: Approve revised rule for Use of Marshall Center and Special Events
Center Facilities and Equipment. Initial approval.

Background information: Under Florida Statutes section 120.54 (3)(a) requires that
the agency head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rules prior to the
agency giving notice of the intended action.
Justification: Rule 6C4-6.020 is being revised in order to reflect procedural changes,
department names, titles, etc.

Supporting documentation: Rule 6C4-6.020
Prepared by: R.B. Friedlander, Gina Delulio
(813) 974-2131
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6C4-6.020

Use of Marshall University Center and Special Events Center

Facilities and Equipment.
(1)

Scheduling and use of Marshall Yffi.vefSi.ty Center and Special Events Center.

(a)

Marshall University Center space is available on a first come, first serve basis to

eligible groups. In the event that the same space is requested simultaneously, the priority of
use for eligible groups is as follows:
1.

Activities generated by students have the first priority for use of the Marshall

Center and the Special Events Center. Activities generated by University Departments are the
second priority for use of the Marshall Center and Special Events Center. The Coordinator of
Public Functions may extend the privilege of using the Center's venues to non-University
Clientele that advance the mission of the University, educational and community interests. The
Coordinator of Public Functions shall have discretionary authority to assign the Center's venues
without compromising student accessibility University Programs wh.ose purpose is central to the
mission of USf, e.g. Orientation.
2.

Registered

Student

Organizations/Student

Government/University

Related

Student Organizations.
3.

University Departments/Other University Related Organizations.

4.

Non University Organizations.

(b)

Requests for use of space will be honored by the Marshall University Center

Reservations Office. Reservations may be made one year in advance. Requests for special or
occasional meetings or events should be made as soon as need is determined, and at least two
weeks prior to the event.

Special consideration is made for emergency meetings when

required .
(c)

Reservation conditions and agreements:

1.

Eligibility for the reservation of University facilities by student organizations is

determined by the Office of Student Activities Organizations and Leadership Development.
Administration of reservations for student organizations' use of on-campus facilities is the
responsibility of the Marshall University Center Reservations Office.
2.

Assignment of rooms: The room or facility requested will be assigned whenever

possible. However, the right is reserved to change the reservation to other rooms or facilities if
scheduling conditions make the change necessary. Room assignments will be posted on the
"Events Scheduled Today" bulletin boards located adjacent to the elevators on each floor of the
Marshall University Center.
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3.

Confirmation: The Marshall University Center Reservations Office will tentatively

confirm those dates for which rooms, facilities, or other services have been requested and are
available. Final confirmation will be issued when event approval, if required, and other pending
requiremenUspecifications have been met.
4.

Cancellations: Student organizations that do not cancel reservations with at least

72 hours advance notice will be charged for support services and/or setup labor. Continued
offenses by the student organization will result in loss of reservation privileges for the student
organization for the semester. Reservation cancellation must be received by the Reservations
Office at least 72 hours before an event. Other clients (non-student organizations) that do not
cancel with at least 72 hours advance notice will be charged for rental space and support
services. Notification of cancellation of reservation should be made with the Reservations Office
within 48 hours prior to the scheduled use. Failure to cancel or not utilize the-room or facilities,
as reserved, will be considered due cause for cancellation of pending reservations or
withholding acceptance of future requests.
5.

8fJy organizations using space in the Marshall University Center or the Special

Events Center must utilize already contracted food services University Center Food
services or Sound and Light. VVHh prior approval from the food service purveyor, a small
amount of food may be brought in.
6.

Charges for the use of Marshall University Center and Special Events Center

facilities, equipment and services will be assessed in accordance with the Marshall University
Center existing rates and fees structures, incorporated by reference herein.
(d)

Responsibility of sponsoring student organization:

1.

The privilege granted University student organizations to use State facilities and

sponsor activities on the campus places the responsibility for proper use and conduct of such
activities on the sponsoring student organizations and the officers representing the group.
2.

The student organization requesting use of facilities shall be responsible for all

damages and out-of-the-ordinary expenses involved in the use of these facilities.
3.

The Marshall Center maintains the sole right to determine appropriate

staffing for events.
4 .~

The facilities requested will be used solely for the activities of the student

organization reserving facilities and only for the purposes specified on the application.
5.4.-

If facilities are used for any purposes other than those stated on the application,

e.g., an student organization transferring its privilege to another group or conducting activities
other than those specified on application, the Marshall University Center reserves the right to
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cancel the privileges and reservations confirmed for the events, and any other pending
applications of this student organization. Appeal from administrative decisions may be taken to
the Office of the Associate Vice President for Student Affairs.
(e)

Any student organization

~

not in compliance with the above regulations is

subject to cancellation of privilege of use of University space.
(2)

Use of Marshall University Center Games Area and Equipment.

(a)

Eligibility:

1.

University of South Florida students, staff, faculty, and alumn i.

2.

Non-University of South Florida persons.

(b)

Identification:

1.

University of South Florida persons should present a valid University of South

Florida identification (10) card.
2.

Non-University of South Florida persons may check out equipment by presenting

a photo identification card or making wUft a $5.00 five twG dollar deposit.
3.

Persons under 16 years of age must be a University of South Florida student or

accompanied by an eligible perseA-:(c)

Responsibility : It is understood that the individual checking out equ ipment will be

responsible for proper use of the equipment, prompt return of all equipment and assumes the
responsibility for loss or damage to the Marshall University Center property involved.
ConducUbehavior of guest will likewise be considered the responsibility of the person to whom
the equipment is issued. Individuals who leave the Games Area without checking in their
equipment or paying for the rental fee will have their 10 or deposit held by the Games Area
manager for three days. If debt is not resolved during that time the manager will then file a
report to the Associate Dean of Students' Office for appropriate action.
(d)

Equipment v1ill QE!y be issued to properly identified and authorized persons. The

ieentification card of th9--13eFSGn will be retained by the Games Area attendant while
equipment is checked out. The individual who has been issued equipment is
responsible for the equipment, its use and its return. Failure of the individual to comply
with this procedure more than three times •.viii result in ineligibility to use equ$meffi,.
1.

No equipment will be checked out within fifteen minutes of closing .

2.

In order to control the use of available facilities and to enforce time limits as

required , only one set of equipment may be checked out on any one 10 card .
3.

Table reservations may be made for Marshall University Center recognized

tournament play only. Request for reservation must be made at least two hours prior to play.
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4.

The management reserves the right to establish time limits when excessive

waiting is experienced.
(e)

Use of Facilities and Equipment:

1.

Equipment will be recalled for violation, misuse, or unusual cond itions.

2.

During busy periods when facilities desired are in use, one may print his or her

name in the proper space of the waiting list. By so doing, he will be given priority accordingly.
One may not oheok out other equipment •Nhile on the waiting list.
3.

Equipment may not bEHsstled from the Games Area except when soheffi:Hed and
'

awreved by the Games Area Manager Supervisor,.
(3)

Use of Centre-Studios.

(a)

Eligibility:

1.

University of South Florida students, staff, faoulty and alumni.

2.

Non University of South Florida persons.

3.

Persons under 16 years of age will not be admitted unless they are supervised

by a parent or participating in a Children's Workshop.
(b)

Identification:

1.

University of South Florida personnel must present a valid University of South

Florida 10.
2.

All participants must purchase a valid Centre Studios card.

(c)

Responsibility : Individuals checking out equipment will be responsible for proper

use of the equipment and also f9r the return of tools and materials. Conduct of the
participants will also be considered the responsibility of the staff of the Centre Studios.
(d)

Tool check-out: Tools will be issued to participants who leave on deposit a

Centre Studios card and a student 10. Shop cards will be issued each semester and
must be renewed every semester. The shop card entitles the bearer to check out tools
and use certain expendable items, e.g. dyes, rivets, etc., for the particular area(s) stated
on card . A shop record will be maintained on all persons issued a card .
(e)

Clean up: The last thirty minutes of shop operation will be-GleaA--Hp-;--OOring this

tfme--no equ ipment will be oheoked out.

(f)

Restriotions:

All equipment must remain in the areas assigned. No tools or

materials may be issued for use out of the Centre Studios, nor may they be cheeked out
overnight.
(g)

Use of facilities and equipment:

1.

Ceramics:
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b~erformed

a.

All loading and firing of kilns will

by crafts personnel.

b.

Any production work in ceramics is to be disoouraged-:-

2.

Smoking is prohibited in the dye area.

3.

General crafts: Batik, leather, Weaving, Glass Fusing, Enameling, Printing.

a.

Craft personnel must supervise the melting of ....~ax for batiking and assure that

two candle thermometers are used.
b.

Any person wishing to enamel must be thoroughly cheeked out on kiln before

SPECIFIC AUTHORITY:

120.53(1 )(a), 240.227(1 ). 240.261(1 ), (2) FS.

LAW IMPLEMENTED:

120.53(1)(a), 240.227(1ID, 240.261(1), (2) FS.

HISTORY- New 10-6-75, Amended 7-3-79, Formerly 6C4-6.20, Amended 7-30-91, 12-23-92...

NAME OF PERSON ORIGINATING PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENT: Guy Conway, Director,
Marshall Center
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSON WHO APPROVED THE PROPOSED RULE
AMENDMENT: Dr. Harold Nixon, Vice President for Student Affairs
DATE PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENT APPROVED:
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Agenda Item: FL 113
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002

Issue: Approving revised rule as part of the rulemaking process.

Proposed action: Approve revised rule for Admission to the University of South
Florida. Initial approval.

Background information: Under Florida Statutes section 120.54(3)(a) requires that
the agency head approve the adoption, amendment or repeal of any rules prior to the
agency giving notice of the intended action.
Justification: Rule 6C4-3.018 is being revised in order to (i) reflect updated admission
requirements ; (ii) remove information that is duplicative of that contained in USF's
graduate catalog; and (iii) update all other miscellaneous information regarding
admission.

Supporting documentation: Rule 6C4-3.018 to be sent under separate cover.
Prepared by: R.B. Friedlander, Gina Delulio
(813) 974-2131
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(1)

General Policies

(a)

Admission of students to the University of South Florida is within the jurisdiction

of the University, but subject to the rules of the Florida Board of Education (FBOE) minimum
standards adopted by the Board of Regents (see 6C 6 F.A.C.).
(b)

Admission of new students at all levels is on a selective basis within curricular,

space and fiscal limitations. Satisfaction of minimum admission requirements does not
guarantee acceptance. The selection process may include such factors as grades, test scores,
pattern of courses completed , class rank, educational objectives, past conduct, school
recommendations, personal recommendations and personal records. Preference for admission
in any term will be given to those applicants whose credentials indicate the greatest promise of
academic success.
(c)

The University encourages applications from qualified applicants of both sexes

and from all cultural, racial , religious, ethnic and age groups and does not discriminate in
the admission process on the basis of these factors.
(d)

The University does not discriminate on the basis of disability handicap in the

admissions process or in access to programs or activities.
(e)

The University considers for admission those applicants who do not fully meet

minimum requirements but who have special attributes, special talents or unique circumstances
that may contribute to a representative and diverse student body. These applicants will be
considered for admission under established alternative policies which are described under
admissions requirements for entering freshman, undergraduate transfer and graduate
applicants.
(2)

Enrollment Limitations

(a)

The admission of students to the University of South Florida shall be in accord

with the University's missions and goals and shall comply with enrollment limitations established
by the Florida Board of Education Board of Regerus and the Florida Legislature. The enrollment
plan of the University establishes the following priorities for admissions:
1.

Transfer students with Associate of Arts (AA) degrees from Florida

community/junior colleges or from other SUS institutions who have not attended another
institution after earning the AA degree.
2.

Graduate students.

3.

Entering freshman students.

4.

Other transfer students with 60 or more semester hours.

5.

Transfer students with fewer than 60 hours.
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(b)

Within the categories set forth above, these priorities will be followed :

1.

Florida residents.

2.

Non-Florida residents.

3.

International students living outside the United States.

(c)

Non-degree-seeking students will be permitted to reg ister for courses on a

space-available basis.
(3)

Limited Access Programs
(a)

USF, with approval of the Florida Board of Education Board of

Re~effis and the Articulation Coordinating Committee, has establ ished the

following undergraduate programs as limited access: College of Arts & Sciences
-Liberal Studies, Mass Communications, Social Work; College of Business
Administration -all degree programs; College of Education - all degree programs;
College of Engineering - all degree programs; and College of Nursing - all degree
programs~;

(b)

Ne\v College of USF.

The admissions criteria and procedures for limited access programs at USF

furnish equal access to AA degree holders from Florida public community/junior colleges, AA
degree transfers from other SUS institutions and USF students of equivalent status.
(c)

Undergraduate transfer applicants with 90 or more transferable semester hours

who are seeking admission to limited access programs must meet the overall grade point
average criterion specified by program in order to be eligible for adm ission to USF.
(4)

Application and Admission Procedures

(a)

An application for admission must be submitted by all students who have not

previously been admitted to a University of South Florida degree program. Current or former
USF degree-seeking students must file another application when applying for a second degree
program, another level of study or readmission , but will not be required to pay
another
application fee.
(b)

Applications for admission are accepted as early as 12 ·months before the

requested entry date. Applications for admission and non-refundable application fees must be
submitted by the appropriate published application deadline date for the requested term of entry
or the requested degree program, whichever is earlier. USF reserves the right to return to the
sender the application and application fee when the application is received after the published
closing date or after any enrollment limit or program limit is reached for the requested term of
entry.
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(c)

For graduate and international applicants the deadline for receipt of credentials is

the same as the governing application deadline. For unaergraduate applicants, entering
freshmen and undergraduate transfers, the deadline for receipt of credentials is two weeks after
the governing application deadline.
(d)

Admission is granted for a specific term and program as designated in the Official

Acceptance Notice. If an admitted student does not enroll in the specific term for which
admission has been granted, the student must request a new entry date.
(e)

All official transcripts, test scores and other credentials must be received directly

from the issuing institution or agency. Undergraduate admissions test scores (SAT and ACT)
may be considered to be official if they are recorded on an official high school transcript. It is
the applicant's responsibility to request all required credentials and to assure their receipt by
either the USF Office of Admissions or Office of Graduate Admissions, whichever is appropriate.
in Tampa. All documents and credentials submitted become the property of the University of
South Florida. The originals or copies of the originals will not be returned to applicants or
forwarded to a third party.

(f)

The University of South Florida reserves the right to request the testing agency to

validate any applicant's admissions test scores (e.g. SAT, ACT, GRE, GMAT) prior to making an
admission decision if, in the specific judgment of an admissions officer, there is reason to
warrant this validation.
(g)

An applicant admitted on a provisional status must submit the requested missing

credentials, such as official final transcripts or test scores, which must substantiate eligibility for
admission before a second term of enrollment as a degree-seeking student will be permitted.
(h)

Performance in courses taken as a non-degree seeking student will not qualify

an applicant for admission as a degree-seeking student.
(i)

A non-degree seeking student who has been dismissed from USF is not eligible

for admission to USF as a degree seeking student at the undergraduate level. If extenuating
circumstances contributed to the academic dismissal and the student meets other admissions
requirements, a request for the waiver of this rule may be submitted to the Faculty Committee
on Student Admissions. This rule does not apply to a student who has earned a degree from a
regionally accredited institution subsequent to academic dismissal.

U)

Freshman or undergraduate transfer applicants denied admission to the

University of South Florida as degree seeking students will not be permitted to enroll as non:
degree seeking students.
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(k)

An application or residency affidavit submitted by or on behalf of a student which

contains false, fraudulent or incomplete statements shall result in denial of admission or denial
of further registration and/or degrees awarded.
(I)

The University shall refuse admission to a student whose record shows previous

misconduct not in the best interest of the University community. The Vice President for Student
Affairs or his/her designee will review all applications in which a prior legal or behavioral
problem is noted. When necessary, this officer will contact appropriate individuals having
knowledge of the applicant and/or the incident. Thereafter, the Vice President for Student
Affairs or his/her designee will review the entire record and make a decision, with the assistance
of the recommendations from the above sources, as to whether the admission of the applicant
will be in the best interests of the University. In addition to this clearance by the Vice President
for Student Affairs, the applicant must satisfy the academic requirements for admission. Any
applicant denied admission under this policy may appeal to the Vice President for Student
Affairs within ten (1 0) days after receiving notification of denial of admission.
(m)

Prior to beginning classes, all new undergraduate students and former

students returning are required to participate in an Orientation/Advising/Registration
program on the University of South Florida campus where they will take all or the majority of
courses in their first semester.
(n)

Applicants may request consideration of admission for other terms that begin

within 12 months of the originally requested entry date without submitting a new appiication and
fee. All requests for chan·ges of entry dates must be submitted in writing, must specify any
college(s) attended and/or college work attempted that was not reflected on the original
application and must be received by the appropriate published application deadline for the new
term of entry or degree program specified, whichever is earlier. A new application and fee must
be submitted when appl icants wish to be considered for admission for a term that begins more
than 12 months after the originally requested entry date.
(o)

Applicants who request new entry dates as specified above must meet the

admissions requirements and selection criteria in effect for the new term requested. Entry dates
for some programs are limited to specified terms.
(p)

Applications and documents submitted by those applicants who apply and are

denied, or who are admitted and do not enroll, or who do not complete the application process,
are retained as inactive files for one year only. These files are destroyed after receipt of
authorization from the Division of Archives, History and Records Management, State of Florida.
(5)

Admission Requirements
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(a)

The admissions requirements stated below are minimum requirements.

Satisfaction of minimum requirements does not guarantee admission to USF. Preference for
admission in any term will be given to those applicants whose credentials indicate the greatest
promise of academic success.
(b)

The following information must be submitted to receive consideration for

admission to the University of South Florida.
1.

Entering Freshman applicants: W.S application Application for admission

AdmissioA (incorporated in 6C4- 1.005 F.A.C.), non-refundable application fee, official high
school transcript, official GED scores if applicable, SAT or ACT scores, TOEFL score if
applicable. For all applicants anticipating a major in teacher education, SAT or ACT scores
must be no more than five years old.
2.

Early admission/freshman applicants: All information required of "Entering

Freshman applicants," plus the "Supplemental Information for Early Admission To The
University of South Florida", Rev. 3/00 form 9101 B Eff. 2/91, incorporated herein and a personal
letter outlining reasons for seeking early admission. The Early Admissions form is available
from the Office of Admissions.
3.

Transfer applicants with fewer than 60 semester hours of transferable college

credit earned: W.S application Application for admission Admission , non-refundable application
fee, official high school transcript, official GED scores if applicable, SAT or ACT scores, official
transcripts from all colleges attended, TOEFL scores if applicable. For all applicants
anticipating a major in teacher education, SAT or ACT scores must be no more than five years

Gkh4.

Transfer applicants with 60 or more semester hours of transferable college credit

earned: W.S application Application for admission Admission, non-refundable application fee,
official transcript§. from all colleges attended, TOEFL score if applicable. SAT or ACT scores no
more than five years old are required of all applicants anticipating a major in teacher education.
5.

Graduate Applicants: Domestic and International Graduate applicant information

submission requirements are provided in the Graduate Catalog incorporated in Rule 6C4-1.005.
USF Graduate Application for Admission (incorporated in 6C4 1.005 F.A.C.), non refundable
~lieaoon

fee, two copies of official transcripts from all colleges attended, scores from the GRE

General Test or the GMAT (for degree programs in the College of Business Administration
except economics lNhich accepts either the GRE or GMAT), taken within five years preceding
application, any other test scores, documents or credentials specified in the program
requirements, TOEFL score if applicable.
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6.

International undergraduate applicants (not permanent U.S. residents): USF

International Student Application for Admission (incorporated in 6C4-1.005 F.A.C.), nonrefundab le application fee payable in U.S. dollars, TOEFL score if applicable, USF Financial
Statement, Visa Clearance Form if currently enrolled in a U.S. Institution, undergraduate GF
graduate admissions test scores as specified for the appropriate applicant category, transcripts
showing subjects and grades from the first year of secondary work to the time of application.
Transcripts in a language other than English must be accompanied by a certified English
translation . Foreign transcripts must be evaluated by a credentia l eva luation service. as
specified in the international application.
(c)

Requirements for Entering Freshmen

1.

The admission of entering freshmen is governed by Florida law and Florida

Board of Education rules. Gfl.apter 6C 6.002 F.A.C.
2.

Normally a diploma from a Florida public or regionally accredited high school or

the state-approved General Education Development (GED) diploma is required for freshman
admission. Students admitted under the Early Admission Program are exempted from this
requirement.
3.

A test score from the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) of the College Entrance

Examination Board or from the American College Testing program (ACT) must be submitted by
all freshman applicants.
4.

In computing the high school grade point average for purposes of admission,

USF adds one quality point for grades earned in College Board Advanced Placement Coursesl.
a-R41nternational Baccalaureate course, and 1/2 quality point for grades earned in high school
designated honors or advanced courses.
5.

When applicants present scores from more than one administration of the SAT,

the highest verbal score and the highest quantitative score from among the different
administrations are combined to determine eligibility for admission. In cases when applicants
present multiple ACT scores, the highest possible composite score, obtained from using the
highest of each of the sub scores from among multiple administrations, is used to determine
eligibility for admission.
6.

A minimum score of 550 on the written version of the Test of English as a

Foreign Language (TOEFL), or a minimum score of 213 on the computer-based version . if the
applicant's native language is not English. This requirement shall be waived if, immediately
prior to the expected USF entry date, the applicant has spent four consecutive years in a school
where all courses are taught in English. If otherwise qualified, applicants who present TOEFL
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scores between 500 and 550 for the written version or 173-213 for the computer-based version
("cbv") may be considered for admission with the condition that they must take a specified
sequence of English courses. All applicants to Business and Engineering programs must meet
the minimum TOEFL score requirement of 550 for the written version or 213 for the cbv.
International citizens who are not permanent U.S. residents must also comply with all
· requirements for admission of international applicants.
7.

For high school applicants earning a high school diploma:

a.

The following academic units, college-preparatory, year-long courses or

equivalents normally offered in grades nine through twelve are required: four (4) units of
English - three of which must have included substantial writing requirements; three (3) units of
mathematics - at the algebra I and above levels; three (3) units of natural science - two of which
must have included substantial laboratory requirements; three (3) units of social science history, civics, political science, economics, sociology, psychology and geography; two (2) units
of the same foreign language; and four (4) additional academic elective units from among these
five academic areas and other courses approved by the Florida Board of Education.
b.

Each freshman applicant must meet one of the following:

I.

At least a "B" average (3.0 on a 4.0 scale) as computed by USF in the required

high school academic units in English, mathematics, natural science, social science and foreign
language; or
II.

A combination of high school GPA and admission test scores equivalent to a 2.5

(on a 4.0 scale) as computed by USF in the required high school academic units in English,
mathematics, natural science, social science and foreign language, and a 1010 900 on the
combined verbal and quantitative parts of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), or a comparable
score on the American College Test (ACT) as indicated by the Admissions Scale of the Florida
Board of Education Board of Regents.
c.

As required by §240.152 Fla. Stat., the University provides for reasonable

substitution for any requirement for admission for any person who is hearing impaired, visually
impaired, dyslexic or who has a specific learning disability. Documentation must be provided
that the failure to meet the admission requirement is related to the disability, and the University
may request pertinent documents as needed to determine eligibility for substitution under this
subsection.
8.

For applicants earning aGED diploma, an overall percentile score of at least 60

for all five tests and a percentile score of at least 50 on each of the five tests, and a total score
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of at least 1010 900 on the combined verbal and quantitative parts of the SAT or a composite
score of 21 on the Enhanced ACT.
9.

Freshman applicants who do not meet the standard admissions criteria

established by the Florida Board of Education Board of Regents and the University of South
Florida may be admitted by the Faculty Committee on Student Admissions under authority
delegated by the Florida Board of Education Beard of Regents if there is evidence that the
student can be expected to do successful academic work at USF. This alternative will be
utilized for applicants who have important attributes, special talents or unique circumstances
that may contribute to a representative and diverse student body.
10.

First-time-in-college applicants who have been denied admission may petition

the Faculty Committee on Student Admissions in writing within 30 days for reconsideration
of the admissions decision. The request must contain reasons why this reconsideration is
warranted based on extenuating circumstances and/or appropriate alternative evidence of
academic achievement, ability, motivation and responsibility that indicates potential for
success at the University of South Florida. Student-initiated petitions that are denied by the
Faculty Committee on Student Admissions may be further appealed to the Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, and then to the Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs
acting jointly.
11.

Each student admitted by the Faculty Committee on Student Admissions shall

have an individual learning plan. Annual follow-up reports of the success of these students
shall be submitted for FBOE BOO review.
12.

Entering freshman applicants denied admission to the University of South Florida

as degree seeking students will not be permitted to enroll as non-degree seeking students.
13.

In addition to the minimum University requirements for admission set forth above,

freshman applicants seeking entrance to limited access programs must meet additional
requirements published and announced by each specific program.
(d)

Requirements for Early Admission. The University of South Florida provides an

early admission program for mature high school students to enter the University prior to
graduation from high school. Applicants for early admission are evaluated on an individual
basis and must demonstrate strong capability for academic work based on the high school
record and admission test scores.
(e)

Requirements for Undergraduate Transfer Students.

1.

The admission of undergraduate transfers is governed by Chapter 6C-6.004

F.A.C.
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2.

The University of South Florida accepts transfer credits only from those

institutions accredited at the time the credits are earned by one of the six regional accrediting
associations: New England Association of Schools and Colleges, Commission on Institutions of
Higher Learning; Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Commission
on Higher Education; North Central Association of Colleges and Schools; Northwest Association
of Schools and Colleges; Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on
Colleges; and Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Accrediting Commission for Senior
Colleges and Accrediting Commission for Junior Colleges. All credits earned during the period
of time a regionally accredited institution was in a candidacy status for accreditation are
considered for transfer credit. Credits earned at an institution that is currently in candidacy
status will not be considered for transfer credit until such time as the awarding institution
receives full regional accreditation. If the applicant is applying from a non-regionally accredited
school, the admission decision will be based on the student's prior work, if any, at a regionally
accredited institution.
3.

The University of South Florida reserves the right to evaluate specific courses

and deny transfer credit. Courses that are remedial, occupational or vocational in nature are not
accepted for transfer credit.
4.

Grade point averages for the purpose of admission will be computed based on

grades earned in courses that are acceptable for transfer credit. In the computation, incomplete
grades will be computed as failures.
5.

Transfer applicants must have completed two credits of one foreign language or

American sign language in high school or eight to ten semester hours in the undergraduate
institution(s) attended or demonstrate equivalent foreign language competence as described in

oog Rule 6C-6.004 F.A.C. Transfer students are exempt from this admissions requirement if
they received an Associate in Arts degree prior to September 1, 1989, or if prior to August 1,
1989, they enroll in a program of studies leading to an Associate degree from a Florida
community college and maintain continuous enrollment until they are admitted to a university.
Continuous enrollment will be established if the student enrolls in at least one term in each
twelve-month period beginning with the student's first enrollment in a community college and
continuing until the student enrolls in a university. Lower level transfer students not to exceed 5
percent of the total number of freshmen enrolled in the prior academic year may be admitted
without satisfying the foreign language requirement provided all such students admitted satisfy
the foreign language requirement prior to admission to the upper division. All AA degree
holders who are not exempt from this requirement and all other upper level transfer students
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admitted without meeting the foreign language admission requirement must satisfy the foreign
language requirement prior to graduation.
6.

Within curricular, space and fiscal limitations, admission as a junior to the upper

division of the University will be granted to any Associate of Arts degree graduate of a stateapproved Florida community/junior college or a transfer applicant from an SUS institution who
has received the AA degree/certificate. The admission of Florida community/junior college AA
transfer students is governed by the Articulation Agreement between the state universities and
public community/junior colleges in Florida.
7.

Undergraduate transfer students who have not earned the AA degree/certificate

from a public community/junior college or state university in Florida or who have attended
another college after receipt of the AA degree/certificate from a public community/junior college
or state university in Florida must:
a.

Be in good standing and eligible to return to the last regionally accredited

institution attended as a degree-seeking student;
b.

Have an overall 2.0 grade point average on a 4.0 system in all college level

courses attempted and acceptable in transfer;
c.

Satisfy the minimum admission requirements for entering freshmen if transferring

with fewer than 60 semester hours. With the approval of the Chancellor and of the Executive
Director of the Community College System, exceptions to this requirement may be granted .
8.

In determining eligibility for admission, the University provides for reasonable

substitution for any course or high school unit requirement for any person who is hearing
impaired, visually impaired, dyslexic or who has a specific learning disability. Documentation
must be provided that the failure to meet the admission requirement is related to the disability,
and the University may request pertinent documents as needed to determine eligibility for
substitution under this subsection.
9.

A minimum score of 550 on the written version of the TOEFL. or 213 on the

computer-based version, on the TOEFL is required if the applicant's native language is not
English. The TOEFL requirement shall be waived under two conditions: first, if the applicant
has an AA degree/certificate from a Florida community/junior college or SUS institution; second,
if, immediately prior to expected USF entry date, the applicant has spent four consecutive years
in a school where all courses are taught in English. If otherwise qualified, applicants who
present TOEFL scores between 500 and 550 on the written exam or 173-213 on the computerbased version may be considered for admission with the condition that they must take a
specified sequence of English courses. All applicants to Business and Engineering programs
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must normally meet the minimum TOEFL requirement of 550 on the written exam or 213 on the
computer-based version. International citizens who are not permanent U.S. residents must also
comply with all requirements for international applicants.
10.

In certain cases, exceptions to admission criteria may be made on an individual

basis by the Faculty Committee on Student Admission under authority delegated by oog Rule
6C-6.004 F.A.C .. in accordance with §240.233 Fla. Stat. Exceptions will be made when a
student can reasonably be expected to do satisfactory work at the University of South Florida
and who has important attributes, special talents or unique circumstances that may contribute to
a representative and diverse student body.
11 .

If eligible for appeal, undergraduate transfer applicants who have been denied

admission may petition the Faculty Committee on Student Admissions in writing within 30 days
for reconsideration of the admissions deadline. The request must contain reasons why this
reconsideration is warranted based on extenuating circumstances and/or appropriate alternative
evidence of academic achievement, ability, motivation and responsibility that supports potential
for academic success at the University of South Florida. Student-initiated petitions that are
denied by the Faculty Committee on Student Admissions may be further appealed to the Dean
of Undergraduate Studies, and then to the Provost and Vice President for Student Affairs acting
jointly.
12.

Undergraduate transfer applicants denied admission to the University of South

Florida as degree seeking students will not be permitted to enroll as non-degree seeking
students.
13.

In addition to the minimum University requirements for admission set forth above,

undergraduate transfer applicants seeking entrance to limited access programs must meet
additional requirements published and announced by each specific program.
14.

Undergraduate transfer applicants with 90 or more transferable semester hours

who are seeking admission to quota/limited access programs must meet the overall grade point
average criterion specified by program in order to be eligible for admission to the university.

(f)

Requirements for Entering or Transferring Graduate Students and Post-

baccalaureate Professional

Stud ents~

are provided in the Graduate Catalog incorporated in Rule

6C4-1.005.
1.

The admission of entering or transferring graduate students and post-

baccalaureate professional students is governed by BOR Rule 6C 6.003 f .J\.C.
2.

Each applicant to a graduate degree program or to a post baccalaureate

professional program must have a bachelor's degree or equivalent from a regionally accredited
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institution.
3.

Each applicant to a graduate degree program or to a post baccalaureate

professional program shall be required to present a score from the General Test of the
Graduate Record Examination or from the Graduate Management Admissions Test, depending
upon the specific program to which admission is sought.
4.

Each applicant must meet one of the following criteria:

a.

Have earned a graduate degree from a regionally accredited institution; or

b.

Have earned a "B" average (3.0 on a 4.0 scale) or better in all work attempteG

'Nhile registered as an upper divisfen student working for a baccalaureate degree; or
c.

Have a total verbal plus quantitative score of 1000 or better on the General Test

of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) or-WO on the Graduate Management Admissions
Test (GMAT) taken within five years preceding application.
5.

A minimum score of 550 on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)

is required if the applicant's native language is not English. International citizens who are not
permanent U.S. residents must also comply with all requirements for admission of intornatieRal
students.
6.

Each college or program may impose more restrictive admissions requirements

than those minima. Those criteria will be published and announced by each specific program.
7.

Applicants from non regionally accredited institutions may apply for special

consideration for admission on an individual basis if they score at least 1000 on the verbal and
quantitative portions of the GRE General Test, or 500 on tho GMAT, and have a "B" avefage-er
better in all work attempted while registered as an upper division student working for a
baccalaureate degree.
g,

Graduate applicants denied admission shall be given timely notice and reason for

their rejection in writing .
a.
~est

Applicants denied a~eot the minimum system wide standards may

reconsideration by written request to the Director of Admissions within thirty days of tho

date of denial. The request shall contain reasons why reconsideration is \Varranted.
b.

If an applicant meets the University and Board of Regents GRE and/or GPA

aflGJof-advancod degree criteria but does not meet the higher departmental and/or college GRE
or GMAT and GPA criteria, the Dean of tho Graduate School '.Viii discuss tho appeal with the
appropriate college officials to decide whether th&af)peal should be acted on by the
College/Director or by the College/Graduate Council. The Dean of tho Graduate School Will
report regularly to tho Graduate Council regarding those appeals.
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c.

The Graduate Council will serve as an appeal committee with a representative

from the affected graduate program serving as resource person.
9.

In any academic year, up to ten percent (10%) of the graduate students may be

admitted as exceptions to the minimum criteria. Students admitted as exceptions need not meet
any of the minimum criteria but should meet other criteria such as excellent letters of
recommendation from trusted educators, satisfactory performance in a specified number of
graduate courses taken as post bachelor students, or practical professional experience in the
EUssfplfne for a specified period of time. This exception provision will be utilized for those
graduate applicants who have special attributes, special talents or unique circumstances that
may contribute to a representative and diverse student body.
(g)

Requirements for International Applicants who are not permanent U.S. residents.

1.

The admission of international students who are not permanent U.S. residents is

governed by 6C-6.009 F.A.C.
2.

International applicants must submit applications for admission, application fees

and all required supporting documents no later than four (4) months prior to the date of desired
entry or meet any earlier application deadline specified by the degree program requested.
3.

A minimum score of 550 on the test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)

is required if the applicant's native language is not English. For undergraduate - entering
freshmen and undergraduate transfer applicants wthe TOEFL requirement shall be waived
under two conditions: first, if applicant has an AA degree/certificate from a Florida
community/junior college or SUS institution; second, if, immediately prior to expected USF entry
date, applicant has spent four consecutive years in a school where all courses are taught in
English. If otherwise qualified, undergraduate applicants who present TOEFL scores between
500 and 550 may be considered for admission with the condition that they must take a specified
sequence of English courses. All undergraduate applicants to Business and Engineering
programs must normally meet the minimum TOEFL requirement of 550 (or 213 if the computerw
based version).
4.

In addition, international applicants must:

a.

Meet all admission requirements for their appropriate applicant category -

entering freshmen, undergraduate transfer, graduate. International applicants seeki ng entrance
to limited access programs at the undergraduate level must meet additional requirements
announced by each specific program. International applicants seeking adm ission to graduate
study must meet any college or program requirements as published and announced by each
specific college/program.
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b.

Present appropriate diploma(s), certificate(s), degree(s) and/or examination(s)

passed from the home country as evidence of United States equivalent qualifications and
academic preparation for degree program requested.
c.

Be in good standing at the last institution attended.

d.

Show proof of availability of financial resources sufficient to cover all educational,

maintenance, personal and travel expenses while attending USF without financial assistance
from the University.
e.

If currently enrolled in a U.S. institution, submit a Visa Clearance Form signed by

the Foreign Student Advisor.
(6)

Readmission (Undergraduate Former Students Returning)

(a)

Any degree seeking student who has not earned his/her degree, who has not

been enrolled at USF in any of the last three terms and who wishes to re-enroll in the University
must apply for readmission.
(b)

In order to be considered for readmission, a former student should file a new

Application for Admission with the Office of Admissions by the deadline indicated in the
Academic Calendar for the term of requested reentry. A new application fee is not required.
(c)

Undergraduate students returning to seek a baccalaureate degree must:

1.

Be eligible to return to the University of South Florida.

2.

Be in good standing and eligible to return to the last institution attended as a

degree seeking student, if any.
3.

Have achieved a grade point average of at least 2.0 on a 4.0 scale on all college-

level academic courses attempted at institution(s) since last enrolled at USF...
(d)

Graduate students returning to seek an advanced degree must:

1.

Be eligible to return to the University of South Florida.

2.

Be in good standing with the college and/or program in which the student \"las

previously enrolled.
(e)

Graduate students who have not been enrolled for six consecutive semesters

must be formally readmitted to the Graduate School through the application process as
described above. (see subsection (5)(f) Requirements for Entering or Transferring Graduate
Students and Post baccalaureate Professional Students)

{Qf)

Students who have attended one or more institutions since their last enrollment

must request official transcripts of all work attempted at the other institution(s) to be sent to the
USF Office of Admissions. Acceptability of transfer credits toward completion of USF degree
programs will be determined by the college of the student's major.
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(7)

Evaluation of Transfer Credit

(a)

The receipt and evaluation of transfer credits is the responsibility of the Office of

Admissions. The Office of Admissions will evaluate the acceptability of total credits transferable
to the University. The college of the student's major will assign equivalent courses in
determining which courses are applicable toward a specific degree at the University. In some
instances, exact course equivalents will also be determined by other colleges which offer the
same or similar courses as part of their programs of study.
(b)

The University of South Florida accepts transfer credits only from those

institutions accredited at the time the credits are earned by one of the six regional accrediting
associations: New England Association of Schools and Colleges, Commission on Institutions of
Higher Learning ; Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Commission
on Higher Education; North Central Association of Colleges and Schools; Northwest Association
of Schools and Colleges; Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on
Colleges; and Western Association of Schools and Colleges, Accrediting Commission for Senior
Colleges and Accrediting Commission for Junior Colleges. All credits earned during the period
of time a regionally accredited institution was in a candidacy status for accreditation are
considered for transfer credit. Credits earned at an institution that is currently in candidacy
status will not be considered for transfer cred it until such time as the awarding institution
receives full regional accreditation. If the applicant is applying from a non-regionally accredited
school, the admission decision will be based on the student's prior work, if any, at a regionally
accredited institution.
(c)

After enrollment, students may request validation of transfer credits earned at

non-regionally accredited institutions by petition to the USF department that offers comparable
courses with approval from the college of the student's major.
(d)

The University of South Florida reserves the right to evaluate specific courses

and deny transfer credit. Courses that are remedial, occupational or vocational in nature are not
accepted for transfer credit.
(e)

Associate of Arts (AA) degree holders from Florida public accredited institutions

will be considered as having met USF General Distribution Requirements and are automatically
awarded 60 semester hours of credit. A course-by-course transfer credit evaluation will be done
for all out-of-state and private in-state AA degree holders.

(f)

Effective Fall Quarter, 1976, all courses from a Florida Community

College/University bearing the same State Common Course prefix and last three numbers as a
USF course are automatically transferred and transfer students may not be required to repeat
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these courses unless a college age-of-record policy is involved. Excluded are graduate
courses, studio courses in art, internships, practicums and performing arts courses in dance,
acting, and vocal and instrumental music.
(g)

At least 60 semester hours must be earned from a baccalaureate degree

granting institution regardless of credit hours transferred from a community/junior college unless
the student has received prior approval for waiver of this policy from the college of his or her
intended major. This policy does not affect approved articulated programs based on the AS
degree.

f.9lW
fbltit

Credit will not be awarded for GED tests.
Service school courses will be evaluated with reference to the recommendations

of the American Council of Education when official credentials have been presented.
Such

recommendation ,

.illffi

however,

is

not

binding

upon

the

University .

Effective Fall Quarter, 1975, the maximum credit awarded for ROTC and

military science courses will vary with each college. ROTC and military science courses
taken

prior
.ill~

to

Fall

1975

are

not

acceptable

for

transfer

credit.

A maximum of 45 semester hours of College Level Examination program,

subject and general examinations, credits can be accepted for transfer credit.
ill~

military

A maximum of 30 semester hours of extension, correspondence, and

service

.illtmt

education

credits

can

be

applied

toward

a

degree .

Grades earned in transferred courses are not computed in the student's

USF grade point average except for the purposes of admission to limited access
programs, awarding of Honors at Graduation, and class ranking of baccalaureate
students.
(n)

Foreign transcripts will be evaluated by the Office of Admissions and the

student's college when sufficient materials are available for a fair and accurate
evaluation.

If sufficient informatien is not available, the student will be required to

request

an

!ml~

external

evaluatien

at

the

student's

cost.

A continuously-enrolled USF degree-seeking student must obtain prior

written approval from the college of the student's major in order for courses taken at
other regionally-accredited institutions to be applied to the USF degree program.
Specific Authority: 120.53, 240.227, 229.0081 . 240.233 FS.
Law Implemented: 240.227, 240.233 FS.
History- New 3-26-91, Amended 1-7-93..___ __._
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NAME OF THE PERSON ORIGINATING PROPOSED RULE REVISION: Patricia Pekovsky,
Director, Graduate Admissions
NAME OF SUPERVISOR OR PERSON WHO APPROVED THE PROPOSED RULE
REVISION: Dale Johnson, Dean, Graduate Studies
DATE PROPOSED RULE REVISION APPROVED:
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Agenda item: INFO 101
USF Board of Trustees
March 21, 2002
Issue: USF Auxiliaries and Direct Support Organizations Financial Status.

Proposed action: This enclosed data is being presented for information and review.

Background information:
Auxiliary Enterprises - comprised of self-supporting activities that support the
University's mission.
• Activities include student housing, bookstores, student health services, parking
and continuing education.
• Revenue Sources
- Sales
- Participant Fees
- labor
- Interest Income

Major Auxiliaries (over $1million in revenue)
Bookstore
Parking and Transportation Services
Office Stores
Dining Services
Physical Plant
Post Office
Educational Outreach
Information Technologies-Data Center Operations &
Telecommunications
Marshall Center
Residence Services
Student Health Services
Direct Support Organizations (DSO's)
• Are separate not-for profit corporations operated exclusively to assist the
University by providing resources from private gifts, bequests and valuable
education support services.
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DSO's

USF Foundation, Inc.
USF Alumni Association
USF Research Foundation, Inc.
SUN DOME, Inc.
Medical Services Support Corp.
USF Charter School

Other Support Organizations
Faculty Practice Plan Organization

Supporting documentation: Overview and financial status of major auxiliaries and direct support
organizations.
Prepared by: Paula Varnes Fussell
(813) 974-7040
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USF Auxiliaries and Direct Support Organizations
Auxiliary Enterprises are self-supporting activities that support the University's mission.
Activities include student housing, bookstores, student health services, parking and
transportation, and educational outreach. Revenue sources include sales, participant fees,
labor, and interest income. Numerous auxiliary enterprises operate on campus. Major auxiliary
enterprises are defined as those with an annual operating budget of $1,000,000 or greater.
Major Auxiliaries
o Division of Auxiliary Services
• Bookstores
• Parking and Transportation Services
• Office Stores
o Division of Physical Plant
• Auxil iary Services
• Post Office
o Educational Outreach
o Information Technologies - Data Center Operations & Telecommunications ·
o Marshall Center
o Residence Services
o Student Health Services
The University also receives commissions from contracted services, specifically paystation
telephones and food service.
Direct Support Organizations (DSOs) are separate, not-for-profit corporations incorporated
under the provisions of chapter 617 and approved by the Department of State. They are
organized and operated exclusively to assist the University in achieving excellence by providing
supplemental resources from private gifts and bequests, and valuable education support
services. These organizations are authorized to receive , hold, invest and administer property
and to make expenditures to or for the benefit of the University.
Direct Support Organizations (DSOs)
o USF Foundation, Inc.
o USF Alumni Association
o USF Research Foundation, Inc.
o SUN DOME, Inc.
o USF Charter School
o Medical Services Support Corp.
0

The Faculty Practice Plan is a budget entity which contains data related to the activities for the
University of South Florida Health Center. It is designed to display the financial level of clinical
activity in training of students, postgraduate health professionals, and medical faculty.
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JVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW- MAJOR AUXILIARIES AND SUPPORT
ORGANIZATIONS
FY 2000-2001

MAJOR AUXILIARIES

Revenue
Bookslores

12,637,239

Parking & Transportalion Services

7,135,005

Office Stores

1,755,911

Physical Plant - Auxiliary Services

Costs of

Net Operating

Goods Sold

Income

8,962,527
1,208,526

1,818,211

805,728

Posl Office

1,584,472

1,371,356

Educational Outreach

5,261,625

Information Technolog ies

9,787,342

Marshall Center

2,800,354

Residence Services

2,710,561

964,151

1,080,648

7,135,005

3,484,226

3,650,779

2,652,409

547,385

376,598

170,787

- 99,996

432,794

579,689

(61,754)
63,079

1,012,483
213,116

209,987

3,129

5,261,625

5,472,952

(211,327)

9,787,342

7,288,043

2,499,299

1,963,242

2,659,845

2,503,108

156,737

54,049

10,504,916

6,646,495

3,858,421

1,814,291

3,816,663

98,142

3,718,521

3,367,541

350,980

550,000

57,101,738

12,586,788

44,514,950

32,492,305

12,022,645

8,215,960

10,504,916

Student Health Services
rota! - Major Auxiliaries

140,509

3,674,712

*Other expenses include debt service and net transfers
SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS
Change in
Revenue

Costs

Net Assets

Direct Support Organizations
USF Foundation
Alumni Association

34,255,906

26,082,290

1,242,085

1,022,046

8,173,616
4,815

215,224

15,333,585

13,487,592

717,220

1,128,773

Sun Dome, Inc.

3,234,417

88,384

3,434,615

(288,582)

Charter School

541 ,481

489,943

51,538

26,068,659

25,566,846

501,813

Research Foundation

Medical Services Support Corp.
Total- DSOs

80,676,133

13,575,976

57,312,960

4,815

9,782,382

100,197,167

2,512,105

3,848,957

Other Support Organizations
Faculty Practice Plan

106,558,229

**Alumni Assoc =transfer to Foundation; Faculty Praclice Plan= Change in unrealized gains and losses
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The 2001 Florida Statutes
Title XVI
Education

Chapter 240
Postsecondary Education

1

240.299 Direct-support organizations; use of property; board of directors; activities;
audit; facilities.~-

(1) DEFINITIONS.--For the purposes of this section:
(a) "University direct-support organization" means an organization which is:
1. A Florida corporation not for profit incorporated under the provisions of chapter 617 and
approved by the Department of State;
2. Organized and operated exclusively to receive, hold, invest, and administer property and to
make expenditures to or for the benefit of a state university in Florida or for the benefit of a
research and development park or research and development authority affiliated with a state
university and organized under part V of chapter 159; and
3. An organization which the Board of Regents, after review, has certified to be operating in a
manner consistent with the goals of the university and in the best interest of the state. Any
organization which is denied certification by the Board of Regents shall not use the name of the
university which it serves.
(b) "Personal services" includes full-time or part-time personnel as well as payroll processing.
(2) USE OF PROPERTY.-(a) The Board of Regents is authorized to permit the use of property, facilities, and personal
services at any state university by any university direct-support organization, and, subject to the
provisions of this section, direct-support organizations may establish accounts with the State
Board of Administration for investment of funds pursuant to part IV of chapter 218.
(b) The Board of Regents shall prescribe by rule conditions with which a university directsupport organization must comply in order to use property, facilities, or personal services at any
state university. Such rules shall provide for budget and audit review and oversight by the Board
of Regents.
(c) The Board of Regents shall not permit the use of property, facilities, or personal services at
any state university by any university direct-support organization which does not provide equal
employment opportunities to all persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex, age, or national
origin.
(3) BOARD OF DIRECTORS.~-The chair of the Board of Regents may appoint a representative
to the board of directors and the executive committee of any direct-support organization
established under this section. The president of the university for which the direct-support
organization is established, or his or her designee, shall also serve on the board of directors and
the executive committee of any direct-support organization established to benefit that university.
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(4) ACTIVITIES; RESTRICTION .--A university direct-support organization is prohibited from
giving, either directly or indirectly, any gift to a political committee or committee of continuous
existence as defined in s . 106.011 for any purpose other than those certified by a majority roll
call vote of the governing board of the direct-support organization at a regularly scheduled
meeting as being directly related to the educational mission of the university.
(5) ANNUAL AUDIT.--Each direct-support organization shall provide for an annual financial
audit of its accounts and records to be conducted by an independent certified public accountant
in accordance with rules adopted by the Auditor General pursuant to s. 11.45(8) and by the
Board of Regents. The annual audit report shall be submitted, within 9 months after the end of
the fiscal year, to the Auditor General and the Board of Regents for review. The Board of
Regents, the Auditor General, and the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government
Accountability shall have the authority to require and receive from the organization or from its
independent auditor any records relative to the operation of the organization . The identity of
donors who desire to remain anonymous shall be protected, and that anonymity shall be
maintained in the auditor's report. All records of the organization other than the auditor's report,
management letter, and any supplemental data requested by the Board of Regents, the Auditor
General, and the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability shall be
confidential and exempt from the provisions of s. 119.07(1 ).

(6) FACILITJES.--In addition to issuance of indebtedness pursuant to s. 240.2093(2), each
direct-support organization is authorized to enter into agreements to finance, design and
construct, lease, lease-purchase, purchase, or operate facilities necessary and desirable to
serve the needs and purposes of the university, as determined by the systemwide strategic plan
adopted by the Board of Regents, upon approval of such agreements by the Board of Regents
and approval of the project by the Legislature. Such agreements are subject to the provisions of
s. 243.151.
(7) ANNUAL BUDGETS AND REPORTS.--Each direct-support organization shall submit to the
university president and the Board of Regents its federal Internal Revenue Service Application
for Recognition of Exemption form (Form 1023) and its federal Internal Revenue Service Return
of Organization Exempt from Income Tax form (Form 990).

History.--s. 10, ch. 75-302; s. 21 , ch. 79-222; s. 6, ch . 85-313; s. 67, ch. 87-224; s. 1, ch. 88237; s. 75, ch . 90-360; s. 14, ch . 91-55; s. 5, ch. 94-230; s. 819, ch. 95-148; s. 16, ch. 95-243; s.
27, ch . 95-392; s. 96, ch . 96-406; s. 1, ch . 98-99; s. 1, ch . 2000-267; s. 3(7) , ch. 2000-321 ; s.
75, ch . 2001-266.
1

Note.--Repealed January 7, 2003, by s. 3(7) , ch. 2000-321, and shall be reviewed by the
Legislature prior to that date.

Note.--Former s. 240.182.
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